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ABSTRACT 

Rhetoricians have argued, long and arduously, the necessity for 

a rhetorical theory applicable to the understanding of social movement. 

This study utilizes existing theory, the unified system of philosophy 

of rhetoric offered by Kenneth Burke and constructs a methodology for 

analysis of the rhetoric in social movements. 

A model for analysis was developed and addresses the movement 

from a dialectical viewpoint; in which identification always occurs in 

a context of alienation; in which one deals with large blocks of 

discourse and utilizes rhetoric not in terms of some particular address, 

but as a general body of identifications. 

The model defines a movement rhetorically as a shared percep

tion of the world different than that of the dominant order and which 

deconstructs the existing order. The movement is viewed as an 

expression of values offered in languaging strategies by those in 

search of the "good life." The strategies are examined for "identifi

cations" which revealed the means by which movement maneuvered through 

diverse situations. The model permitted the discovery of the vocabu

lary of motives which revealed the movements' attitudes. The model 

thus, permits the critic to answer the question, "Why does man do 

what?" 

The model is tested on three segments of the Chicano Movement, 

a collective effort which is examined since its incept in the early 

vi 
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1960s and through the end of the decade. The rhetorical efforts of the 

segment leaders were examined first. The nature of the movement was 

then explored. 

Application of the model revealed the movements' order of goods 

as they appeared in the communication strategies--invented by the 

rhetors and embraced by the membership as they operationalized the 

collective effort. Investigation of form provided the milieu in which 

the rhetorical effort arose. Examination of the languaging strategies 

revealed the "identifications" utilized by the movement to order their 

world around them. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Herbert Wichelns in "The Study of Public Address," a paper read 

at the 1946 conference of the Speech Association of America, suggested 

social/historical movements as possible areas for exploration by 

h . I .. 1 r etorlca crltlCS. In 1952, influenced by Wichelns, Leland M. 

Griffin offered the student "who would move in that direction," some 

suggestions for approaching the study of public address in historical 

2 
movements. Twenty years later, Robert' Cathcart in "New Approaches to 

the Study of Movements: Defining Movements Rhetorically," called for 

3 
"new approaches to the rhetorical criticism of movements." 

The study of social or historical movements as rhetorical 

events is sufficiently recent and fertile that rhetoricians are still 

working on adequate methodologies to undertake the task. Edwin Black, 

in [his] Rhetorical Criticism: A Study in Method (1965), observed that 

"only three movement studies besides Griffinls" had appeared during the 

1. Leland N. Griffin, "The Rhetoric of Historical Movements, II 
The Quarterly Journal of Speech, 38 (April 1952), p. 134. 

2. Griffin, p. 134. 

3. Robert Cathcart, "New Approaches to the Study of Movements, 
Defining Movements Rhetorically," Western Speech, 36 (Spring 1972), 
p. 32. 

1 
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4 
"last decade," and suggested the need for an adequate methodology for 

critical rather than historical purposes. Black observed a distinction 

between the rhetorical historian and the rhetorical critic. The 

historian, he said, applies rhetorical critical theory to a given 

movement in history for the "purpose of understanding the rhetorical 

history of the event." The critic applies "rhetorical critical theory 

to a given movement for the purpose of testing and understanding and 

enlarging upon the theory itself.,,5 Subsequent rhetoricians including 

Herbert W. Simons and Charles A. Wilkinson, accepting Edwin Black's 

challenge and suggestion, offered varied rhetorical definitions and/or 

theories of persuasion for movements. Herbert Simons, in "Require-

ments, Problems, and Strategies: A Theory of Persuasion for Social 

Movements," contended that existing (standard) tools of rhetorical 

criticism were "illsuited for unraveling the complexity of discourse in 

6 
social movements or for capturing its grand flow." Dan F. Hahn and 

Ruth M. Gonchar, in "Studying Social Movements: A Rhetorical Method-

ology," suggested that social movement rhetoric could be examined using 

4. Edwin Black, Rhetorical Criticism: A Studv in Method, Wisc. 
ed. (New York, 1965; rpt. Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1978), p. 22. 

5. Charles Wilkinson, "A Rhetorical Definition of Movements," 
The Central States Speech Journal, 2, XXIII (Summer 1976), p. 89. 

6. Herbert W. Simons, "Requirements, Problems, and Strategies: 
A Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements," The Quarterly Journal of 
Speech, 56 (February 1970), p. 2. 



ethos, logos, pathos, and style for analysis.
7 

Robert Cathcart, in 

"New Approaches to the Study of Movements: Defining Movements 

Rhetorically," called for the "establishment of a functional critical 

methodology and for a rhetorical definition of movements." He 

suggested, borrowing from Leland Griffin's view, that movements 

are dramatic and thus require dramatistic theory because rhetorical 

form in political and social movements required and involved "the 

creation of dialectical tension growing out of a moral conflict."B 

David Zarefsky in "'Blowing the Hhistle' on Movement Studies: A 

3 

Response to Cathcart," contended that Cathcart's definition of a move-

ment was really a definition for a strategy for the conditions or 

9 
status of a movement. Suggestions, comments, and contentions 

regarding the development of a working model for the study of movements 

has continued since Griffin. Very extended and elaborated models for 

the study of movements has been offered by novices and experts alike. 

Entire sections of "conference time" have been dedicated to the 

10 
movement phenomena. Most recently, Ruth Gonchar and Dan Hahn argue, 

7. Dan F. Hahn and Ruth N. Gonchar, "Studying Social ~love
ments: A Rhetorical Methodology," The Speech Teacher, 20 (January 
1971), p. 47. 

B. Robert S. Cathcart, "Ne~v Approaches to the Study of 
Movements: Defining Novements Rhetorically," Western Speech, 36 (Spring 
1972), p. B. 

9. David Zarefsky, "'Blo~ving the Whistle' on Novement Studies: 
A Response to Cathcart," E.C.A. Convention Paper, 7 ~lay 1979, pp. 5-6. 

10. "Some Distinctions Between Movements and Campaigns," SCA 
Convention, 1974, and "Rhetoric and Social Movements," SCA Convention, 
1979, San Antonio, Texas. 



in "Social Hovement Theory: A Dead End," that "movements do not 

utilize a different rhetoric and therefore there is no need for a 

11 
theory of the rhetoric of social movements." 

This study, in agreement with Hahn and Gonchar, applies 

existing rhetorical critical theory to a movement for the specific 

purpose of understanding the movement and to determine the applicabil-

ity of the rhetorical critical model to the phenomenon investigated. 

In addition, it is the intent of this endeavor to discover some 

understanding of man by following Black's paradigm that "one of the 

4 

major objectives of rhetorical criticism is to enrich our understanding 

12 
of the rhetorical uses of language." To achieve this end the 

application of a rhetorical theory that addresses itself well to 

language and its place in movements is requisite. Because every move-

13 
ment is essentially a "languaging strategy" Kenneth Burke's thought 

that man, the "symbol-using (making-mis-using) animal, orders his world 

and himself according to a world-view and a self-view, whatever their 

origins, that are uniquely his own,,,14 is examined. This permits the 

selection of elements of his theory and the development of criteria for 

the rhetorical analysis and investigation of a modern movement. This 

11. Dan F. Hahn and Ruth H. Gonchar, "Social Hovement Theory: A 
Dead End," Communication Quarterly, 28, No.1 (Winter 1980), p. 64. 

12. Black, Criticism, pp. 176-177. 

13. Wilkinson, p. 91. 

14. Kenneth Burke, Language as Symbolic Action (Berkeley: The 
University of California Press, 1966), pp. 8-20. 



study, thus, endeavors to identify and apply a Burkeian framework in 

the analysis of rhetoric in a movement. 

This study is undertaken in four major parts: the first part 

provides an overview of Kenneth Burke's analysis of behavior, vocabu

lary of motives, his assumptions regarding man, language, and communi

cation. Burke's rhetorical and critical processes and techniques as 

they may pertain to the study of movements is explained. Burke's 

methodology for critical rhetorical analysis, specifically h~s notions 

of rhetoric, are discussed. Special attention is given to Burke's 

concept of language as an instrument of persuasion. His rhetorical 

strategies for identification are explained by function--material, 

transcendental, and formal. 

5 

The second major part of this study constructs a model 

utilizing elements of Burke's concept, the notions of competition

cooperation, division-identification, and a vocabulary of motives (as 

ideology), for the critical analysis of the rhetorical events in the 

modern social effort known as the Chicano movement. This study 

constructs the simplest of critical rhetorical models based on Burkeian 

thought and method for analysis. The Chicano Movement serves as the 

scope for the endeavor, the constructed model as the format for synthe

sis, and Burke's theory of rhetoric as the principal for evaluation of 

the rhetorical events. Burke's notion(s) of competition-cooperation 

are seen as the cause and object supposition(s) for studying the 

rhetoric in the movement. His notion(s) of division and identific~tion 

are viewed as the stasis and end of rhetoric. Cooperation and 



identification are accepted as the ultimate purpose(s) of the rhetoric 

in social movements and the vocabulary of motives as the ideology 

generating and influencing the content in the strategies used in the 

movement rhetoric. The motives expressed in the means serve as the 

strategy or strategies used to sustain a series of speeches, activi-

ties, or events in the social movement. Inherent in the model are the 

following premises or paradigm. 

1. Rhetoric is "the use of symbols to induce cooperation in 
beings that by nature respond to symbols."ls 

2. Behavior is analyzed (by Burke) in terms of the social 
psychology of symbolic interaction. 

3. Motive and identity is assisted by development of a 
vocabulary of motives. 

4. The vocabulary of motives identifies the means by which 
man achieves social interaction. 

5. Men respond to symbols because symbols order their world, 
shape identities and constitute their motives. 16 

6. Identification of the item, the situation, or the act is 
the process by which men define in symbols the people, 
ideas, objects and places which comprise their world. 

7. Man is by nature divided. 17 

8. Identification may cause division, indifference, alienation, 
and/or a combination thereof. 

9 D'" d 'd 'f' , 18 • 1V1S1on may prece e ~ ent1 1cat10n. 

15. Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (New York: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1959), p. 43. 

16. Wilkinson, p. 91. 

17. Burke, Motives, p. 22. 

18. Burke, Motives, p. 22. 

6 
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To make the model parsimonious and conclusive, special effort is made 

to insure that the criteria for rhetorical criticism accomplish the 

following: (1) the symbols in the rhetorical act approximate (define) 

the situation as accurately as possible, (2) the symbols of the rhetor-

ical act do not hinder or suppress the diverse voices of the dramatis-

tic process, (3) symbolization within the dramatistic experience 

indicates an effort to achieve the Good Life (perfection), (4) symbolic 

definitions of the dramatistic experience represent the human motives, 

and (5) the social character of symbolism assures that the individual 

~ill act as a member of the group(s). 

The third major part of the study involves the application of 

the model, the Burkeian framework, for criticism of rhetoric in a 

social movement. The model is applied to the socio-political effort in 

the Southwestern United States known as the Chicano Movement. The 

Chicano Movement, an intellectual and cultural awakening by a self-

labeled collection of Mexican American people, principally in the 

Southwestern United States, is a struggle, "the struggle of the mind, 

the development, in fact, of a filosof{a chicana, a philosophy of 

Aztlan.,,19 It is a philosophy constructed by students, barrio 

organizers, farm workers, and- scholars. It is a mass movement, in 

which thousands of individuals are almost spontaneously pouring forth 

essays, poems, articles, and speeches. It is a movement which "will 

determine, in its totality, the future direction in which the Chicano 

19. Jack D. Forbes, Aztecas Del Norte, The Chicanos of Aztlan, 
(Greenwich, Connecticut: Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1973), pp. 297-298. 



20 people move." The movement is observed for the period beginning in 

the early 1960's and ending at the end of the decade. Specifically, 

the model outlines a method of rhetorical analysis for social move-

ments. The model addresses the: (1) description of the milieu in 

which the movement (series of rhetorical acts) take place, (2) identi-

fication of the exigence which supports the movement's perspective, 

(3) analysis of the movement's (constitutency) vocabulary of motives, 

and (4) analysis of the languaging strategies used by the rhetor/ 

leaders to promote cooperation and identification. 

The fourth part of this study evaluates the nature of the 

movement. It assesses the impact of the rhetorical effort in terms of 

8 

Chicano political, social, and economic status and condition at the end 

of the decade (1960's). 

20. Forbes, Aztecas, pp. 297-298. 



CHAPTER II 

KENNETH BURKE: THE MAN AND HIS RHETORIC 

Wherever there is persuasion, there is rhetoric. . • • And 
wherever there is "meaning," there is persuasion •••. 1 

Kenneth Burke is considered by many as the foremost critic of 

our age. As a perspectivist, Burke can effectively create and 

criticize different aspects of the art. His abilities cover a wide 

span, from literature, politics and painting, to music, philosophy and 

business. Burke can effectively discuss and criticize poetry, as he 

does in The White Oxen and Other Stories and write novels like Towards 

a Better Life. Kenneth Burke's contribution to the art lies primarily 

in his skillful method of developing a perspective, a theory in which 

he brings together the critical aspects as well as the production of 

the art. 

Burke began his career as a poet with the publication, in 1924, 

of The White Oxen and Other Stories. In 1932, he published a novel, 

Towards a Better Life, "which announced the termination of his career 

2 
as a poet." Burke stopped writing poetry but not writing about it. 

In 1932, he published CounteL-Statement, a collection of essays which 

1. Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (New York: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1950), p. 172. 

2. William H. Rueckert, Kenneth Burke: And the Drama of Human 
Relations (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1963), p. 8. 

9 



"systematizes the theory of the pure art Burke practiced and defended 

3 in The White Oxen." Counter-Statement began to build a dramatistic 

system which placed more "stress upon the rhetorical properties of 

4 
letters." 

Kenneth Burke is principally an advocate of literature. His 

criticism, however, looks upon literature as "equipment for living.,,5 

10 

and thus lends itself well to the criticism of oral discourse. Burke's 

works have had a significant effect in the area of linguistics, 

literature and rhetoric. His views on life, and man, for which he 

develops as a perspective, is influenced significantly by Sigmund 

Freud, Karl Marx, and Aristotle.
6 

Thorstein Veblen and John Dewey 

affected his work as did I. A. Richards whose work, concerned with the 

social consequences and inherent nature of meaning, gave seed to 

7 Burke's work on language. 

Burke's purpose is a movement toward the "good life." In his 

effort to achieve this purpose, he developed Dramatism which stresses 

3. Rueckert, p. 9. 

4. Rueckert, p. 9. 

5. Kenneth Burke, Perspectives by Incongruity, ed. Stanley 
Edgar Hyman et al. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976), 
p. 109. 

6. Donald Stauffer, "The Key is 'Substance' ," rev. of Kenneth 
Burke, Rhetoric of Motives, New York Times Book Review, 11 June 1950, 
p. 30. 

7. C. 1. Glicksberg, "Kenneth Burke: The Critics's Critic," 
South Atlantic Quarterly, XXXVI (1937), p. 76. 
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human behavior as action rather than motion.
8 

Burke's approach is one 

complete, unified system regarding man as a "symbol using, symbol 

making, and symbol-misusing animal.,,9 Burke believes that man per-

ceives the world through language and that language is the factor in 

all human action; that language is ambiguous and implies persuasion; 

that wherever there is meaning, there is persuasion. 

Analysis of Behavior 

Kenneth Burke, in The Grammar of Motives and in The Rhetoric of 

Hotives, uses the terms "human relations" several times as he describes 

situations which are sociological in nature. Burke sees man with two 

potentials, biological and neurological, thus, Burke the pragmatist, is 

a sociological critic who examines man's behavior through a vocabulary 

of motives. Man's conduct, he says, has been explained by an "endless 

variety of theories: ethnological, geographical, sociological, .•• , 

and so on.,,10 

Burke describes man as a "symbol using, symbol making, and 

symbol-misusing animal, "who seeks redemption and purification of their 

souls." Man does this by using language to create strategies which 

provides a means by which he can order his community. Man, says Burke, 

8. Kenneth Burke, "Dramatism," Communication Concepts and 
Perspectives, ed. Lee Thayer (Washington, D.C.: Spartan Books, 1967), 
p. 332. 

9. Kenneth Burke, Language as Symbolic Action (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1966), p. 16. 

10. Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives and a Rhetoric of 
Motives (Cleveland: The World Publishing Co., 1962), p. 562. 
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is by nature divided, thus, he spends his time devising strategies, 

means, by which he can identify with his fellow man. This he accom-

plishes through the rhetorical function of language; as a symbolic 

means of inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to 

11 
symbols. Man uses rhetoric to induce other men to action. He does 

so through an action, or series of acts which can be found and 

understood chrough the use of his Pentad or other forms of analysis. 

Vocabulary of Motives 

Kenneth Burke, in Permanence and Change, defines a motive as "a 

h h d' f'· . 12 sort an 'term or 'sltuatlon." He suggests that motives can be 

discussed on three levels, rhetorical, symbolic, and grammatical. II13 

The rhetorical level deals with "purpose." The symbolic concerns 

"languaging strategies," and the grammatical level concerns the 

individual and the problem of the "intrinsic," or problem of "sub-

stance." 

The motives and process of establishment of identity that man 

utilizes to achieve social interaction are assisted by a "vocabulary of 

motives." The vocabulary of motives identifies the means by which man 

11. Burke, Rhetoric, p. 43. 

12. Kenneth Burke, Permanence and Change, An Anatomy of 
Purpose, 2nd ed. rev. (1954; rpt. New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
1965), p. 31. 

13. Burke, Rhetoric, p. 21. Burke treats each area in 
separate publications (see A Rhetoric of Motives, Language as Symbolic 
Action, and A Grammar of Motives cited in this study). 
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achieves social interaction. The vocabulary helps man to define 

himself and provides a description of what he perceives himself to be--

the description is a complex of symbols--a vocabulary of motives the 

individual employs in ordering the world around him. The vocabulary 

defines situations that man experiences. 

Man's choice of symbols in his vocabulary of motives depend 

largely upon his perception of those who affect his political, social, 

and economic condition. He labels people, places, and situations 

according to their impact upon his personal life. Burke suggests that 

Man's perspective and vocabulary of motives, specifically substance 

(the essence of anything is equal to the sum of its attributes) and 

form (a progression of steps that begins with an exordium designed to 

secure the goodwill of one's audience, .•. then builds up one's own 

case at length, ••. and reinforces all points in one's favor, 

14 
•.• ), can be found through the Pentad. The Pentad is a method of 

analysis developed in A Grammar of Motives, which draws out the meaning 

and significance of form (which Burke equates with motive) and thus 

provides the methodology for the investigation of form. Form and 

motive and their relationship between them must be known in order to 

understand Burke's method of analysis. Form (in this case "the 

structure of relationships within the work itself") "ans\vers the 

question 'why' .• •• " Burke states that form and substance answer the 

14. Kenneth Burke, "Dramatism," Communication Concepts and 
Perspectives, ed. Lee Thayer (Washington, D.C.: Spartan Books, 1967), 
pp. 327-360. 
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question "why does that what follow what?" Burke also equates motive 

to situation. Thus to investigate form, one discusses the times of 

the author(s) of his (their) situation, because "words for motives are 

I h h d d .. f' . ,,15 mere y sort an escr~pt~ons 0 s~tuat~ons. 

Motives play an important part in Burke's perspective of life. 

He maintains that "we are not moved by the reality of a cause hut by 

our interpretation of it. ,,16 
Interpretation--says Burke--is 

fixed individually, by the uniqueness of the experience to the indi-

vidual affected. Man then labels that uniqueness in symbols which 

describe the situation i~ a vocabulary of motives. That vocabulary of 

motives becomes the communication which man uses to describe his 

existence. 

God Terms and Devil Terms 

In A Grammar of Motives Kenneth Burke identifies God and Devil 

Terms as symbols that refer to various acts, agents, items, toward 

which the individual has an optimum positive or negative attitude. God 

terms represent that which is not subject to, or necessary to change. 

God terms represent that phenomena which man considers to be perfect 

and/or sacred. Devil terms represent that which is evil, that for 

which there is no redemption. 
17 

Devil terms constitute the "profane." 

15. Burke, Permanence, pp. 29-30. 

16. Burke, Permanence, p. 151. 

17. Burke, A Grammar of Motives (New York: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1945), p. 355. 
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God terms and Devil terms form word clusters which become part 

of the individual's vocabulary which he uses in interpreting his 

experiences. The terms describe the motive/form of the speaker. Burke 

suggests that in the individual's vocabulary the God terms are used for 

'd 'f' , d D '1 f l' , 18 ~ ent~ ~cat~on an ev~ terms or a ~enat~on. The terms which 

comprise the individual's vocabulary of motives organizes his/her 

perspective--of the Horld into an order Hhich "sorts out" the 

undesirable and desirable phenomenon in God and Devil terms--the terms 

become the symbols Hhich describe the individual's Horld. 

Burkeian Assumptions About Language 

According to Burke, language functions as an instrument of 

action. Language is born Hhen people act together to achieve coopera-

tion. Language, says Burke, is "the basic instrument by Hhich social 

19 
relationships are managed." Thus language as an instrument of action 

is Heighted: "It thus trends naturally tOHard the use of implicit 

moral Heightings, as the name for things and operations smuggle in 

connotations of good and bad, a noun tending to carry Hith it a kind of 

20 
invisible adjective, and a verb an invisible adverb." Language is a 

system of attitudes and contains emotional overtones Hhich indicate hOH 

the listener should act tOHard the object(s). Thus, Hhen a situation 

18. Burke, Grammar, p. 355. 

19. Kenneth Burke, "The Meaning of C. K. Ogden," Ne~v Republic, 
LXXVIII (May 1934), p. 330. 

20. Burke, Permanence, p. 192. 
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or object is named, the quality aspect of the object or situation is 

recognized (felt) by the individual naming (according to that indi-

vidual's view of reality). This makes language selective and imprecise 

(we do not all agree on meaning). Imprecision of the language causes 

miscommunication among men. The symbol systems that man creates often 

describes imprecisely man's perspective of the world. Language is a 

distorted reality because it is selective--biased by the individual who 

uses it. 

According to Burke, language implies persuasion. He states 

h "h "1" 1 'If h f ,,21 tat, t ere lS lmp lClt in anguage ltse ,t e act 0 persuaslon.' 

So in order to persuade, there must be some division, for if there were 

no division, there would be no need for persuasion. Language implies 

persuasion and is the primary tool which man uses to achieve consub-

stantiality (oneness). Imperfection of the language creates guilt for 

man. Language permeates man's human behavior--it standardizes 

behavior, it orders the world for him.
22 

Communication 

Burke believes that the use of symbols for creating communica-

tion begins because there is estrangement between participants and 

occurs when the participants share commonalities--or identify in 

21. Burke, Grammar and Rhetoric, p. 798. 

22. Charles A. ~.Jilkinson, "A Rhetorical Definition of t-love
ments," The Central States Speech Journal, XXVII (Summer 1976), p. 91. 
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certain aspects with one another. Burke states that communication is 

not perfect. Consequently, man strives for that condition. 

Burke's Rhetorical Process 

Kenneth Burke, in his discussion of rhetoric, states two 

purposes which describe his views concerning the scope of rhetoric. 

First, he suggests that the new insights, from other areas, will expand 

the scope and second, he suggests a shift from rhetoric by deliberate 

design (classical theory) to a combination of rhetoric by deliberate 

design and a partially "unconscious" factor in appeal. Burke argues 

that persuasion also includes non-delib~rate, or unconscious effort to 

1 b h 
. 23 

a ter e av~or. 

Burke states that the old rhetoric, "lost its relative impor-

24 
tance in curriculum after the rise in aesthetic in the 19th century." 

He believes that rhetoric, exiled from existing studies relocated 

itself in the new sciences, sociology, semantics, linguistics, and the 

"analysis of public opinion." Burke summed-up the difference between 

the old and the new rhetoric thus: "I would reduce it to this: The 

key term for the old rhetoric was 'persuasion' and its stress was upon 

deliberate design. The key term for the 'new' rhetoric would be 

'identification,' which can include a partially 'unconscious' factor in 

23. Kenneth Burke, "Rhetoric--Old and New," New Rhetorics, ed. 
Martin Steinmann Jr. (New York: Scribner, 1968), p. 62. 

24. Kenneth Burke, "Criticism of Criticism," rev. of R. P. 
Blackmur, The Lion and the Honeycomb, Accent, XV (1955), p. 29. 
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25 
in appeal." Burke expands the scope of rhetoric and suggests that 

"~ve can place in terms of rhetoric all those statements by anthropolo-

gists, ethnologists, individual and social psychologists, and the like, 

that bear upon the persuasive aspects of language, the function of 

language as addressed, as direct or roundabout appeal to real or ideal 

audiences, without or within. II26 

Burke includes under the heading of rhetoric, courtship, 

education, religion, instruction, semantics, propaganda, witchcraft, 

love, diplomatic devices, parliamentary procedures, word magic, lying, 

poetry, literature, exposition, and description. In general, Burke 

includes all human behavior (action) in the scope of rhetoric. 27 He 

extends the rhetoric to include non-verbal as well as verbal communica-

tion. He believes that classical rhetoric treated only the latter. He 

argues that " •.. we could sum up the proposition that, in all such 

partly verbal, partly nonverbal kinds of rhetorical devices, the 

nonverbal element persuades by reason of its symbolic charac-

ter •.•• ,,28 Thus Burkeian perspective ~vould include in the scope of 

rhetoric all that is symbolic and all that promotes unity and/or 

actions in society which promote cooperation. 

25. Burke, "Rhetoric--Old and New," p. 63. 

26. Burke, Grammar and Rhetoric, pp. 567-568. 

27. Burke, Grammar and Rhetoric, pp. 567-568. 

28. Burke, Grammar and Rhetoric, p. 696. 



The Function of Rhetoric 

"For rhetoric as such is not rooted in any past condition of 

human society. It is rooted in an essential function of language 

itself, a function that is wholly realistic and is continually born 

anew; the use of language as a symbolic means of inducing cooperation 

29 
in beings that by nature respond to symbols." 

19 

Kenneth Burke makes rhetoric useful by grounding the rhetorical 

act in symbol-using, a characteristic distinctive to man. He does so 

by designating rhetoric as a function in which man seeks to order his 

community. Thus, the function of rhetoric becomes apparent in eve~y 

linguistic action of man. Politicians and sham artists are not the 

only ones who use rhetoric, says Burke. He sees rhetoric as "a primary 

30 
resource of speech used in a thoroughly realistic way." Burke 

believes that rhetoric is persuasive only when employed in a noncoer-

cive manner. Modification of the attitudes or behavior of others, says 

Burke, is exercising the rhetorical function which is advanced by 

language. "Whereas poetic language is a kind of symbolic action, for 

itself and in itself, and whereas scientific language is preparation 

for action, rhetorical language is inducement to action (or attitude, 

. db' .. . ) 31 attltu e elng an lnclplent act • The rhetorical effort, he says, 

induces, or has the effect of inducing a particular attitude as the 

29. Burke, Rhetoric, p. 43. 

30. Burke, Rhetoric, p. 41. 

31. Burke, Rhetoric, p. 42. 



initial step to a corresponding act. 32 Burke warns, however, that an 

attitude may be a substitute for an act thus rendering the act 

ambiguous. Since every act can be deemed ambiguous, it can be said 

that each act can be seen as leading to several ways of acting. If 

this is so, then rhetoric becomes an inducement to attitude, (as it 

may be) as the initial step totvard a way of acting. A way of acting, 

according to Burke, can be equated with being: 

In a dramatist perspective, where the connotations of "to act" 
strategically overlap upon the connotation of "to be." Action 
is not merely a means of doing but a way of being. And a way 
of being is substantial, not instrumental. 33 

The distinction is ethically of great importance, as a man 
say deliberately chooses a less "efficient" means for doing 
something because it is "his way" (if he is concerned not 
merely for the successful outcome of the given operation, but 
also for its performance in keeping with his "character," or 
norms of his being).34 

20 

Burke's view of acting (as being equal with a way of being) is 

similar to the current method of labeling employed to characterize 

individuals or groups of individuals in our society. Labeling is 

accomplished by observing the way of acting and then applying the name. 

Thus an individual, by his way of acting, will be labeled a liberal, a 

conservative, a hawk, a dove, a pacifist, or a revolutionary. The way 

of acting allows the individual to devise strategies or methods to 

achieve his goals through rhetoric. 

32. Burke, Grammar, p. 236. 

33. Burke, Grammar, p. 310. 

34. Burke, Grammar, p. 310. 
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Identification, Division, and Consubstantiality 

Identification, in Burkeian terms, means recognition--and 

specifically--association with others, as in groups. To understand the 

concept of identification, Burke offers concepts of division, strate-

gies, and consubstantiality. He states that, "If men were not apart 

from one another, there would be no need for the rhetorician to 

proclaim their unity.,,35 Identification is an outcome of division, a 

condition which exists when men fail to share some substance. That 

substance may be property; resources; liberty or civil rights. This 

division or estrangement is (or may be) the incentive or motive for 

appeal or for persuasion. According to Burke, division always serves 

the motive for rhetoric. Burke suggests that total division or total 

identification cannot exist. 

In pure identification there would be not strife. Likewise, 
there would be no strife in absolute separateness, since 
opponents can join battle through a mediatory ground that 
makes their communication possible, thus providing the first 
condition necessary for this interchange of blows. But put 
identification and division ambiguously together, so that you 
cannot know for certain just when one ends and the other 
begins, and you have the characteristic invitation to 
rhetoric. 36 

Identification, in addition to meaning the condition of one man 

being identified-with-another·, is the mode by which men can overcome 

division. Identification, then, or strategies of identification, can 

be used by men to achieve the "good life." In a sense, the strategies 

35. Burke, Grammar and Rhetoric, p. 546. 

36. Burke, Grammar and Rhetoric, p. 549. 
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of identification become the rhetorical means by which men adapt to 

their situations. Strategies (identifications) are the way in which 

men overcome (or can overcome) a situation. 

Identification, or the means by which man "associates" with 

other men, simply means that the way (signs) by which a man defines his 

place in a community is the same as the way by which another man 

defines his place in a community. This agreement Burke calls consub-

stantiality. Consubstantiality also implies the transcendence of 

hierarchical divisions that separate men. Burke suggests that people 

are identified with each other only when they share (real or imagined) 

the same substance(s), or properties. When they are identified they 

are consubstantial. "A is not identical with his colleague, B. But 

insofar as their interests are joined. A is identified with Beven 

when their interests are not joined, if he assumes that they are or is 

persuaded to believe so.,,37 

Burke's Critical Rhetorical Process 

Kenneth Burke's method for rhetorical criticism is founded upon 

his notion of dramatism. Dramatism, he said, is "the study of human 

relations and motives" by means of "a methodical inquiry into cycles or 

clusters of terms and their functions." His system of dramatism is 

explained through the Pentad with its elements, act, scene, agency, 

37. Burke, Grammar and Rhetoric, p. 544. 

38. "Dramatism," The International Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences, ed. David L. Sills, VII, p. 445. 



agent, and purpose. The Pentad, which he offers as a frame~V'ork for 

analysis of causes (motives) which explain what "people are doing and 

why they are doing it,,,39 explores the coordinates of any act. 

The "act," for Burke, is "a terministic center from which 

a whole universe of terms is derived.,,40 Burke writes, 

In a rounded statement about motives, you must have some word 
that names the act (names what took place in thought or deed), 
and another tha~ames the scene (the background of the act, 
the situation in which it occurred); also, you must indicate 
what person or kind of person (agent) performed the act, what 
means or instruments he used (agency), and the purpose. 41 

The five terms of the pentad are questions which the critic must 

complete in order to discover the motive. Burke ,V'rites, "By act was 

23 

meant: 'What was done?' By scene: 'In what sort of situation was it 

done?' And so on. Thus, they are really but a set of blanks to be 

filled out. They are an algebra, not an arithmetic.,,42 The terms in 

the pentad imply each other and therefore overlap one another. This 

overlap, or "ratio," explains Burke, "is a formula indicating a transi

tion from one term to another.,,43 The terms of the pentad allow for 

39. Kenneth Burke, Counter-Statement, 2nd ed. (Los Altos, 
California: Hermes Publication, 1953), p. 218. 

40. "Dramatism," p •. 446. 

41. Burke, Grammar, p. xvii. 

42. Kenneth Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1961), p. 26. 

43. Burke, Grammar, p. 267. 



ten ratios (scene-act, scene-agent, scene-agency, scene-purpose, act-

purpose, act-agent, act-agency, agent purpose, agent-agency, and 

44 
agency-purpose.) 

The pentad seeks to anS\ver the question 'tlhy by attempting to 

locate a form's motivation or function by investigating the situation 

in which it arose. To do so, the critic must focus on all aspects of 

24 

the situation. Even so, the "true" motivation may not be produced, but 

another perspective of the motivation in the act may be located. Using 

the ratios as questions to investigate the motive in an act would 

provide a framework which would expose all possible relationships and 

sources of motivation. 

The pentad answers the questions: who, what, where, how, and 

for what purpose for the critic. It is a viable alternative to 

neo-Aristotelianism (criticism) useful for analysing "a specified 

rhetorical work, a particular speaker or writer, a rhetorical campaign, 

. 1 45 or a SOCla movement." Social movements, however, prove a most 

difficult task for pentadic analysis as such a work would be extensive 

if not narrowed and if narrowed would not be a pentadic analysis. 

The terms in the pentad, when used with other notions of 

Burke's rhetoric, however, are valuable in the construction of a model 

for the analysis of rhetoric in social movements. Identification and 

44. Burke, Grammar, p. 15. 

45. James L. Golden, Goodwin F. Berquist, and William E. 
Coleman, The Rhetoric of Western Thought (Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt 
Publishing Company, 1978), p. 249. 
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consubstantiality, as mode and purpose of the movement, provide an 

appropriate focus for investigation. The terms in the pentad may serve 

as starting points for investigation rather than conclusions to be 

proven by the critic. Burkeian analysis often leads its users to "find 

what they are supposed to find" and thus the criticism leveled at 

Burke. A careful explanation, however, of the method used and its 

purpose, can assure the reader that the "focus" is a starting point 

rather than an expected outcome. 

Rhetoric and Social Movements 

To study a social movement it is necessary to find a compre

hensive theory of human communication which accounts for the diverse 

configurations and levels of interaction involved in human action. 

Kenneth Burke, through diverse writings, provides a composite of 

notions which explain the human condition. His philosophy of human 

cOlnmunication, concept of motive, theory of social behavior, and mode 

for analysis of symbolic acts provides ground for development of a 

model which enables us to examine and evaluate the rhetoric in social 

movements. 

Burke's philosophy of human communication which describes man 

as the "symbol-making, symbol-using, and symbol-misusing animal," 

provides a basis for understanding man and his interaction with other 

men. Because man's reality is but a construct of his symbol system, it 

is reasonable then to say that man's symbol system allows him to define 

and redefine the world until it suits him. 
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Burke's notion that "motive" is a "shorthand term for a situa

tion(s),,46 allows one to interpret "motives" <!-s linguistic labels for 

situations. This allows one to interpret the motive of the speaker(s) 

by locating symbols he uses to define his view of reality. That 

perspective of the world may become the ideological anchor for movement 

rhetoric for the rhetor. 

Burke's theory of social behavior, which concerns man's desire 

to order his society through symbolic interaction, supports the purpose 

of social movements. Because Burke believes that society is basically 

a situation in which symbolic interaction takes place, it is not 

difficult to interpret society as a series of events which make up the 

situation. That situation, because language (meaning) is ambiguous, 

may be defined differently. The aefinition and redefinition of the act 

involves linguistic strategies and thus the rhetoric of social move

ments. 

The material covered in this chapter is not intended to 

summarize the voluminous matter provided by Kenneth Burke. It is 

designed, rather, to point out the significant aspects of rhetoric and 

its criticism and to show how the elements (concepts) indicated support 

the development of a model fo~ the rhetorical analysis of social 

movements. 

In the next chapter, Burkeian concepts of human communication, 

the concept of motive, theory of social behavior, and notions of 

46. Burke, Permanence, pp. 29-30. 



language as symbolic action, are molded into a working model for 

analysis of rhetoric in a social movement. 

27 



CHAPTER III 

A BURKEIAN METHOD FOR STUDYING RHETORIC IN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

The study of historical movements in modern Western society has 

given rise to diverse dimensions and concepts regarding the role of 

rhetoric in movements. Leland Griffin, Robert Cathcart, Herbert 

Simons, and others have contributed significantly to the understanding 

of movements. Their essays have offered diverse models of investiga

tion, but the diversity of method, the variety and quality of their 

insights, have only produced an incoherent construct which has baffled 

analysts concerning most fruitful methods of studying the role of 

rhetoric fn such culture and time-bound situations. 

This chapter will detail the author's method of analysis for 

social movements. The method is largely Burkeian with important addi

tions from the works of Leland M. Griffin, Herbert W. Simons, and 

Charles A. Wilkinson. Accordingly, Chapter III will discuss their 

insights and their methodological inadequacies. Finally, the chapter 

will.discuss Burkeian method, its foundations and range of applications 

for movement study. The last section of the chapter will carefully 

list (and justify) the method in a step-by-step format. 

28 
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Leland Griffin, in "The Rhetoric of Historical Movements,,,l 

proposed a model, historical in nature, which failed to identify the 

activities that constitute a movement and forced the rhetorical critic 

to draw extensively on historical and sociological formulations in 

order to analyze the communication. The model confused the critic 

because Griffin failed to tell us when a movement was/became a 

movement. 

In 1970, Herbert Simons, in "Requirements, Problems, and 

Strategies: 
2 

Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements," adopted some 

of Griffin's ideas, anchored his methodology on social science, and 

emerged as a rhetorical "social scientist." Simons failed to establish 

a process for analyzing the rhetoric in social movements. 

Dan F. Hahn and Ruth Gonchar, in "Studying Social Movements: A 

Rhetorical Methodology,,,3 developed a structure to study social 

movements which utilized the traditional tools of the rhetorical 

critic. The Hahn and Gonchar method, anchored in Aristotelian prin-

ciples, ignored the special contextual constraints and possibilities of 

social movements. Gonchar and Hahn committed the anti-contextual 

fallacy common with traditional analysts which failed to address the 

1. Leland M. Griffin, "The Rhetoric of Historical Movements," 
The Quarterly Journal of Speech, 38 (April 1952), p. 184. 

2. Herbert H. Simons, "Requirements, Problems, and Strategies: 
A Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements," The Quarterly Journal of 
Speech, 56 (February 1970), p. 11. 

3. Dan F. Hahn and Ruth Gonchar, "Studying Social Movements: 
A Rhetorical Methodology," The Speech Teacher, 20 (January 1971), 
pp. 44-52. 
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"process" element of the movement. At the other extremes Burkeian 

modes of analysis are so anchored in language that they ignore context 

and are applicable to interpersonal, organizational, and other 

settings. The Gonchar and Hahn methodology, like that of Simons, 

relied heavily on definitions provided by social scientists and 

according to Robert Cathcart, failed to establish "which collective 

behaviors were movements and how • . • to recognize them." 
4 

In 1972, Robert Cathcart, in "New Approaches to the Study of 

Movements: Defining Movements Rhetorically," concluded, after an 

extensive evaluation of existing methods, that a new definition and 

methodology, rhetorical in nature,S were necessary because the existing 

theories were ill-suited to "the formulation of an adequate theory of 

the rhetoric of movements.,,6 

In the same year, Charles A. Wilkinson, dissatisfied with the 

work of his predecessors, offered "A Rhetorical Definition of Move-

7 
ments" which combined elements of other definitions with Cathcart's 

initial findings. Wilkinson extended the definition by injecting the 

concept of "languaging strategies" as a definition for rhetorical 

4. Robert Cathcart, :"New Approaches to the Study of Hovements: 
Defining Movements Rhetorically," Western Speech, 36 (Spring 1972), 
p. 85. 

5. Cathcart, p.83. 

6. Cathcart, p. 82. 

7. Charles A. Ivilkinson, "A Rhetorical Definition of Hove
ments," The Central States Speech Journal, 37 (Summer 1976), p. 88. 
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movements. Wilkinson suggested that movements, rhetorically defined, 

were "languaging strategies by which a significantly vocal part of an 

established society, experiencing together a sustained dialectical 

tension growing out of moral (ethical) conflict, agitate to induce 

cooperation in others, either directly or indirectly, thereby affecting 

8 
the status quo." Wilkinson proposed that the term "languaging" encom-

passed Burkeian thought and that it could be defined as a process by 

which "man, the symbol-using (symbol mis-using) animal, orders his 

world and himself according to a ,"orld view and a self-view, whatever 

their origins, that are uniquely his own." 
9 

Of the several theorists who proposed methodologies for the 

study of movements, Charles Wilkinson, perhaps, provides through his 

definition and concept of "language strategies" and his pointing to 

dialectical tension, a beginning--a track, for movement analysis. His 

method, however, as those of his predecessors, provided too narrow a 

definition of discourse to cover effectively a wide scope of rhetorical 

activities in movements. 

The implications of such confusion distract scholar-critics who 

sidestep the controversy by avoiding movement studies. Most recently, 

rhetoricians are beginning to- question the very notion of a social 

movement methodology as a useful analytical tool. In 1981, Hahn and 

Gonchar again addressed the controversy and concluded that their 

8. Wilkinson, p. 91. 

9. Wilkinson, p. 91. 
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earlier effort to identify a social movement methodology had failed 

b h h d .. d h . ,,10 ecause t ey a not Jo~ne t e.correct ~ssue. They further 

concluded that "movements are not inherently different from other forms 

of collective behavior in their rhetorical activities, thus there was 

11 
no need for a theory of the rhetoric in social movements." 

The problems posed by such controversy are apparent but not 

fatal to defining a method for rhetorical analysis of a movement. A 

methodology which widens the scope, by broadening the definition of 

discourse, and approaches the analysis from a dialectical viewpoint 

could work where others have failed. 

Kenneth Burke's conflict model (dialectical model) in which he 

equates dialectic with dramatic because "In equating 'dramatic' with 

'dialectic,' we automatically have also our perspective for analysis of 

history which is a dramatic process involving dialectical opposi

tions.,,12 In this dialectical model identification always occurs in a 

context of alienation because "identification is affirmed with earnest-

. 1 b h' d' .. ,,13 ness prec1se y ecause t ere 1S 1V1S10n. In this model persuasion 

always occurs in an atmosphere of debunking--in which every assertion 

conjures its antithetical monster--"The negative as such offers a basis 

10. Dan F. Hahn and Ruth M. Gonchar, "Social Movement Theory: 
A Dead End," Communication Quarterly, 28 (Winter 1980), p. 60. 

11. Hahn and Gonchar, p. 64. 

12. Kenneth Burke, The Philosophy of Literary Form, rev. ed., 
abridged (New York: Vintage Books, 1957), p. 93. 

13. Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (New York: Prentice
.Hall, Inc., 1950), p. 22 
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for a tendency to think in terms of antithesis (yes-no, good-evil, 

true-false, right-wrong, order-disorder, cosmos-chaos, success-

failure, presence-absence, pleasure-pain, clean-unclean, life-death, 

14 
love-hate)." The model presupposes that one is dealing with large 

blocks of discourse "and often • think of rhetoric not in terms of 

some one particular address, but as a general 'body of identifica

tions. • • ,,,15 In this model every speech must be read in the 

context of axioms of the movement--( the rhetorical situation) \.hich 

Burke would probably define as "the circumstances in which a rhetorical 

act occurs or did occur." The movement would be defined as an 

invented story masquerading as nature, for 

If order, implying the possibility of disorder, implies a 
possible act of disobedience, then there must be an agent so 
endowed, or so minded, that such an act is possible to him-
and the motives for such an act must eventually somehow be 
referred to the scene out of which. he arose, and which thus 
somehow contains the principles that in their way make a 'bad' 
act possible. 16 

Kenneth Burke, by dealing with the total context of discourse 

and considering a movement as a "state of consciousness" and by 

asserting that a movement exists through its linguistic expression and 

by always dealing with discourse dialectically, overcomes those objec-

tions leveled at Griffin, Simons, et al. 

14. Kenneth Burke, Language as Symbolic Action (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1966), p. 11. 

15. Burke, Motives, p. 26. 

16. Kenneth Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1961), p. 192. 
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Definition of Social Movements 

A social movement may be defined, through a composite of 

concepts offered by Lewis M. Killian and Joseph Gusfield, as "an 

interaction of conscious, striving human beings who as part of an 

emerging uninstitutionalized collectivity,,,17 • "share demands for 

change in some aspects of the social order, moreover it has the charac-

ter of an explicit indictment of the whole or part of the social order, 

18 
with a conscious demand for change." Social movements should be 

distinguished, as such, from institutionalized decision-making bodies, 

business or government organizations, "crowds, mobs, riots, panics, 

fads, crazes ... and publics, and public opinion.,,19 

C. Wendell King defined a social movement as "a group venture 

extending beyond a local community or a single event and involving a 

systematic effort to inaugurate changes in thought, behavior, and 

social relationships.,,20 This definition seems more plausible than 

Killian and Gusfield's as a basis for rhetorical analysis. King's 

"effort to inaugurate •.• " implies rhetorical effort and its ends are 

17. Lewis Killian, "Social t-lovements," in Handbook of ~lodern 
Sociology, ed. Robert Faris (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964), p. 427. 

18. Joseph Gusfield, "The Study of Social Movements," The 
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (New York: Co~ll, 
Collier and MacMillan, 1968), p. 445. 

19. Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick, Sociology, 2nd ed. 
(Evanston, Illinois: Row and Peterso~, 1958), chap. 8. 

20. C. Wendell King, Social Movements in the United States 
(New York: Random House, Inc., 1956), p. 27. 
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in harmony with Burkeian thought. The rhetorical endeavor may begin 

with a specific intent to share perceptions with others of similar 

environmental, social, political, and/or economic conditions. The 

rhetor(s) then define the dialectical tension and offer methods of 

redress. 

Authors Killian, Gusfield, Broom and Selznick, and King rest 

their treatment of analysis of social movements as a collectivity with 

a career, an emergent structure, and a culture. King suggests that 

some movements "aim at complete alteration of social order, others at 

d Of 0 I 0 of 0 ,,21 mo 1 ylng on y certaln parts It. The former have been classified 

as revolutionary and include Communism and Fascism. More contemporary 

examples of revolutionary type organization movements include the 

Revolutionary Youth Movement aka "Weathermen" and the Symbionese Liber-

ation Army (SLA). The latter are reform type movements categorized by 

their tendency to use the "legal" channels in the dominant order in an 

attempt to bring about change. These movements include the Prohibition 

Movement, and the Black, Civil Rights and Chicano Movements. Some 

Movements may begin as reform type and end-up as revolutionary efforts. 

The Students for a Democratic Society--Weathermen is a case-in-point. 

King suggests that reform movements stress existing ethics and utilize 

discussion in gaining the support or tolerance of public opinion and 

thus draw moral ethical types into its fold. Revolutionary movements, 

in contrast, draw more opposition from the established society. Each 

21. King, Social Movements, p. 28. 
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movement ~.,ill identify its position which may include "negative 

doctrine" stating what the movement is against. The negative issues 

may apply to specific groups or organizations or, at times, to such 

b ' d '1 22 a stractlons as poverty an eVl . 

A Rhetorical Definition of Movements 

A movement may be rhetorically defined as a "shared perception 

of the world" expressed by a significant segment of society ~.,ho share 

an image of social and moral order, that is different from, and decon-

structs the dominant order. The movement is an expression of an order 

of values offered in "languaging strategies" to induce cooperation in 

23 
beings who by nature respond to symbols" and who seek to transcend 

the hierarchy and achieve the "good life." 

A movement is a shared perception of the world induced by 

" one's material and mental ways of placing oneself as a person in 

the groups and movements. ,,24 Those individuals who share the 

same perception of a part or whole Horld view may identify their 

perception symbolically. "And the 'Symbolic' thus considers each thing 

as a set of interrelated terms as conspiring to round out their 

'd' , " b f' ,25 1 entlty as partlclpants ln a common su stance 0 meanlng.' 

22. King, Social Hovements, p. 32. 

23. Burke, Motives, p. 43. 

24. Burke, PhilosoEhy, p. 195. 

25. Burke, Motives, p. 22. 



A significant segment of society may be defined as a group 

(regardless of size in numbers) of individuals who share a perception 

of the ,oJ'orld and who are joined by purpose and "Action, a locus of 

freedom which makes possible the kind of personal choice ,,26 
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essential to acting together. Their consubstantiality may lie in their 

sharing a moral and social epistemic order antithetical to that of the 

dominant order. Such segments of society may identify themselves as 

the Right to Life Movement, The Catholic Anti-Ivar Movement, Greenpeace, 

Friends of the Earth, or the Anti-nuclear war movement. 

The dominant order is the established agency which sets-~p an 

order of values which symbolically describes their perception of the 

world and which they utilize to construct a covenant by which they 

structure and govern their lives and those of others in the society. 

The dominant order is that which governs and changes political, 

social, economic, and/or religious norms and values. The dominant 

order may be established through legislation, such as Congressional 

committees, federal and state agencies which receive public fiat to 

preserve and protect the public trust. They govern through self

generated laws, statutes, and policies. The established order func

tions through "legal" channels which preserve its existence. Its 

hierarchy is empowered by the very system it creates. The resultant 

effect is political control of the society which elects it. Another 

example of the dominant order is the established religious entity which 

26. Burke, Religion,'p. 187. 
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governs through liturgical mandate. Religious established orders 

direct the mor-al values and influence standards of ethics in the 

society which constitutes the membership. A third example of an 

established order exists as what JUrgen Habermas calls "organized 

o 10 ,,27 cap1.ta 1.sm. Organized capitalism refers to the "process of economic 

concentration--the rise of national and, subsequently, of multinational 

corporations--and to the organization of markets for goods, capital, 

28 
and labor." Organized capitalism affects, negatively, the ecologi-

cal, anthropological and international balance. Imperf~ctions occur in 

each category and man, the symbol-using, abusing animal must invent 

ways to overcome the imperfections. 

To achieve the "good life" each man adopts strategies of 

identification which maneuver him in diverse situations. Strategies 

are a person's reactions to the situation in which he finds himself and 

are the artful means by which man transcends situations. Languaging 

strategy(ies) is the way that a person interprets the situation and the 

way in which he attempts to become consubstantial with those who are 

part of the situation. Language, says Burke, " ••• tells them what 

they 'ought' to do, tells them how to do it, and in telling goads them 

27. Jurgen Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, trans. Thomas 
McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1973), p. 33. 

28. Habermas, Legitimation, p. 33. 



with great threats and promises, even unto the gates of heaven and 

hell. ,,29 

The Rise of Social Movements 

Social movements begin when the collective order perceives a 

39 

shared consciousness of conflict with the reigning symbols of society. 

The collectivity evolves because the dominant order is perceived as 

unable or unwilling to provide the benefits of a political structure 

perceived (by the dominant order) as a "law of nature." The dominant 

order may perceive itself as a fixed order with covenant to rule, to 

impose its symbols of order on society. It may establish a hierarchy 

in which values are acquired and considered standard for the society. 

But the collectivity perceives the inconsistencies in the dominant 

order and through debunking attempts to unmask what it considers as 

factional interests concealed in the system and considered as benign 

universal values by the dominant order. The dominant order mayor may 

not acknowledge the existence of the "myth" in the system designed for 

purposes of maintaining order. The "myth" thus, masquerades as 

nature." 
30 

Social movements ,may also begin when individuals perceive an 

imperfection in the existing order. The individuals may be unknown to 

29. Kenneth Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1961), p. 274. 

30. Roland Barthes, Mythologies (New York: Hill and Wang, 
1972), pp. 109-1S9--see specifically pp. 110, 126-127, fn. 7, and 
pp. 141-142. 
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each other and may be geographically scattered throughout a large area. 

The individuals usually focus upon a specific imperfection which may 

involve inequality, abuse of power, institutional corruption, an 

identity crisis, or threat to the social or environmental order. The 

dominant order may not be aware that there exists discontent among its 

constituents or may believe that the problems may be insignificant or 

low profile to merit address. To those concerned, the imperfection may 

threaten or seem to threaten their way of life. 

Such a system is capitalism, a perspective which claims to be 

perspectiveless, but offers an epistemic order susceptible to inconsis-

tencies which render it less than totalistic. Organized capitalism has 

inherent problems which are: (1) a disturbance to the ecological 

balance, (2) a violation of the personality system (alienation), and 

(3) potentially explosive strains on international relations. In this 

study we are specifically concerned with alienation. 

Alienation occurs ,,,hen "decisionmaking authorities become 

31 
functionally independent of the motivations of the members. This 

disturbance occurs when the process of socialization is interrupted. 

"That process of socialization takes place within structures of 

linguistic intersubjectivity" determines an organization of behavior 

tied to norms requiring justification and to interpreting sys~ems to 

. d . f . . ,,3 2 secure 1 entl lcatlons. When the socialization process is 

31. Habermas, Legitimation, p. 33. 

32. Habermas, Legitimation, p. 33. 
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interrupted, the imperfection is cited--and the dialectical tension 

begins. That imperfection may lie in the economic system. Because 

capitalism permits a concentration of wealth, great corporations, and 

increased governmental control, the collectivity perceives inequality, 

calls for an epistemological and moral reconstruction and begins its 

journey to the "good life" by formulating its own symbols which it uses 

to mobilize the segment of society affected by the dominant order. 

The expression of the movement with all its elements embodies 

the perceptions of the collectivity and its expressed values become 

antitheses of the existing order. The movement reads the code of 

behavior then acts--the action arises because there is estrangement-

because it (the movement) seeks consubstantiality--unity in partaking 

that which is available to the hierarchy. Like the human soul in 

theology, the collectivity becomes estranged from the Garden of Eden 

(the dominant order) then the movement experiences destruction--a 

struggle--mobilization, events which provide lessons for the collec

tivity which allows them to adapt to the situation--and to implement 

strategies (languaging) in an effort to transcend the hierarchy. The 

initiation phase of the quest may bring forth counter-rhetors and other 

0bstacles such as indifference, legal blocks, and/or activities within 

or without the movement which prevent its success. 
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The Hethod 

To understand "anybody or anything!,,33 it is necessary that a 

gUide for critical inquiry be devised. Kenneth Burke provides such a 

guide, in the pentad, specifically drawn to investigate motive and 

form. Less familiar to Burkeian followers is the use of the functions 

of rhetoric as method for critical inquiry. The rhetorical critical 

method createrl here will assist in accomplishing three things: (1) it 

will apply existing rhetorical theory to a movement for the specific 

purpose of understanding the uses of persuasion in the movement, (2) it 

will discover some understanding of man by examining the rhetorical 

uses of language, and (3) it Hill examine Kenneth Burke's thought about 

man being a "symbol using animal," because every movement is essen-

tially a "languaging strategy." 

The method addresses and formulates a framework from Burke's 

concepts, notions of competition-cooperation, division-identification, 

and a vocabulary of motives as ideology for the critical analysis of 

the rhetorical events examined in the movement. 

Methods for critical analysis are effective if they provide 

efficient means for understanding why things occur. In devising such a 

method it would be necessary to conceptualize a framework that could 

examine and evaluate a series of rhetorical acts within a social move-

ment and accomplish at least three functions: (1) increase our 

understanding of the rhetorical acts in a movement, (2) .allow a 

33. Kenneth Burke, Counter-Statement, 2nd_ ed. (Los Altos: 
Hermes Publications, 1953), p. 218. 
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formulation of generalizations about the motive and action achieved 

through the symbolic modes, and finally, (3) allow for the enlargement 

and understanding of the method devised for critical analysis. 

The first function should provide understanding by supplying 

definitions and identifying themes in the movement. The critic must 

identify and index recurring themes and evaluate the effects of the 

themes as sources for identification. Indexing would assist the critic 

in noting what appears to be important or significant in the rhetorical 

phraseology (communication). Indexing can be accomplished by studying 

the internal consistency or unfolding of the movement. The process may 

be started by reading and examining the messages, addresses, discourse, 

and other communications of the movement and noting what has an effect 

on the public. This should reveal values and epistemological order. 

Burke suggests that "We should watch for 'critical points' within the 

work [movement] as well as beginning and endings. There are often 

'watershed moments,' changes of slope, where some new quality 

enters." 
34 

The second function should describe characteristics, patterns, 

and strategies employed or apparent in the movement. The critic must 

locate the distinguishing tra:its of the leaders, the conduct of the 

rhetors, the patterns of discourse, and the languaging strategies. 

Burke suggests that strategies " ••• size up the situation, name their 

structure and outstanding ingredients and name them in a way that 

34. Burke, Philosophy, p. 66. 
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contains an attitude towards them.,,35 The attitudes may include 

perceptions of economic, aesthetic, political, social, and/or religious 

aspects. Such perspectives will reveal the areas which promote--

competition--which maintains division in the existing order. The 

perspectives will be revealed in the phraseology of the rival system of 

explanation, offered by the movement to contrast its version of 

justice, truth, and happiness. 

The third function allows for the enlargement of the theory and 

demonstrates its use. This would illuitrate Burke's view that a theory 

should include everything necessary to understand its cause, and thus 

its applicability to movement study. In this case, the method would be 

to identify the rhetorical aspects, the issues inherent in the rhetori-

cal situation which draw membership to the collectivity (movement) 

through persuasion or self-inducement, which provide the theme for the 

rhetors, which reveal the vocabulary of motives, which uncover its 

antitheses, and which give birth to counter-groups and opposition 

rhetoric, which utilizes its own system of symbols. 

Kenneth Burke, in Attitudes Toward History, suggested that 

identification was "the function of sociality.,,36 Burke suggested (in 

other works) that man is estranged from nature by instruments of his 

own making, that he (man) perceives his world through language and 

seeks consubstantiality through rhetoric. Division, freedom of choice, 

35. Burke, Philosophy, p. 63. 

36: Kenneth Burke, Attitudes Toward History, 2nd ed. (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1961), pp. 266-267. 
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purpose, and. motion permit rhetoric to occur and allow the movement a 

vehicle, comprised of man in conjunction with other men who perceive 

similar perspectives, to act and in an effort to transcend the 

hierarchy and achieve the "good life." With the latter in mind, iden-

tification then becomes the purpose of the movement--because it 

compensates for the "mystery" or estrangement in the division of labor 

and in the order domains (classes) in the hierarchy of the dominant 

order. The strata with their categories become so because of man's 

37 
ability and inclination to designate them through language. We do so 

by assigning terms which classify, designate, and separate and thus the 

alienation. Because so much emphasis is placed on the separation of 

classes through distinctions and differences identification arises as a 

cooperative effort advanced through communication. Burke suggests that 

the societal role of identification is "compensatory to division.,,38 

Thus, we have Kenneth Burke's requirement for the movement: segrega-

. d . 39 
t~on an congregat~on. 

In response to the division of social strata, the individual 

acts to identify with some group, family, or collectivity which may 

share objectives and/or values. "The individual is the social being. 

The manifestation of his life: even when it does not appear directly in 

37. Kenneth Burke, Permanence and Change, 2nd ed. rev. 
(Indianapol~ : Bobbs-Merrill, 1965), pp. 185-186. 

3b. Burke, Motives, p. 22. 

39. Kenneth Burke, "A Rhetorical Situation," in Communication: 
Ethical and Moral Issues, ed. Lee Thayer (London: Cordon and Breach, 
1973), pp. 263-275. 



the form of social manifestation, accomplished in association with 

other men--is therefore a manifestation of social life.,,40 
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"Thus a person may think of himself as belonging to some 

special body more or less clearly defined ...• ,,41 When the indi

vidual identifies with a particular family, group, etc., he achieves a 

degree of consubstantiality--real or perceived. Consequently, an 

individual may not need a rhetor in a movement to persuade him, but may 

be drawn (self-induced persuasion) to identify with the collectivity. 

Some members of the movement may self-induce while others may be 

persuaded to join through specific efforts of rhetors and persuasive 

strategies promoted by-the movement. The different "identifications" 

found in the movement (which may occur in the class) become the rules 

for behavior in the collectivity. The critic must locate and index the 

"identifications" to ~vhich the individual will respond (or be drawn). 

The identifications shared between the rhetor and his audience 

and which serve the function of language--"as a symbolic means of 

42 
inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols," 

thus are the instruments by which the movement achieves consubstan

tiality. "Identifications" can also be attained when the movement 

rhetor addresses his audience, by "identifying [their] ways with his. ,,43 

40. Burke, Motives, p. 39. 

41. Burke, "Rhetorical Situations," p. 268. 

42. Burke, Motives, p. 43. 

43. Burke, Hotives, p. 55. 
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This action accomplishes (or assists in accomplishing) consubstantial-

ity which is the coming together of opinions or assumptions (percep-

tions) singly or lumped together and treated "under the head of 

'attitudes' or values ••• ,,44 and catalogued as the available means of 

persuasion and to "gain advantage" which can be an individual or "the 

45 
aim of a partisan group" such as a social movement. These actions 

involve "communication by signs of consubstantiality, the appeal of 

'd 'f' , ,,46 1 ent1 1cat1on. The identifications may be expressed in a vocabu-

lary of motives which reveals the action in the movement. The 

identifications are structured by the categories of the movement's 

epistemology. 

To understand the action in the movement, by rhetors/counter-

rhetors and other participants, it is necessary to utilize Burkeian 

views of the rhetorical situation (movement) by framing on three pairs 

of notions each pair setting dichotomies of conditions conducive to 

development of "dialectical tensions" which promote exigence and call 

for rhetorical responses--identified in its dichotomy and offered as 

antithesis to the existing political symbols. For example, the terms 

competition-cooperation serve as the cause and object of the exigence-

movement. Competition maintains estrangement and its counterpart, 

cooperation, nullifies division. The study of cause(s) will provide 

44. Burke, Motives, p. 56. 

45. Burke, Motives, p. 61. 

46. Burke, Motives, p. 62. 
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information concerning the exigence (conditions which sustain the 

rhetorical situation) as perceived by the rhetor/auditor (in self-

induced cases) and their exposition to create the required tensions 

necessary to sustain the rhetorical effort. In addition, an analysis 

of the rhetorical effects of self-inducement and the efforts--ways in 

which the rhetorical situation (background for the movement) is 

concocted by the rhetors so that the auditors can "self-induce" or 

believe that they do so, into the movement. The task of the critic is 

to identify the terms which the rhetor has identified as those that the 

auditor(s) employ to describe his situation, and which the rhetor uses 

to bring together his vocabulary of motives with that of his auditors. 

When the vocabularies differ but the goals do not, it is essential and 

practical that the movement rhetor(s) identify those of similar 

alliance and influence their association with the movement. Richard 

HcKeon, in Freedom and History, suggests that" groups in which 

men are associated by the accident of common origin, location, condi-

tion, race, class, nationality, sensibility, or interest seek knowledge 

and construct theories and doctrines in order to understand their 

common situation, to increase their effectiveness in common action.,,47 

It would then seem that when men are brought together by circumstance, 

alliances are formed and alienation is reduced, for "The bond uniting 

men in dialectical systems tends to be the same whether the group under 

consideration is a family, a class, a voluntary organization, a city, a 

47. Richard HcKeon, Freedom and History (New York: Noonday 
Press, Inc •• 1952), p. 19. 
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nation, or a state.,,48 McKeon agrees that to indicate the terms of 

alliance, man selects terms such as "fraternity," brotherhood of man," 

"Friendship," "love," and "class solidarity." The critic, in order to 

understand the language of identification, must locate and index the 

terms expressed by the rhetor(s) and to which the auditors respond in 

consubstantiality. 

The situation may provide the rhetor with two approaches--

direct appeal to the audience and/or indirect persuasion by defining 

the "situation" in terms which identify them with the cause and draw 

(the auditors) by way of symbol and propaganda to the movement. 

Movement leaders may define the situation and persuade through 

discourse. Leaders may also define the movement in symbolic terms 

which appeal to a particular class and entice them to join because they 

yearn (or are persuaded) to share the particular perspective. The 

situation as described by the code of the social movement may attract 

those who identify or tend to perceive similar notions of the situa-

tion. The process is identification--in which 

The individual person, striving to form himself in accordance 
with the communicative norms that match the cooperative ways of 
his society, is by the same token concerned with the rhetoric 
of identification. To act upon himself persuasively, he must 
variously resort to images that are formative. Education 
'indoctrination' exerts such pressures upon him from without; 
he completes the process from within. If he does not somehow 
act to tell himself (as his own audience) what the various 
brands of rhetorician have told him his persuasion is not 

48. McKeon, Freedom, pp. 83-84. 



complete. Only those voices from without are effective which 
can speak in the language of a voice within. 49 

50 

The voice within is a complex of attitudes expressed through a 

vocabulary of motives which reveals his (man's) identity in social 

terms, through symbolism, words of identity that man appropriates for 

himself or announces. The words of identity are terms which man 

selects and employs to define himself and others, and define his situa-

tions. "As in private life we distinguish between what a man thinks of 

himself and what he really is or does, so in historical struggles we 

must distinguish even more carefully the catchwords and fantasies of 

parties from their real interests, their conception from their 

reality."SO The vocabulary of motives assists the individual in 

inducing cooperation by matching his attitudes with others, their acts 

and their situations. The individual is thus drawn to people, acts, 

and situations which approximate his own in reference to attitudes as 

described by his vocabulary of motives. The critic must uncover those 

acts and must discover the connections between the rhetor and his 

auditor, between the scene and the auditor's description of the act and 

scene. To understand the act the critic must chart the vocabulary of 

motives relevant to the collectivity's point of reference and their 

hierarchy of values. Every vocabulary of motives is the expression of 

an individual or class and a particularistic view fragmented and 

alienated from pure identification (God's view). These identifications 

49. Burke, Motives, p. 39. 

SO. Burke, Motives, p. 55. 
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by their very nature are partial and " ••• if you look for a man's 

burden, you will find the principle that reveals the structure of his 

burdening: or, in attenuated form, if you look for his problem, you 

11 f d h 1 d 1 h f h " 1" 51 wi in t e ea that exp ains t e structure 0 ~s so ut~on." 

The vocabulary of motives is used by man to describe the 

problem as well as the solution and the critic must identify the terms 

which man uses to do so. The vocabulary of motives indicates man's 

meanings and values--which are attached to his identifications. Their 

identifications are often expressed in clusters of terms which refer to 

any two or more words which reveal a similar or identical meaning or 

value for the individuals who use them. Burke states: 

The work of every writer [speaker] contains a set of implicit 
equations. He uses "associational clusters". And you may, by 
examining his work, find "~.,hat goes with what" in these 
clusters--what kinds of acts and images and personalities and 
situations go with his notions of heroism, villany, connotation, 
despair, etc. And though he be perfectly conscious of the act 
of writing, conscious of selecting a certain kind of imagery 
to reinforce a certain kind of mood, etc., he cannot possibly 
be conscious of the interrelationships among all these equa
tions. 52 

When the terms are used in clusters, as a vocabulary of motives, the 

critic must not ignore the context in which the terms are used. Simi-

lar terms may be used to identify a class and all those who may be 

identified as belonging to that category. Dissimilar terms may be 

linked through a third term. And finally, terms may be linked by 

linking class members. Part of the individual's vocabulary constructs 

51. Burke, Philosophy, pp. 75-78. 

52. Burke, Philosophy, p. 18. 
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his concepts of "God-terms" and "devil-terms." These terms are useful 

in describing symbols referring to maximum level of a positive or 

negative term. These terms are used by individuals and groups to label 

favorable or unfavorable acts. The "God-terms" and devil-terms" may be 

used to accept or reject various symbols of authority. The terms 

represent attitudes toward rules, courts, parliaments, laws, educators, 

constabulary, and the moral slogans linked with such.,,53 Rejection of 

symbols of authority will indicate alienation and through the "devil 

terms" of their vocabularies they identify their stance. The "God 

terms" reveal cooperation and identification. These "god and devil 

terms" assist the individual in his amplification and/or substantiation 

of acts, scenes, purposes, agencies, and agents of the rhetorical 

situation (movement).,,54 The meaning and value attached to the symbols 

are the determinant of whether or not the symbols will induce division, 

alienation, rejection, or their counterparts: identification, coopera-

tion, and acceptance. 

Richard Weaver suggests that the meaning elicited by words 

implies human thinking and social releationships. Weaver, in the final 

chapter oE Ethics of Rhetoric, proposed that rhetors use "God" and 

55 
"Devil" terms to express values. A God Term, he suggests, embraces a 

universal value that is generally regarded as good or desirable. The 

53. Kenneth Burke, Attitudes, p. 144. 

54. Burke, Motives, p. 218. 

55. Richard Weaver, The Ethics of Rhetoric (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1948), see concluding chapter. 
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God and Devil terms are incorporated into languaging strategies, 

symbolic efforts, to describe the world around them and their response 

to it. 

Since a social movement is a rhetorical situation comprised of 

more than one person's response to a perceived exigence and it implies 

time, and classes, and conflicts of social, political and economic 

nature, the task of redress requires a collective effort. Because the 

collectivity's perceived problems can be complex and symbolically 

interpreted, it is necessary to study the rhetorical situation from a 

languaging point of view. In accord with Burke's concept that one must 

extend the bounds of traditional rhetoric to understand identification, 

the critic must include the nonverbal acts as well as the verbal when 

considering the rhetorical method of analysis. 

The speaker's strategies can extend to the selection of the 

scene, audience, media, dress, and co-agents to assist the rhetorical 

endeavor. Strategies, verbal or nonverbal, may be preplanned or may be 

an unconscious situation, because all strategies do not have to be on 

the conscious level. In addition, strategies can be used as attitudi

nal labels to reveal (uncover) terms of possible identifications 

between the audience and identifications of the speaker(s). The critic 

can discover the means of identification by locating the terms used for 

naming and labeling. Of equal importance is the need to reveal how the 

speech(es) or communication message or symbols created (cause) identi

fication with the audience. 



It would be necessary for the critic to rank the strategies 

into some structure according to a hierarchy of values to which the 

collectivity subscribes and to locate a key or master strategy 

(pattern) which formulates (undergirds) the basis of all languaging 

strategies utilized by the movement rhetors. 

54 

Arranging the strategies in categories previously labelled 

according to God and devil terms also assists the critic in sorting out 

the logical and/or emotional appeals in arguments used and in naming 

strategies by attitude. This brings the critic closer to identifying a 

vocabulary of motives and the rhetorical act. It is necessary for the 

critic to know if identification takes place by design, through stra

tegic effort, or in spite of it--because identification already exists 

or has been previously established by rhetors or symbols. 

In order to examine and evaluate the rhetorical movement, the 

critic must frame his study so that the premises (stated or implied) 

can be revealed and analyzed. The framework should provide a method

ology of operations which permit the critic to conduct his analysis. 

A movement study should provide sufficient ground in its 

framework to permit an unfolding of ideas, a revelation of the episte

mological order, and provide a view of the shared consciousness and 

consistancy of identifications of the collectivity. With this in mind, 

I offer the following framework based on Burkeian notions. 

To examine the rhetoric in the movement it will be necessary to 

unfold the study in four stages: the field of perception, the divi

sion, the mobilization, and the "identification" stages. The first 
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stage describes the field of perception of the dominant order--the 

rhetorical situation--the context (scene) in which the movement is 

born. The epistemological order, vocabulary of motives, and phraseol

ogy--symbols by which the dominant order promotes and maintains the 

system is provided. 

The second stage of the movement involves the critique of the 

dominant order. The movement identifies the system (dominant order) 

and its impurities. The movement contests the symbols and motives of 

the existing order and through planning, goal-setting, and strategy 

building, offers its own code to challenge the prevalent epistemology. 

In the third stage, the movement mobilizes personnel, materials 

and communication resources. The movement experiences a struggle, 

watershed moments, and organizes its resources to mount a viable act 

against the dominant order. 

In the fourth stage, identification, or the legitimization of 

the movement, through endorsement, power moves, or other methods, is 

achieved. The movement establishes the new code, a new view of the 

world and begins to write (cement) its legitimacy by providing a 

history of the act. 

Significantly, this discussion provides a simple but viable 

method for investigating a collectivity's symbolic effort at achieving 

consubstantiality--at becoming one with its perceived detractors. 

This chapter has completed a survey of the theoretical founda

tions and methods of movement and has pointed out the positive and 

negative aspects in application. It has outlined a Burkeian method, 
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fouhdation, and application to movement study. It has listed a process 

format for the undertaking. 

The next chapter illustrates the process of criticism as it can 

be applied using the method outlined in this chapter. The method will 

be applied to the Chicano Movement, a current collective effort primar

ily focused in the Southwestern United States. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CHICANO MOVEMENT: A SEARCH FOR IDENTIFICATION 

... We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty 
and the pursuit of Happiness •.•• That to secure these rights, 
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just 
powers from the consent of the governed, • . . That whenever 
any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is 
the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to insti
tute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles 
and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem 
most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. 

The Declaration of Independence 
adopted July 4th, 1776 

To decermine the usefulness of a method of analysis, it is 

necessary that the critic test his mode by direct application to a 

particular case. To determine the effectiveness of the Burkeian method 

for rhetorical analysis of movements developed in Chapter III, it is 

necessary to apply it to an existing or past rhetorical act or series 

of acts which meet the definition of the social-rhetorical movement. 

This chapter tests the model by superimposing the framework upon the 

diverse but collective social effort known as the Chicano Movement. 

The study is undertaken in four parts: the field of percep-

tion, the division, the mobilization, and the identification stages. 

Objects of this study are the National Farmworkers Association in 

Delano, California, and its principle rhetor, Cesar Estrada Chavez; 

the Cruzada Por La Justicla (Crusade for Justice) in Denver, Colorado, 
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and its founder, Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez; and the Alianza Federal de 

Mercedes (Federal Alliance of Land Grants) and its chief proponent, 

Reies Lopez Tijerina. 

The first protest effort, part and parcel of the Chicano 

Movement, the National Farmworkers Association, is examined extensively 

utilizing all aspects of the model to uncover the different elements of 

the collectivity's rhetorical effort. The Crusade for Justice is 

examined in a more limited scope. The focus of the study centers on 

the rhetor and his philosophy, and their influence upon the collec-

tive's hierarchy of values. The rhetor's use of his philosophy as an 

ideological base, and its influence on the movement is noted. The 

third example, The Federal Alliance of Land Grants, is undertaken in 

limited form to demonstrate how the model can work in "outline" form. 

Each analytical study can be enhanced or reduced according to the 

critic's purpose. 

The rhetorical activities of the Chicano Movement are observed 

from a languaging point of view. The activities examined are 

unrestricted as to sources in accord with Burkeian concepts and thus 

include verbal and nonverbal acts. Burke implies that verbal and 

nonverbal symbols possess learned meanings and values which form our 

responses to the symbols. He argues that symbols are an expression of 

identity, that they are signs of what a person is and where he is. And 

he suggests a full range of symbols as signs of substantiality: 

I have in mind this sort of thing: one's material and mental 
\.,ays of placing oneself in the groups and movements; one's 
ways of sharing vicariously in the role of leader or spokesman; 
formation an~ change of allegiance; the rituals of suicide, 



parricide, and prolicide, the vesting and divesting of insig
nia, the modes of initiation and purification, that are 
involved in the response to allegiance and change of alle
giance; that part necessarily played by groups in the 
expectancies of the individual . •• ; clothes uniforms, and 
their psychological equivalents; one's way of seeing one's 
reflection in the social mirror."l 

But Burke has difficulty in providing methods for studying the value 

and effect of nonverbal acts upon consumers of the movement. It is 

thus necessary for the critic to identify the nonverbal acts and 

estimate their impact upon the rhetorical situation. 

The study centers upon the decade of the 1960's, for a slice 

of this period is sufficient to demonstrate the usefulness of the 

method of rhetorical analysis. The decade includes a major effort by 

Mexican Americans of the Southwest in rhetorical endeavor and thus 

allows for the application of the method of rhetorical analysis. The 

four stages of the mode are examined specifically for rhetorical 

stI:ategies planned and executed by leaders of the movement and those 
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are examined for the language of "identification" and the God and Devil 

terms, and how the strategies work to achieve identification between 

members of the movement, members of the act, and how the values--the 

voc:abulary of motives--are revealed by the rhetors or the rhetorical 

act:. 

Anthony Hillbruner in Critical Dimensions: The Art of Public 

Address Criticism suggests that the socio-cultural milieu plays a 

1. Kenneth Burke, "The Calling of the Tune," The Philosophy of 
Literary Form, rev. ed., abridged (New York: Vintage Books, 1957), 
p. 195. 
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significantly influential and molding role in public address and its 

criticism. He states that in order to find the "essence" of a speech, 

2 
one must relate the speaker's words to the culture that produced them. 

So, too, are social movements molded by the political, social, and 

climate which leads to a collective decision that problems exist.
3 

The Field of Perception 

Alexis de Tocqueville, in Democracy in America, observed that 

equality suggested to Americans the idea of the infinite perfectibility 

of man. American Democracy, he noted, rejected a community in which 

its citizens were classed according to rank, profession, or birth, 

because such caste systems deny man's faculty of self-improvement and 

deny change. Americans 

• • • do not presume that they have arrived at the supreme good 
or at absolute truth, but they cherish a persuasion that they 
have pretty nearly reached that degree of greatness and knowl
edge which our imperfect nature admits of; and, as nothing 
moves them, they are willing to fancy that everything is in its 
fit place. 4 

Americans believe, that since Democracy promotes equality and equality 

2. Anthony Hillbruner, Critical Dimensions: The Art of Public 
.Address Criticism (New York: Random House, 1966), p. 9. 

3. Armand L. Mauss, Social Problems as Social Movements (New 
York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1975), p. 3. 

4. Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, trans. Henry 
Reeve, ed. Andrew Hacker (New York: Washington Square Press, 1968), 
pp. 141-142. 



allows for the perfectibility of man, then Democracy is a desirable 

end. Thus begins the myth that masquerades as nature.
5 

The determination that democracy should be the framework upon 

which America should be built was borne from a "fierce spirit of 

Liberty," manifested by the Colonials because of the " ••• natural 

tendency of every people to seek its own welfare; to religious separ-
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atism; to claim for themselves the political rights of free English-

6 
men." These values appear in the Declaration of Independence and U.S. 

Constitution and serve as the axioms upon which American Democracy is 

founded. Such a system of values is believed inherent in the American 

Democratic system. 

The Pluralist Model of Society 

The freedoms, rights and privileges outlined as "law of the 

land" are achieved through political processes permitted by the 

democra~ic system. 

Social scientists, Darryl Baskin and David Truman, in separate 

works, explain how the American political process functions, particu-

larly in the way in which power and influence are distributed in our 

society. Of particular interest is the pluralist democracy 

5. Roland Barthes, Mythologies (New York: Hill and Wang, 
1972), pp. 109-159--see specifically pp. 110, 126-127 fn. 7, and 141-
142. 

6. Edmund Burke, The Works of Edmund Burke (New York: Harper, 
1859) I: 228. 



which features those elements seen as inherent in the American 

7 
system. 

The Pluralistic model of democracy includes the following 

elements: various centers of power, multiple access points to 

decision-making agents/agencies, gradual change of power, and semi-

bl ' d " k' b d' 8 pu lC eC1Slon-ma lng 0 les. The key element in the pluralistic 

model of democracy states that policy making lies on a foundation of 

diverse centers of power (which are equal in power). The centers of 
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power are autonomous but compete with other groups which share collec-

tive interests in the political arena. The most successful of the 

groups will have greater and more frequent access to public authorities 

involved in policy-making. All/each group(s) is believed to have equal 

access to the resources necessary to form and compete for power. Those 

resources include: legitimacy, finances and group membership. 

The second element observed present in the pluralistic model of 

democracy is the presence of multiple access points to decision-making 

agents/agencies. This implies that there exist different agents and 

agencies, along the way, in which the group can exert its influence or 

pressure. All legitimate groups are permitted to exert their influence 

7. F. Chris Garcia and Rudolph o. de la Garza, The Chicano 
Political Experience: Three Perspectives (Massachusetts: Duxbury 
Press, 1977), p. 3. 

8. See descriptions of Pluralist model which appear in Darryl 
Baskin, "American Pluralism: Theory, Practice and Ideology," Journal of 
Politics (February 1970), pp. 71-85; and Davil Truman, The Governmencal 
Process (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1951). 
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or pressure. All legitimate groups are permitted to exert their 

influence on decision-making bodies. 

A third element explained in the model implies that progress in 

the pluralist system is slow and incremental. The change is gradual as 

pressure, negotiation, and distribution of power is time-consuming. 

The changes are minute and thus changes are not fundamental. 

The fourth element in the model addresses the necessity of 

presence of power and problems which rest outside the authority of the 

government. These include problems of underemployment, and discrimina-

tion (racism). 

Finally, the model acknowledges the presence of semi-public 

decision-making bodies (bureaucracies) which deal with the technical 

and administrative issues and bodies which deal with the dispersal of 

governmental service. 

The pluralist model of Democracy allows the dominant society to 

argue that the system allows for the rise of the masses to power since 

all individuals (members of society) have equal opportunity to muster 

the political, social, and economic resources necessary to influence 

the decision-making bodies. Such ideological configurations promote 

the belief that man is equal because he has the "right" to be "equal." 

Aristotle addressed this point when he stated that "Democracy started 

from men's thinking that if they are equal on any count, they are equal 

9 
absolutely." The melting pot myth, freedom and "all men are created 

9. Aristotle, The Politics, trans. T. A. Sinclair (Middlesex, 
England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1962), p. 191, Book V, Chapter I. 
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equal" propaganda espoused by defenders of the United States gave 

America a moral, benign image, but reality for the Mexican American was 

an hierarchical system in which he could not participate. Because the 

pluralist model worked differentially, it was universalized. In 

reality, the pluralist model favored those already in the system, fbr 

many issues lie outside the boundaries of the political process. 

Unemployment and discrimination are examples of those issues where the 

political process exerts limited control. Mexican Americans rejected 

the model because it failed to address the problems of "non-decisions" 

by politicos in areas of concern to Chicanos. Another reason for 

rejection of the model involved the exclusion of Chicanos by decision-

makers and influentials because they did not perceive Mexican Americans 

as legitimate political participants.
10 

This experience of exclusion, 

discrimination, and inequality invited antithesis and dialectical 

challenge to the axioms touted by zealots and defenders of the plural-

istic model. The dominant system did not allow Mexican Americans to 

become consubstantial with the dominant order. 

Mexican Americans make the point by illuminating their own 

history in the United States as proof of their attempt to become con-

substantial with the system and their rejection by the dominant 

society. 

10. Edward Banfield, Big City Politics (New York: Random 
House, 1965). 
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The Historical Experience of Mexican Americans 

Gabriel Almond and J. Bingham Powell, in Comparative Politics: 

A Developmental Approach, suggest that political culture is a comb ina-

tion of politically relevent attitudes, beliefs, and values held by a 

group or community. The Mexican American political culture can be 

explained by its history and current political experience. Alfredo 

Cuellar suggests that Mexican American (Chicano) perspective of history 

has evolved through four distinct stages: acquiescence, the politics 

of adaptation, politicization, and the "Chicano Movement."l1 Their 

history describes the attempts and search for political, social and 

historical identity. 

Acquiescence, the first stage (in Cuellar's study) of the 

Chicano historical development, describes the socio-political accep-

tance of the Anglo culture upon recognition of the Guadalupe Hidalgo 

Treaty of 1848 signed by President Polk, which granted the North-

western-most part of Mexico (Texas, New Mexico, Colorado) to the United 

States as part of a concession after the Mexican War. Although the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo guaranteed the "political rights, property, 

religion and culture of La Raza, it shortly became a treaty of 'broken 

11. Alfredo Cuellar, "Perspectives on Politics," in Mexican 
Americans, ed. Joan Moore (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 
1970), pp. 137-139. 
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promises. ,,,12 In a short period the Mexican American was replaced by 

Anglos in state governments, agriculture, and industry. 

Adaptation, the second stage in Chicano historical development, 

refers to the efforts made after the 1920's by Mexican Americans to 

improve their economic and social positions by accommodating themselves 

to the political style of rhe nation. During this period, Mexican 

Americans formed organizations such as Orden Hijos de Maria (Order of 

the Sons of America, 1921) and the League of United Latin American 

Citizens (LULAC, 1929) to facilitate assimilation. These organiza-

tions saw themselves as social integrators. Mexican Americans wanted 

to prove that they were Americans, but were once again rejected. 

Navarro states that "During the period of accommodation the Chicano 

(Mexican American) was largely disenfranchised and powerless because of 

the poll tax (a tax paid to register to vote), language, and citizen-

h
. . ,,13 s lp requlrements. 

The politicization period began after World War II when 

returning Mexican American Soldiers found that the system which had 

embraced them in the different military services, had again closed its 

doors at home. Many returning veterans who believed in the conserva-

tive approach of assimilation. proposed by LULAC found that jobs were 

still closed to them, and that the only way to deal with the system was 

12. Armando Navarro, "The Evolution of Chicano Politics," in 
Aztl~n Chicano Journal of the Social Sciences and the Arts, Vol. 5, 
No.1 and No.2 (Spring and Fall 1974), p. 57. 

13. Navarro, Aztl~n, p. 66. 
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to do so in their own terms--rather than accepting what the system had 

to offer--when the system had time to offer. From the late 1940's to 

the 1950's, Community Service Organizations (CSO) were developed to 

cope with the social and political problems facing the Mexican 

American. The CSO's exemplified the belief that Mexican Americans 

realized that power and pressure were best placed through mass organi

zation, effectiveness and openness of the political process. During 

this particular political phase CSO's dealt with problems of housing, 

voting and employment in California. In Texas, the American GI Forum 

was organized to combat discrimination and to provide equal access for 

Mexican Americans. 

During the decade of the 1950's, political activity for the 

Chicano was oriented towards changing the inequities of the system 

through political action. Political activity increased as Mexican 

Americans began to register to vote in great numbers. Chicanos "ran 

for local office and confronted issues such as discrimination in educa

tion and employment, police brutality and court injustice. "Even though 

Mexican Americans became more vocal in protesting the inequities of 

the system, the realities were such that racism and discrimination 

maintained the powerlessness of La Raza.,,14 The efforts by the Mexican 

American Political Association (MAPA) and the Political Association of 

Spanish Speaking Organizations (PASSO) to politicize the Mexican 

American resulted in few changes and much frustration. The birth of 

14. Navarro, Aztlan, p. 70. 
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such organizations was a direct response and perception that the 

American Democratic system was closed to the Mexican American. 

Division 

Playing at accommodation politics, the Mexican Americans met 

very little success. The pre-sixties "old style" politics did not seem 

to enable the Chicano to share in the rewards of pluralistic democracy 

to the same extent that other ethnic groups had enjoyed. Before the 

"new style" politics of the 1960's, the Chicano effort had resulted in 

very little political power flowing to the Chicano community.1S Accom-

modation politics did not bring about parity for a people who had been 

in the southwest before the "founding fathers," the people who had 

worked the agriculture, the railroads, the mines, and industries of the 

nation. The Mexican American, like the native American, the Black and 

Asian American, had been excluded from the full participation in the 

pluralistic society. The Mexican American's attempts at becoming one 

with the system had resulted in closed doors, in unemployment, in sub-

par education and underrepresentation in the political activities of 

the community. The Chicano had become fully aware that he was another 

forgotten American. 

The continued exclusion of Mexican Americans from the dominant 

system, despite the loyalty exhibited by American servicemen in Europe 

and Korea, the integrator programs of the 1930's and 1940's, the 

15. F. Chris Garcia, La Causa Politica: A Chicano Politics 
Reader (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1974), 
p. 269. 
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political activities in the 1950's, and continued disinterest by the 

government, further alienated Mexican Americans. Thus the dialectical 

tension, the separation, and perception that Mexican Americans were not 

equal in the system that they had helped build and defend. 

The Milieu of the 1960's 

The decade of the 1960's brought forth in America a brisk, 

but brief, feeling of hope, optimism and energy. It began with an 

eloquent appeal to idealism. In the early years of the decade a young, 

energetic, new President had asked the nation to "get moving again" as 

he summoned the nation to a "New Frontier." The Nation never got a 

chance to start. The nation never got a chance to establish a value 

system representative of the ideology it professed. Not a single event 

or occasion dominated the decade in the way that the Depression had 

imposed itself upon the 1930's or the Korean Conflict and the Cold War 

that followed had prevailed through the period of the 1950's. So much 

occurred during the 1960's that the mood and style of the people seemed 

to dominate the events of the period. 

It was a decade of hyperactivity and disorganization. Voices 

were continuously raised for and against the established order. 

Confrontations between blacks and whites, militants and police, and 

students and university administrators occurred, often with violence. 

The times gave birth to a "great Society" that advanced civil rights 

more than at any other time in history. 

Freedom rides, sit-ins at lunch counters and Southern bus 

stations brought together young blacks and whites in a struggle against 
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prejudice of the Southern scene. Anti-administration protests and 

"lock-ins" at the University of California at Berkeley, Columbia, Kent 

State and other universities forced administrators to rewrite student 

guidelines and loosen the reins of control over their student bodies. 

The proliferation of the war in Vietnam divided the nation. 

Some saw the United States' involvement in the Far East as a noble 

commitment to the defense of the free world. Others proclaimed our 

involvement in Vietnam as a commitment to "destroy a nation in order to 

save it." 

The nation was in constant turmoil. There were riots in Watts, 

Detroit, Newark, and Tampa, Florida. There were freedom marches in 

BirmiDgham, Tuscaloosa, and Washington, D.C. There were excesses too, 

in Woodstock, Miami and the siege of Chicago (1908). The 1960's had 

successes too. The lunar lander Eagle touched the moon, heart trans

plants became a reality and no one with appropriate training worried 

about employment. The 1960's ended with an explosion of demands for 

extreme and immediate change. Americans had expressed and emoted their 

concerns over the issues of race, foreign policy and war. An advocate 

of peace and joy and a presidential hopeful were assassinated. The 

decade represented a period of both expectations and disillusionment 

especially for Chicanos, the forgotten Americans. 

Until 1960 the political involvement of Chicanos in national 

and state elections had been limited. During this decade, Chicanos, 

spurred by the Kennedy rhetoric of hope for the oppressed, joined 

political organizations and through "Viva Kennedy!" clubs, got him the 
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necessary votes to elect him in Texas and got him enough votes in 

16 
California to bring attention to their voting power. Political 

impact of the Chicano vote on the 1960 presidential election in Texas 

and California brought promises of relief from Washington, D.C., for 

the inequities Chicanos faced in their efforts to join the American 

mainstream. The promises from those in power in the nation's capitol-

had raised the hopes, once again, of the Mexican Americans who believed 

17 
that La Raza (The Race) had only to get an education and earn more 

money and then they would be accepted. During the 1950's many 

Chicanos, veterans of the Korean Conflict, took advantage of the G.I. 

Educational Assistance Bill and attended college and vocation schools. 

This alleviated the problem of underemployment for many Chicanos who 

had been unable to afford an education on their own. This, too, had 

raised the hopes for other Chicanos who saw education as the key to 

18 
success. But the 1960 census destroyed the myth that Chicanos were 

16. Rodolfo Acuna, Occupied America: The Chicano's Struggle 
Toward Liberation (New York: Canfield Press, 1972), p. 223. 

17. La Raza has been variously defined as a cultural group 
comprised of those people who share Spanish ancestry; all Mexican 
Americans; and ,all those people who speak Spanish. Luis Valdez, 
founder and director of EI Teatro Campesino (The Farmworker's Theater), 
in "The Tale of La Raza," The Chicanos: Mexican Americiin Voices, eds. 
Fd Ludwig and James Santibanez (Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 1971), 
pp. 95-100, suggests that "La Raza, the race, is the Mexican people. 
Sentimental and cynical, fierce and docile, faithful and treacherous, 
individualistic and herd-following, in love with life and obsessed with 
death, the personality of the raza encompasses all the complexity of 
our Mexican American history." 

18. Acuna, America, p. 223. 



succeeding in the Anglo-American society; it documented, once and for 

19 
all, that Chicanos collectively belonged to a subjugated caste. 

The U.S. Census of 1960 reported that 3,464,999 Spanish sur-

named persons were legally residing in the Southwest; that their per 

capital income was less than half that for Anglos and less than for 
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other non-whites. According to the report 29.7 percent of the Spanish-

surnamed individuals lived in deteriorated houses, compared with 7.5 

percent for Anglos and 27.1 percent for other non-whites. More 

Chicanos than Anglos were unemployed and as a consequence, their 

personal property was very limited. In addition, the Chicanos' posi-

tion at the bottom of the educational scale greatly impeded his 

progress. Spanish surnamed persons over 14 years of age averaged 8.1 

years of education compared with 9.7 for other non-whites and 12.0 for 

Anglos. The educational median for Spanish-surnamed in Texas was 4.8 

The census of 1960 revealed that Mexican Americans, once again, 

had. been isolated educationally, politically, socially, and economi-

cally. Because the Mexican Americans had been unable to adapt quickly 

to the dominant way of life, they resorted to old traditions and 

customs which placed them below the existing standards of the dominant 

culture. In a society where social status reflects economic level, the 

Mexican American had been labelled "economically deficient." In a 

pluralistic democracy, where access to power centers on organization 

and finances, the Mexican American became politically deprived. As a 

19. Edward Simmen, ed., Pain and Promise: The Chicano Today 
(New York: New American Library, 1972), p. 241. 
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consequence of political and economic insufficiency, the Mexican 

American became a social outcast. To the dominant society the general 

belief was that the Mexican American was an unwilling, disinterested, 

and incapable individual. Yet, the dominant society had created the 

system which promoted the problem. For if 

••• the patterns of social, economic, and political discrimi
nations against La Raza had been erased in past decades, so 
that Mexican Americans could share as fully--as they wanted to 
in national life, much of the natural-ethnic-nationalistic 
baggage that they now carry would have been left behind as 
happened with most other immigrant groups.20 

In addition, racism and discriminatory practices by the dominant 

society created psychological barriers which prevented minority group 

members from identifying with anybody in the dominant group.21 In the 

United States this had meant identifying with an essentially White, 

Anglo-Saxon, Protestant (WASP), core culture, legitimized by the myth 

22 
of the melting pot." It is the core culture which has labeled the 

American of Mexican ancestry a foreigner, a Mexican-American, Spanish 

American, or Latin American. Thus it was not easy for an individual of 

Mexican/Spanish ancestry to identify with the dominant culture. Acqui-

escence, adaptation, and politicization had failed to secure a bond 

between him and the dominant society. An investigation of those 

20. Wayne Moquin and Charles Van Doren, A Documentary History 
of the Mexican Americans (New York: Bantam Books, 1972), pp. 389-390. 

21. Albert Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized (New York: 
Orion Press, 1965), p. 

22. Garcia and de 1a Garza, Chicano Experience, p. 17. 
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efforts reveals that the basis for separation of the t~vo cultures was 

deeper than what appeared on the surface. 

External Division 

Raymond A. Rocco, in "The Role of Power and Authenticity in the 

Chicano Movement: Some Reflections," asserts that some social move-

ments endeavor a "fundamental altering of the basic societal framework 

23 
within which they develop." The view adopted by the group, he 

states, is usually =onceived of as radical and is likely determined by 

what are seen to be society's basic existing values. Rocco believes 

that 

With regard to the actual values reflected in the domestic and 
foreign policies of the United States there exists more than 
adequate documentation for the conviction that those values 
supported the interests of only a small portion of this 
country's population, and are only secondarily concerned with 
the welfare of the rest of the citizenry.24 

These policies, asserts Rocco, reflect a value system where materialism 

(which holds the acquisition of things to be fundamental) and competi-

tion (rather than cooperation) are paramount. Thus, and despite the 

political rhetoric of the last forty years, social values continue to 

reflect the basic dehumanizing dimensions of the system, which hold 

25 
possessions to be more important than people. 

23. Raymond A. Rocco, "The Role of Power and Authenticity in 
the Chicano Movement: Some Reflections," Aztlan Chicano Journal of the 
Social Sciences and the Arts, Vol. 5, No.1 and No.2 (Spring and Fall 
1974), p. 167. 

24. Rocco, "Role of Power," Aztl.in, p. 167. 

25. Rocco, "Role of Power," AztLin, p. 167. 
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The division between Mexican Americans and the dominant culture 

brought to light the social and political problems and empirical 

experience of poverty, sub-par housing and education, and discrimina-

tion. Division also derives from the philosophical differences which 

identify and control the Anglo/WASP type of existence and that of the 

Mexican American/Chicano. 

Philosopher Don R. Porath, in "Chicanos and Existentialism," 

suggests that Chicanismo, the quality of Chicano dynamism, is existen-

tialist, and because it is, is in direct opposition to Anglo American 

philosophy. Porath agrees with Spanish thinker, Miguel de Unamuno, who 

referred to "the differences between Anglo-American culture and Ibero-

American culture as being the differences between the 'epic sense of 

life' and the 'tragic sense of life.' ,,26 The epic sense of life 

embraced by Anglos, is a philosophy of human achievement, which 

requires and is measured only by the domination of the world around 

you (WASP) and thus it is understandable why achievement is possible. 

The "tragic. sense of life concerns itself with the far more difficult 

chore of domination of one's self and it is easy to understand why 

human failure is emphasized.,,27 Such differences in philosophy begin 

to provide a very interesting. and significant antithesis which results 

in a dialectical tension which causes alienation. The "epic sense of 

life" is vivid with examples of expansionism, imperialism, colonialism, 

26. Don R. Porath, "Chicanos and Existentialism," De Colores, 
Vol. 1, No.2 (Spring 1974), p. 7. 

27. Porath, "Existentialism," p. 7. 



and manifest destiny. The Anglo conquers his surroundings to feel 

accomplished. The Mexican American/Chicano is existential. He is 

"absolutely free, and with this freedom comes the burden and all the 

anxiety of freedom. He cannot hide behind cultural determinants, or 

subconscious ids, or biological differences.,,28 The Chicano "makes 
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every decision in reference to others," and thus, comes in dialectical 

conflict with the philosophy of the dominant culture, which measures 

success by man's ability to dominate others. 

Thus the formulation of the Chicano perspective, a different 

view of life and its surroundings. "Existentialism challenges the 

very basis of philosophy as we know it, those neat, well-constructed 

systems--and in its place, it leaves us with a lack of systemization 

(as understood traditionally). Normative behavior suggests mass man 

and the greatest sin imaginable for the existentialist is to become one 

of the 
, 29 

mass." 

The consequences of the Mexican American/Chicano as existen-

tialist creates a more significant problem among his peers, because, in 

addition to being at odds with the dominant society, the Chicano 

experiences division with his own. This is manifested in some 

Chicanos' reluctance to jDin the movement, or to support or sympathize 

with the goals of the movement. The acceptance of the dominant culture 

by some members of La Raza thus, has caused division among members of 

28. Porath, "Existentialism," p. 6. 

29. Porath, "Existentialism," p. 6. 
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the race. Many Mexican Americans preferred to continue working within 

the system. They believed that "the radical means (the Chicano ~ove-

ment) to pursue these ends [would] undermine their own hard-earned 

social and economic gains.,,30 And the fear that they would be labeled 

as undesirables and revolutionaries, retarded the political growth of 

the Mexican American: 

There are those in Texas today--and I suppose elsewhere as 
well--who believe that the only way that the problems of the 
poor, and the problems of ethnic minorities, will be solved, 
is by forcing some kind of confrontation. This confrontation 
can be economic, or it can be direct and personal, but what
ever form it may take, the object is to state in the most 
forceful possible terms what is wrong, and to demand immediate 
and complete corrective action. . • . This may not sound un
reasonable in itself, and in fact the tactics of confrontation 
may have a place in political life. • • . The fact is that 
the tactic deliberately attempts to eliminate alternatives to 
violence. • • • This sort of politics is only one step 
removed from rebellion. 31 

Fear and stereotypes held about Mexican Americans by the dominant 

society and by the group itself preserved the existing alienation. 

Accusations that Mexican Americans were apathetic to the political 

process and reluctance of Chicanos to compete in politics because such 

action was not possible, reinforced the common belief. Ralph Guzman, 

in "The Function of Anglo-American Racism in the Political Development 

of Mexican Americans," explained that "in the case of the Chicanos, 

some of their political development was in fact, effectively reduced 

30. Alfredo Cuellar, "Perspectives," p. 154. 

31. Henry B. Gonzalez, U.S. Congressman, "Reverse Racism," 
Congressional Record, 28 April 1969, cit. in Aztlan An Anthology of 
Mexican American Literature, ed. Luis Valdez and Stan Steiner (New 
York: Random House, 1972), p. 311. 
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through self-stereo-types which often duplicated the majority's pejora-

. . f h Ch' .. ,,32 t~ve v~ew 0 t e ~cano m~nor~ty. The Chicano became entrapped in 

his own self-fulfilling prophecy. 

Other sources of division among Chicanos included political 

designation, geographical location, level of acculturation, and 

economic conditions. Their different historical experiences influenced 

their name choice. The "Hispanos" of New Mexico claimed direct 

descendance from the Spanish Conquistadores; the "Mexican Americans" of 

California claimed ancestry to Mexican aristocracy; and the "Latin 

Americans" of ~exas chose their name euphemistically. 

Chicanos also ranged from one extreme to another on a scale of 

acculturation to the Anglo society. Some Mexican Americans had been 

in the United States for many generations and were completely accultur-

ated. Others were recent arrivals and continued to embrace the 

customs, values, and traditions of their native Mexico. 

"Another cause for division among Mexican Americans, and 

33 
perhaps the deepest division, 'vas that of socioeconomic class." Most 

Mexican Americans ~vere (are) in the working class, that is, they ~vere 

at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder. There were some, however, 

who had made it to the middle· class by adopting the values and life-

style of the dominant society. This situation caused tension between 

32. Ralph Guzman, "The Function of Ang).o-American Racism in 
the Political Development of Chicanos," Californi.a Historical 
Quarterly, 50, No.1 (September 1971), pp. 34-42. 

33. Leo Grable~, Joan Moore, and Ralph Guzman, The Mexican 
American People (New York: Free Press, 1970), pp. 385-387. 
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working-class Chicanos who believed that middle-class types were 

"sell-outs" to the sy~tem, and middle-class types who often forgot 

(forget) the plight of their working class "brothers and sisters, and 

[had] disassociated themselves entirely from the lower-class people.,,34 

The reasons for dialectical tension between the dominant 

society and the Chicanos, in addition to diverse sources of division 

among themselves, gave birth to a rhetorical situation which began to 

be addressed in the 1960's. What triggered the response, among a 

larger number of things, were: the unchanging social, political, and 

economic situation in the U.S. and the perceived willingness by some 

members of La Raza to continue accepting the piecemeal handouts offered 

by the dominant society. 

The Chicano Movement 

The Chicano struggle for equality in America had existed for 

apprOXimately 128 years. Since the incursion of the Anglo into the 

American Southwest, La Raza had staged various campaigns to eradicate 

the economic, social, and political indignities suffered at the hand of 

the dominant race. Despite the many years of struggle, of attempts at 

acquiescence, assimilation and politicization, and much campaign 

experience, La Raza (Chicanos) in the 1960's found themselves battling 

against the same injustices as their forefathers. Although some inroads 

had been made, through education, and participation in the armed 

forces, in alleviating the plight of these people, Chicanos found it 

34. Grabler, Moore, and Guzman, People, pp. 551-554. 
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necessary "to demand their rightful place in society:,,35 "During the 

1960's, large numbers of Mexican Americans, for the first time encom-

passing all social and economic sectors of the community, developed 

programs and organizations known collectively as the Chicano Move-

ment." 
36 

The Chicano Movement began as a protest movement during a 

period of national unrest. The 1960's were trying times for a nation 

whose leaders had reneged on a promise of "life, liberty, and the 

pursuit of happiness." The early demands of the Mexican Americans had 

not gone beyond request for equality of opportunity for Mexican 

Americans. Not until the 1960's had Chicanos identified the problems 

of the community and the race other than those of assimilation: 

That the Chicano protest emerged when it did is perhaps 
large part to the emergence of other social groups that 
began to question basic notions about American society. 

due in 
also 

But if 
these other groups feel a sense of alienation in Anlerican 
society, the Chicano's alienation is doubly acute. It is not 
only from American society that he feels alienated: he also 
feels left out of the mainstream of Mexican history and, simul
taneously, he feels a sense of guilt for having deserted the 
homeland. It is this sense of being in two cultures yet 
belonging to neither (ni aqui ni alIa) that is the source of 
his most profound alienation and now, anger. 37 

To blame the economic, political, and social problems entirely 

on the division and deficiencies within the Mexican American group or 

deficiencies within the institutional structures of the dominant 

35. Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Rivera, The Chicanos A History 
of Mexican Americans (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972), p. 250. 

36. Meier and Rivera, Chicanos, p. 257. 

37. Cuellar, "Perspectives," p. 155. 
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society is to ignore the dynamic process of communication completely. 

Communication depends on symbols and when the appropriate symbols are 

used then interpersonal relationships are established. Because symbols 

define or are used to define conditions, the symbols become metaphors 

for the rhetorical situation(s). When the metaphors clash, division 

occurs. The communication function of the movement then, is to define 

the rhetorical situation in terms compatible to those used by the 

dominant order. The dialectic is discovered when the definitions are 

noted and they are antithetical. The movement then introduces new 

symbols, suggests new definitions, or attempts to force its meaning on 

the dominant order. The movement may employ messages to persuade those 

in the dominant order that change should take place; may exert pressure 

through boycotts, strikes, or blockades, or may direct violence towards 

the dominant system. Either strategy incorporates a symbol or symbols 

which identify them and their goals. This communicates the collec

tivity's perception of the world. The communication effort is to make 

consubstantial, to match, the meanings in their language. 

The Chicano Struggle 

The Mexican American experience in the United States in the 

mid-1960's had made it clear that their efforts at working within the 

democratic system would not work for them. The experience of the Black 

mOvement and the Civil Rights effort, however, seemed to work. "To 
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many aware and concerned Hexican Americans, therefore, it made sense to 

38 
emulate the black example." 

It is difficult to pinpoint the exact date of birth for the 

movement, because of three diverse incidents of significant impact on 

the development of the movement's philosophical base: the non-violent, 

National Farmworker's Association led by Cesar Chavez in Delano, 

California, in 1965; the "land reform" struggle by Aliansistas in 

Tierra Amarilla, New Hexico, led by Reies Lopez T{jerina, in 1965; and 

the Cruzada Por la Justicia led by Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez in Denver, 

Colorado. The Hexican American boycott of the White House Conference 

on the Hexican Americans in El Paso, Texas, in October 1967, and the 

several student protests by Chicanos in college campuses across the 

Southwest could also be cited as the birth of the movement. The 

important issue is not the particular date of birth, but that the 

movement was borne of difficult times, for diverse reasons, and for and 

by Mexican Americans. 

The movement began when members of the diverse communities 

expressed a desire to impress upon the dominant system their shared 

perception that the dominant society was fallible and inconsistent with 

its ideology. The diverse and separate incidents in the Southwestern 

United States were not coordinated efforts under a single plan or 

design, but were recognized later as efforts consistent with the 

38. Garcia, Chicano Experience, p. 31. 



"unrelenting will (of a similar group of people) to attain land, 

justice, and dignity.,,39 

The Mexican American's awareness and communication to others 

who shared similar perceptions regarding their political, social, and 

economic aspirations, took ground in the diverse college campuses of 

83 

the southwest. Organizations such as -the Mexican American Youth Organ-

ization (MAYO), United Mexican American Students (UMAS), and the 

Moviento Estudiantil de Chicanos de Aztlan (MECHA), began promoting 

philosophy, efforts and goals of the movement. They were responsible 

for promoting the Chicano label, for making the term Chicano a national 

word. The goals, philosophy, and labels were verbalized in different 

Manifestos which not only described, but exhorted an identity, a 

philosophy, and goals of the movement. The concepts promoted by the 

manifestos included: Aztlan, the bronze race, and its characteristics 

of Chicanismo, compadrazco, personalismo, and La familia. These 

concepts appeared in the three thrusts which constituted the Chicano 

movement: La Huelga, La Cruzada, and La Causa in California, Colorado, 

and New Mexico, respectively. Each thrust was seeking justice in the 

diverse but inclusive areas of employment rights, fair housing, fair 

treatment by police and courts, and equal access to social and politi-

cal programs. To this list of shared concerns and goals, Mexican 

Americans added the experiences of discrimination, depredation, and 

items of identification such as a common language (Spanish), common 

39. Ramon Rendon, Chicano Manifesto (New York: CoJ,lier Books, 
1971), p. 114. 
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ancestry, and similar religion (Catholic). These were the common 

elements that were promoted by students and movement leaders as a 

collective effort known as the Chicano Movement. 

Leonard Binder, et al., in Crisis and Sequence in Political 

Development, suggests that the first of five stages in the political 

development of a national image or character is identity. In this 

stage, the movement must characterize itself, "metaphorically so to 

speak, to give itself a mask that will represent what it is to the 

40 
rest of the world." The movement must establish an identity--it 

must give its uninformed audience some kind of name or label by which 

it can be identified. Names, flags, salutes, dress, etc., are some 

elements which cause identification to develop (cause) an awareness 

from whence to develop the label-identity. Part, if not all, of that 

name is located in the group's philosophy--raison-de-etre and axioms 

which support/justify the label. 

Ellwyn R. Stoddard, in Mexican Americans, suggests that "within 

an action frame of reference, an individual uses selected means to 

gain priority goals. His vocabulary choice of means and ends reveals 

his values, which in turn are an accurate indicator of his social 

origin.,,41 The individual, thus when he identifies with a group, 

reveals his self-identity and class origin by the way in which he 

40. Leonard Binder, et al., Crisis and Sequence in Political 
Development (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1971), 
Chapter 1. 

41. Ellwyn R. Stoddard, Mexican Americans (New York: Random 
House, 1973), p. 51. 
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42 
reacts to the behavior of others. The identity is expressed in name, 

label,. or designation. 

Armando B. Rendon, a Chicano, free-lance writer, chronicler and 

advocate of the Chicano cause, in Chicano Manifesto, argued that the 

movement was an effort at recovering a proud heritage. He suggests 

that Chicanismo had been lost under the weight of the Anglo culture. 

He argued that Mexican Americans needed to select a name compatible 

with the aims, purpose, and philosophy of the movement. Because the 

dominant society had provided a variety of names, it was impossible for 

Mexican Americans in the southwest to select a single, desirable, 

appropriate term to distinguish them in the hierarchy. Armando B. 

Rendon addressed the problem thus: 

We reject the semantic games of sociologist and whitewashed 
Mexicans who frantically identify us as Mexican-Americans, 
Spanish-Americans, Latin-Americans, Spanish-speaking, Spanish 
Surname, Americ~ns of Mexican descent, etc. We further reject 
efforts to make us disappear into the white melting pot, only 
to be hauled out again when it is convenient or profitable for 
gabacho (gringo) politicians. 43 

Rendon asserts that Mexican Americans, therefore, were in search of 

identity--"Everywhere--in Chicago, Detroit, Gary, Indiana, East Saint 

Louis, Salt Lake City, Kansas City, Seattle, as well as the Southwest, 

42. Burke, "Calling of the Tune," pp. 195-196. 

43. Armando M. Rodrigues, "Bilingual Education--Profile 70" in 
Congressional Record, 91 Congress, 2nd Session, 26 February 1970; see 
also, Rendon, Manifesto, p. 4. 
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there is a groping for identity, for communion as well as communica-

d f h d 11 f 0 1 0 ,,44 tion, an or nation 00 as we as or natlona lty. 

The result was the name Chicano, for it included and involved a 

self-identity based on the inherent birthrights of Aztlan, of La Raza, 

f Ch 
0 0 45 o lcanlsmo. 

F. Chris Garcia, in The Chicano Political Experience, suggests 

that the "term Chicano was initially a term of self-identification used 

by those persons who were most actively challenging the subordinate 

position of the Mexican American people in the United States.,,46 He 

states that the political signific~nce of the term Chicano is difficult 

to overemphasize. It suggests unity and cohesiveness that has not 

characterized prior Mexican American political activity--but which is 

o 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 fl 47 essentla to attalnlng po ltlca ln uence. 

The term Chicano also unites all people of Mexican/Spanish 

ancestry residing in the United States, instead of emphasizing regional 

and cultural differences--as did such labels as Mexican-American, 

Latin-American, and Mexican. Chicano and Chicanismo (Chicano 

44. Manuel Ramirez, "Identity Crisis in the Barrios," Music 
Education Journal (May 1970), reprinted in Simmen, Pain, pp. 57-60. 
See also, Rendon, Hanifesto, p. 34. Dr. Ernesto Galarza calls identity 
"soul searching" in Steiner, La Raza, pp. 241-242. 

45. Rendon, Hanifesto, p. 35. 

46. Garcia, Chicano Experience, p. 15. 

47. Rudolph O. de la Garza, "De donde vienes y a donde vas?", 
Chicanos as We See Ourselves, ed. Arnulfo Trejo (Arizona: University of 
Arizona Press, 1976). 
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philosophy) provided a feeling of pride in cultural heritage.
48 

In 

addition to the apparent value of the term Chicano to the movement, 

there is a strong significance in the actual development of individual 

identification and group level consciousness.
49 

"As marginal people, 

Americans of Mexican descent have experienced identity problems that 

surely were intensified by the confusing variety of labels applied to 

50 
them." 

The term Chicano, some say, is a term derived from the Aztec 

word Meschicano.
51 

It was once considered a term of derision because 

it was used by "Zootsuiters" in California, and those so labelled were 

considered delinquents by the dominant culture. Ysidro Macias, in "The 

Chicano Movement," asserts that to many Chicanos, the term represents a 

concept which "goes farther than that of civil rights." It symbolizes 

a concept which seeks "either a complete revision of the United States 

l · . 1 d· f . ,,52 po ~t~ca an econom~c system or a separation rom ~t. Macias 

states that Chicanismo (~vhich defines Chicano philosophy) ,has not been 

precisely defined but that it is based on self-awareness and 

48. Deluvina Hernandez, "La Raza Satellite System," Aztlan 
Chicano Journal of the Social Sciences and the Arts, 1 (Spring 1970), 
pp. 13-36. 

49. Sidney Verba and Norman H. Nie, Participation in America 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1972). 

50. Garcia, Chicano Experience, p. 15. 

51. Many Chicano scholars agree. See Meier, Chicanos, p. 
viii, Simmen, Pain, p. 54, and Rendon, t--Ianifesto, pp. 11-16. 

52. Simmen, Pain, p. 137. 



compadrazgo (alliance for mutual protection and advancement) enriched 

by the peculiar qualities of the Chicano heritage."s3 Because of its 

88 

Aztec origin and use in and by people of Mexican descent, Chicanos can 

point out that they are descendants of two great cultures, the Indian/ 

Aztec and Spanish conquistadores, and an experience of living and 

speaking English in a country which dares attempt to erase their 

h . 54 erJ.tage. 

Chicanos claim heritage from Aztlan, a land from where the 

Aztecs came--in el Quinto Sol [the fifth sun], an epoch of Aztec civil-

ization located in the area now known as the Southwestern United 

States. The myth gives strength to the movement's existence as it 

provides its symbolic substance. The Fifth Sun represents "movement, 

progress, life vibrant. ,,55 It is borne out of man's sacrifice. At its 

center is the spirit: its mode is movement. It is the unit, cohesion, 

synthesis of all that has come before, bound into the human soul. 

Thus, the fifth sun is the very foundation of life, of spirituality, 

not in the restricted sense of an organized religion but in the nature 

56 
of a common bond among all soul creatures. Rendon states: 

We have rediscovered Aztlan in ourselves. This knowledge 
provides the dynamic principle upon which to build a deep 

53. Heier, "Introduction," to The Chicanos, p. XVI. See also, 
Hacias, "Chicano Movement," in Simmen, Pain, p. 138. Gonzalez advances 
this point in La Cruzada's Plan de Aztl~ 

54. Simmen, Pain, p. 138. 

55. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 8. 

56. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 9. 



unity and brotherhood among Chicanos. Ties much more profound 
than even language, birthplace, or culture bind us together-
Aztlan represents that unifying force of our nonmaterial 
heritage. 57 

Thus the movement was able to justify its name--its symbolic 

89 

existence. To give the movement substance, the membership legitimized 

its name and existence by providing an ideology. In doing so, the 

Chicanos utilized those items (elements) of identification which 

likened their purpose with those whose racial background, language, 

customs, and socio-political experience was similar and with those who 

shared like perceptions. Thus the movement could bind the soul. 

F. Chris Garcia, in The Chicano Political Experience, explained 

the reasons for Chicano identification thus: 

What is favorable for identification for Chicanos is that they 
share directly or indirectly ties with Mexico. Their physical 
appearance, language patterns, food they eat, and the way they 
dress may be a common identification. In addition, and perhaps, 
more serious, is the de facto and sometimes overt discrimina
tion suffered by Mexican Americans. 58 

And so, for the Chicano, the movement began with the concept Aztlan and 

was solidified with the shared identification and perception of the 

past, the present and the future. 

When the movement had established its name, its political 

designation, and movement philosophy, it was necessary for the member-

ship to induce cooperation among others of similar sort. The 

57. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 10. 

58. Garcia, Chicano Experience, p. 18. See also, Stoddard, 
Mexican Americans, p. 47. 



mobilization effort would enable the core group, who shared strong 

feelings for the movement, to press others into the effort. 

Mobilization 

90 

It is useful to conceptualize a movement as a figure with three 

concentric rings. 59 The outermost ring represents a portion of the 

public that carries a general movement and is comprised of those who 

sympathize with the particular movement's program or ideology. Those 

in this public may facilitate support to the movement in accordance 

with the movement's success or failure. This group may provide a good 

deal of financial support and other resources and by using the vote and 

sheer numbers, adds political strength or semblance of it to the 

60 
movement. 

The Chicano Movement had in its outer ring those Hispanos, 

Mejicanos, Mexican Americans, Latin Americans, Spanish-sur~amed 

individuals who had accepted some form of "Anglo" as!?imilation and 

whose ties to the Chicano were limited to either of the elements of 

identification but not necessarily to the name Chicano. These indi

viduals feared losing what they had gained through adaptation. They, 

without compromising their positions, provided financial support and 

votes, which gave the movement credibility because of the numbers 

involved. 

59. Mauss, Problems, p. 47. 

60. Mauss, Problems, p. 47. 
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Within the ring comprising the sympathetic public, there is a 

smaller one containing the active membership. This consists of" indi-

viduals and organizations that have definite interests in the success 

of the movement. They may have equally strong interests in other 

causes and may be more willing than some of the more zealous members to 

compromise with the existing situation and accept some reform and 

amelioration. They may be influential people who provide public 

support for the movement and will help establish its legitimacy and 

acceptance, especially if it begins as an unpopular movement, thwarted 

b h ff f h h d " 1 " 61 Y tee orts 0 t e government or ot er tra ltlona organlzatlons. 

In this group, Chicanos could count on organizations such as 

The G.I. Forum, The Mexican American Political Association, Political 

Association of Spanish Speaking Organization, et al., which were not 

only willing to provide financial assistance, but whose membership, 

which included professional people, were willing to challenge the 

system first through reform measures by influencing legislatures, and 

then by challenging existing laws and procedures by confronting those 

who maintained the status quo. 

The innermost ring of the social movement is its heart. It is 

comprised of principal leaders whose interests and goals are exclu-

sively those embodied in the movement. It contains the most zealous 

and committed members, those who coordinate the efforts of the move-

mente The innermost ring with its zealots and most committed members 

61. Mauss, Problems, p. 47. 
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are the catalysts who draw others to the movement--they recruit (induce 

others) into the outermost and middle rings of the movement.
62 

The core of the Chicano Movement, the catalysts, were respon-

sible for the membership size and level of participation which in turn 

depended on the elements that Armand Mauss lists as necessary to 

sustain a social movement: (1) the leadership, (2) the purpose of the 

movement, (3) the ability of the leadership to explain the purpose of 

the movement, (4) the ability of the group to maintain cohesion, 

(5) the level and intensity of the activity, (6) the ability of the 

leadership to sustain an inner core of committed core members, (7) the 

ability of the leadership to create the symbolic image necessary to 

keep the membership, to promote participation, to draw attention from 

the outer, middle, and external population, and (8) to draw media 

. 63 
attent~on. 

The inner core of the Chicano Movement was comprised princi-

pally of those whose conditions, social, political, and economic were 

so minimal that participation in the movement offered or had the 

potential of affording of rewards. It was a situation where the 

membership could only benefit from the participation and experience of 

the movement. In this group were recent arrivals from Mexico, the farm 

workers, the lower-middle and lower economic classes, the working 

62. Mauss, Problems, pp. 47-48. 

63. These elements are discussed in Mauss, Social Problems, 
and in Anthony Oberschall, Social Conflict and Social Movements (New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1973). 
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class, the underemployed, the under-represented, the poorly housed, the 

under-educated, the oppressed. There were, however, significant 

numbers of intellectuals and students who performed the missionary work 

necessary to build up and educate the membership. 

Anthony Oberschall, in Social Conflict and Social Movements, 

characterized the central problem of mobilization for a social movement 

as one of "resource management" in which the leadership attempted to 

recruit membership and together they attempted to bring about change by 

and through the acquisition and use of money, time, talent, energy, and 

commitment, frequently in the face of opposition and repression from 

the "host society" trying to deny the movement resources.
64 

The mobilization effort of the Chicano Movement leaders 

fncluded the development and use of Chicano philosophy and a set of 

beliefs useful to the development of strategies which provided a 

satisfactory explanation to members and prospective members concerning 

the causes of the problems facing them and the steps that were neces-

sary to overcome them. The leaders' effort was to express the ideology 

in "slogans and symbols which succinctly summed-up the legitimacy of 

[the] movement and what it [stood] for though usually in simplified 

65 
terms." The symbols, slogans and ideology of the movement help the 

members feel that they belonged to something important and they 

provided a strong personal identification among the members. The 

64. Mauss, Problems, p. 55. 

65. Mauss, Problems, p. 56. 
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symbols and messages also provided special meaning to the membership, 

drew them together, gave them strength, meaning and a sense of cer-

tainty. The ideology gave the membership an explanation for belonging. 

The creation and use of symbols was important as an objectification of 

the group ethic: 

Symbols are collective representations expressing the moral 
worth, claim to status, and collective identity of groups and 
communities. The defense of these symbols is seen as an 
unselfish action worthy of group support; disrespect for 
symbols or an attempt to substitute different symbols will be 
perceived as an attack on the integrity, moral standing, sense 
of identity, and self-respect of the entire nation or group, 
threatening the basic consensus and the principles of legiti
macy upon which social order is founded. 66 

Chicano mobilization also involved a repertory of successful 

strategies and tactics which built membership, raised money, and 

influenced politicians to provide the needed recognition and support. 

Chicanos employed long range and short range plans and utilized 

symbolic strategies and tactics to carry out the plan to cause identi-

fication between rhetor and public and between Chicanos and their 

detractors. 

The strategies employed by Chicano rhetors were determined by 

the particular group's impact and interaction with its "host society," 

the society which produced it. In the case of the Chicano Movement, 

the host society included the government, business, educational insti-

tutions, and most unfortunate, the dominant "white society," obsessed 

66. Oberschall, Conflict, p. 50. See also Gregory P. Stone, 
"Appearance and Self," in Arnold Rose, ed., Human Behavior and Social 
Processes (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1962), p. 93. 
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67 
with race," and class systems. The dominant society, with its laws, 

institutions, and myth masquerading as nature, utilized traditional, 

existing institutions, and co-optation, to prevent the movement from 

becoming a general problem of social control. The resulting reciprocal 

dilemma provided the context within which the movement and the milieu 

entered into the dialectical relationship and made a series of state-

ments and counterstatements to the moves of the other. A look at the 

milieu and the movement will reveal the strategies, the symbolic 

efforts, the statements and counterstatements, and the leadership in 

their efforts to expose and correct the perceived exigence and to 

reduce the perceived sources of alienation. 

The Three Thrusts 

Toward the end of 1965, the frustration, anger, and resentment 

bottled up in Chicano communities evolved into the first thrusts 

towards liberation of Chicanos in the United States. During this 

period, three major thrusts took seed in the Southwestern United 

States. Their occurrence incited few, but those core members involved, 

the most oppressed, the most unassimilated. In a short time, however, 

the message was sent to those in public prominence that Mexican 

Americans (Chicanos) would no longer accept subjugation, degradation, 

and segregation. These three protests (incidents), in different areas 

of the southwest, set off a common effort and intellectual current of 

thought and action which prevails to the present. The incidents which 

67. Guzman, His~orical Quarterly, pp. 34-42. 
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occurred in the mid-sixties were not spontaneous, they were triggered 

by a long history of actions (or lack of action) administered by the 

dominant society. The perceptions, however, that Mexican Americans 

were "different" in an "Anglo" oriented society were strong enough for 

Chicanos to claim, "jYa Basta!" (Enough!). 

In September 1965, in Delano, California, some two hundred 

migrant workers struck the grape growers to initiate what became the 

most significant unionizing effort on behalf of farm workers in the 

United States. In 1965, in Colorado, Mexican Americans protested the 

De~ver city administration's harassment of Chicano participation in the 

anti-poverty program. The protest emerged into a cruzada (a crusade 

for justice). In October 1966, the Federal Alliance of Free States 

(Alianzistas) took over a federal campsite in Northern New Mexico and 

conducted an armed assault on the Tierra Amarilla courthouse in June of 

the following year to "arrest" an oppressive system and declare their 

intent to regain lost lands. 

These first encounters in the Chicano's struggle to achieve 

parity with the dominant society in employment, housing, and education, 

were grounded in the experience of the early sixties when Mexican 

Americans began an "internal conversion." That conversion transformed 

a subjugated group into one mass of individuals proud of their common 

ancestry, language, and race. It was a movement which began with the 

transference of Mexican Americans who had adjusted to the "white man's" 

ways, but could be "salvaged" through efforts of self-analysis, self

recognition, and self-identification. 
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Once the conversion took and core membership was established, 

the groups' efforts were to legitimize their protest movement by 

creating something dramatic, by creating an impact, by staging an event 

which would give the groups credence. Once this was established, it 

was easier for the group to recruit membership from the outside into 

the oute~, middle and inner circles of the movement. 

The National Farm Workers Association (Union) 

Chronologically, the first of the three movements to draw 

attention to Chicano problems occurred in the Great Central Valley of 

California. The valley, cradle of Chicano unrest, lent backdrop to the 

series of events which were to thrust a mass of humans into a per-

plexing state of affairs. The valley was described by John Gregory 

Dunne thus: 

It is a landscape remarkable only in its flatness. Except for 
the few cold, gray months of winter, a deadening heat lies 
over the dull green fields that stretch from the Sierra Nevada 
on the east to the Coast Range on the west. • •• In its heat 
and in its flatness, it all suggests a vacuum of the human 
will, but the feeling, like the Valley itself, deceives, for 
this is the heartland of the richest industry in California, a 68 
$4.08 billion-a-year industry that goes by name "agribusiness." 

Delano, the city in the valley where the movement began, was 

inhabited by a stable population comprised of merchants, growers, and 

offices necessary to maintain the chief industry--agribusiness. The 

town, founded by the Southern Pacific Railroad and named after 

68. John Gregory Dunne, Delano (New York: Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux, 1971), p. 3. See also, Jan Young, The Migrant Workers and 
Chavez (New York: Julian Messner, 1972), pp. 8-9. 
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Christopher Delano, Secretary of the Interior under Ulysses S. Grant, 

be~ame an agribusiness center when farmers discovered that with irriga-

tion they could grow grapes in abundance. Its population was comprised 

of approximately 50 percent "Anglos" who lived in the east side of 

town. It was also temporarily populated by migrant field workers who 

became citizens of the town during the harvest season and occasionally, 

became permanent citizens of Delano. They were mostly Mexican 

Americans, some Filipinos and a few Blacks. Highway 99 divided the 

city into two Delanos. The well-kept east side, which housed the 

businesses that catered to the main industry, and the west side, 

inhabited by people who had darker skins, who lived in bungalows which 

were shabbier, and owned automobiles which were older. The majority of 

these people were farmworkers, whose importance to agribusines~ was 

their willingness to provide cheap labor. Dunne described the farm-

workers' plight: 

Their world is one of side roads and labor camps, of anonymous 
toil under a blistering sun. The very existence of farm 
workers is a conundrum, because they have never been effec
tively organized, they have never been included under legisla
tion that safeguards the rights of industrial workers; because 
they are excluded from the machinery of collective bargaining, 
they have never been able to organize effectively.69 

In 1964-65, about 75 percent of the farrnworkers were Mexican 

American families. These were the most "Mexican," most oppressed group 

of Hispanics in the United States. Comprised of recent arrivals from 

Mexico, less educated, poorly trained, and less sophisticated 

69. Dunne, Delano, p. 4. See also, Young, Migrant Workers, 
pp.18-30. 
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(particularly within the dominant society), the field worker averaged 

few working days, forcing them to migrate from crop to crop to work an 

average of 134 days per year. Eighty-four percent of the farm workers 

were earning less than the federal poverty level of $3,100; the average 

annual income was $1,378. During the harvest the migrant families were 

housed in "labor camps built by the United States Farm Security Admin-

istration late in the 1930's as temporary shelters for the Dust Bowl 

migrants.,,70 The camps had been an improvement over the shanty camps 

and hobo jungles in the 1930's, but in the 1960's they were dilapi-

dated, worn-out hovels condemned by the county health department in 

1965. When the crops were harvested and jobs nonexistent, the farm 

71 
workers became the 80 percent of the welfare cases in Fresno County. 

The big growers of Delano lived on the Terrace, where the 

72 
houses were bigger, the cars newer, and the lots larger. No one from 

the east side or the Terrace registered for welfare benefits or sought 

assistance from the public coffers. Many of the leaders in the valley 

were tenant operators for conglomerates like Coca-Cola, Purex, Tenneco, 

United Fruit, and Hueblein. Thus, Delano had great contrast in its 

midst: the rich and powerful, the poor worker, and the destitute 

migrant, at the bottom of the, economic ladder. That was Delano's 

hierarchy. Not only did the migrant worker face lower wages than 

70. Ronald B. Taylor, Chavez and the Farm Workers (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1975), p. 122. 

71. Dunne, D€lano, p. 5. 

72. Dunne, Delano, p. 11. 
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anyone in the working class, but because that type of employment was 

not covered under industrial rules, the federal government refused to 

set limits for behavior for agribusiness. In March 1966, when Senator 

Harrison Williams brought the farm worker hearings into California, 

C~sar Chavez, in testimony, pointed out that: 

Hearings similar to these have been called for decades, and 
unfortunately things have not changed very much in spite of 
them. The same labor camps which were used 30 years ago at 
the time of the La Follette committee hearing are still 
housing our workers. The same exploitation of child labor, 
the same idea that farm workers are different breed of 73 
people--humble, happy, built close to the ground--prevails. 

It was the vast COntrast in housing, employment, education, and social 

privilege that strained relations between employer and employee, 

between "Anglos" and Chicanos, bet~Yeen the citizens of Delano. It was 

this alienation which Cesar Chavez and the National Farm Workers 

Association would later endeavor to purge from a system which flaunted 

its belief that "all men were created equal ... " and that they had 

the right to life, liberty and to pursue happiness. 

The Huegla Leader 

C~sar Estrada Chavez was born in Yuma, Arizona, into a family 

of five children. His father, a small farm owner, went broke when 

Cesar was very young and the family began trailing the crops from 

73. Taylor, Chavez, p. 12. In 1940, the Senate LaFollette 
Committee Hearings were held in Los Angeles, California, to investigate 
migrant problems. Jacques E. Levy, in Cesar Chavez: Autobiography of 
La Causa (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1975), states that the 
hearings were a sham and a white~yash for farmers. 
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Arizona to California and back. 74 Cesar's family tracked the labor 

camps competing with others for the few jobs afforded them during the 

Depression. His education came in between jobs in a life described by 

John Dunne as a "Grapes of Wrath." His father had belonged to farm 

labor unions and from him, Cesar learned the importance of collective 

bargaining. Chavez's childhood experiences as a migrant worker had 

given him first-hand knowledge of the troubles and tribulations of farm 

workers. He moved to San Jose, California, in the 1940's and was 

instructed by Father Donald HcDonnell, "who tutored him in the papal 

encyclicals of Pope Leo XIII, which supported labor unions and social 

justice.
75 

This indoctrination was to influence Chavez in his quest 

for social and economic parity. To that instruction, Chavez added the 

tutelage of Fred Ross, of the Community Service Organization (CSO). 

Ross "was a protege of Saul Alinsky, so the CSO was heavily influenced 

by Alinsky's Industrial Areas Foundation.,,76 Chavez became a CSO 

organizer and through his travels "grew increasingly appalled by the 

dreadful conditions of agricultural workers.,,77 

74. Heier and Rivera, Chicanos, p. 261. Acuna, America, 
p. 177. Dunne, Delano, p. 64. 

75. Acuna, America, p. 177. 

76. Livie Isauro Duran and H. Russell Bernard, Introduction to 
Chicano Studies (New York: The Hacmillan Company, 1973), p. 566. 
Although this is asserted by several Chicano and southwest historians, 
Ross, according to Levy, Causa, states that he "was not Alinsky 
trained." ---

77. Hanuel A. Machado, Listen Chicano! (Chicago: Nelson Hall, 
1978), p. 99. 
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In 1952, Chavez became chairman of the CSO's voter registration 

drive and in a period of two months, registered over 4,000 people. 

This feat brought challenges from the local Republicans who monitored 

the polls. Chavez set-up new CSO chapters in several towns in spite of 

much opposition generated by the McCarthy era. Ross stated that "In 

every town, people were calling us Reds and pointing the finger at 

Alinsky, who they are convinced was a Communist.,,78 To gain new 

members and induce cooperation, Chavez set up a service program to deal 

with the most basic problems for Chicanos. He got Chicanos out of 

jail, inquired about their welfare payments, helped them get drivers 

licenses, and settled their immigration status with the proper authori-

ties: "One of his big things was trying to get people who were in 

trouble with the law not to plead gUilty because they had no money to 

hire attorneys. He scrounged around and got them lawyers, and when 

they were acquitted, a lot of them were tied up to him for good in 

gratitude.,,79 Chavez explained his method of persuasion thus: 

I learned to keep away from the established groups and so
called leaders, and to guard against philosophizing. Working 
with low-income people is a lot different from working with 
professionals, who like to sit around talking about how to 
play politics. When you're trying to recruit a farm ~-Jorker, 
you have to paint a little picture, and then you have to color 
the picture in. We found. out that the harder a guy is to 
convince, the better leader or member he becomes. When you 

78. Dunne, Delano, p. 70. See also Levy, Causa, for informa
tion on "red baiting" and the "red scare" of the 1950's. 

79. Dunne, Dela~, p. 70. 



exert yourself to convince him, you have his confidence and he 
has good motivation. SO 

While employed at CSO, Chavez had realized that developing 
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interest of Mexicans in civic and political affairs was not the basic 

problem, but was convinced that the real problems of Mexicans had to be 

solved in agriculture--out in the fields. Chavez accepted the chal-

lenge. He resigned from an assured income, an administrative job which 

gave him prestige with CSO, and undertook the "Mexican problem." 

Chavez listed the farmworkers' problems as low wages, excessive charges 

by company stores for food and other necessities, lack of legislation 

enforcing decent housing and safe transportation into the fields, lack 

of accident insurance for farm workers injured by farm machinery, lack 

of health and safety laws, lack of education facilities for migrant 

children, unsanitary conditions in housing provided by agribusiness, no 

rest periods for field workers, and lack of day-care programs for farm 

worker children.
S1 

Cesar Chavez worked for csa for ten years and left when he 

perceived that they were more interested in the prestige of the organi-

zation than in mobilizing the poor. Mobilization, in addition to 

mustering funds and materials, involves the recruitment and maintenance 

of a strong core of participants/activists willing to sacrifice them-

selves for the movement. In that effort, Cesar Chavez was masterful. 

so. Dunne, Delano, p. 70. 

Sl. Jean Maddern Pitrone, Chavez: Man of the Migrants 
(Canfield, Ohio: Alba House Communications, 1972), p. 59! 
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He returned to Delano and began a mobilization effort which would 

eventually become the National Farm Worker's Association. He canvassed 

the Valley trying to find a nucleus of supporters--farm workers who 

shared his perceptions of the dominant society, of the growers, of 

politics, and of the establishment of each town in the valley. He 

explained how he organized the survey and touched 86 towns, including 

the farming camps: 

For six months I traveled around, planting an idea. We had a 
simple questionnaire, a little card with space for name, 
address, and how much the worker thought he ought to be paid. 
My wife mimeographed them and we took our kids for two-or-three 
day jaunts to these towns, distributing the cards door-to-door 
and to camps and groceries [grocery storesJ.82 

He personally contacted people who had written messages on the cards. 

He asked for food as he no longer had a job and his funds were 

depleted. He recalled that asking for food was embarrassing, but the 

best thing he could have done, for if "people give you their food, 

they'd give you their hearts. 1I83 Chavez's technique was to gain 

adherents by serving as their ombudsman, as their advocate, as their 

defense lawyer in cases in'.olving labor disagreements. Chavez would 

identify his ways with those of the farm workers to gain their confi-

dence. He was their champion and the worker reacted favorably to 

Chavez. It was a case of an activist/organizer (Chavez) creating good-

will to induce farm workers to action to the strike. He had 

82. Dunne, Delano, p. 72. Also reported in Young, Migrants, 
p. 92. 

83. Dunne, Delano, p. 73. 
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established credibility, and identification, for certainly his "Grapes 

of Wrath" experience qualified him to share his perceptions with 

theirs. 

Chavez's early communications with the farm workers were little 

more than group encounters, in which he would gather the most enthusi-

astic into discussions about the farm worker and his economic condi-

tions. C~sar's intent was to stage a strike which would dramatize the 

farm worker's plight. Cesar Chavez believed, in the words of Saul 

Alinsky, that "if you want drama, get a movement, if you want results, 

you've got to get an organization.,,84 Chavez built both. 

C~sar Chavez's efforts at unionizing the farm workers was not 

the first attempt at organizing field workers. The American Federation 

of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) set-up the 

Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee (AWOC) whose indifference and 

reliance on labor contractors, rather than laborers, to organize, 

caused disinterest and loss of faith in unions. Mexican Americans 

"suspected that labor's agents were trying to lure them into unions 

only to collect their dues and help industrial unions, many of which 

discriminated notoriously against Latins.,,85 Labor unions were not 

alone in failing to organize Mexican Americans. Liberals, socialists, 

and radicals experienced similar difficulties. Paul Jacobs, one of the 

founders of Citizens for Farm Labor, exclaimed: "We were leaders 

84. Saul Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1969), p. 3. 

85. Dunne, Delano, p. 52. 
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without followers •.• ". When we appeared at meetings to protest the 

use of braceros, we had to import farm workers to give body to our 

group. We spoke on behalf of the farm workers, but all we could do was 

make a loud noise, based on our status as 'dignitaries' in the commu

nity.,,86 What the farm workers clearly lacked was indigenous Mexican 

American leadership. 

Cesar Chavez met the requirements. Under his leadership the 

California grape pickers would begin, in September 1965, a five-year 

trek that would change their existence. Chavez chose the name--"the 

National Farm Workers Association--the word union was left out because 

87 it frightened workers and inflamed growers." In order for Chavez to 

get results, he needed to establish some level of organization. His 

past experience had t~ught him that the power structures only responded 

to other significant power entities. Thus Chavez was faced with the 

task of organizing a movement to dramatize the farm workers plight, to 

call forth the rhetorical situation--the existing alienation between 

farm workers and growers--and to gain adherents to La Causa. 

Chavez began by contacting field hands: 

I took a three-week tour of the state, crisscrossing the farming 
areas. I made it a point to stop at every crew and go into the 
field. I would ask for the foreman, and if he was there I 
would ask for a job. But if he wasn't around, I would go and 
talk to the workers, to see what they thought about a union. 
. • . in the evening I would drive into the barrios or colonias 

86. Dunne, Delano, p. 52. 

87. Dunne, Delano, p. 107. See also, Levy, Causa, p. 170. 
Young and Pitrone report that many union efforts in the valley of 
California had been thwarted by farmers and government agencies. 



and go round to the grocery stores and bars, where the people 
usually were, I had some leaflets with me, which had a cutoff 
section on the bottom, where people could mark if they were 
interested and mail them. 88 
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His early persuasive efforts for organization took place in the homes 

of farm workers. "He started holding house meetings, gathering ideas 

from people .•• ,,89 When sufficient people showed up at the 

meetings, a dance hall would be rented for the next meeting. When the 

meetings became fruitful, Chavez called a convention--the first one in 

September 1962, in Fresno, California. At the convention, Chavez 

organized more house meetings: "I ran those house meetings differently 

than we did in CSO, because it was important for me to learn what the 

workers wanted. They had to teach me what they needed. I spoke very 

little in those first meetings, and I listened to what they had to 

90 
say." Chavez explained that "the house meetings were the basic 

organizational tool •.•• ,,91 Jim Drake, Chavez's unofficial adminis-

trative assistant, explained: "The Friday night meetings became our 

platform to the world. We invited people there, it was, for Cesar, the 

all-important contact with the people, a place to give and take, to 

share, and to let the outsiders look into what the NFWA was all 

92 
about." After months of organizing and many meetings, the farm 

88. Taylor, Chavez, p. 106. 

89. Taylor, Chavez, p. 110. See also Levy, Causa, p. xxi. 

90. Taylor, Chavez, p. 113. 

91. Taylor, Chavez, p. 115. 

92. Taylor, Chavez, p. 144. 
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workers had a working organization, and this time the leaders were 

those directly involved in the controversy. On September 30th, b~tween 

250 and 300 farm workers gathered to form a union, elect officers, and 

develop their rules and procedures. It was on that momentous occasion 

that Manuel Chavez, Cesar's cousin, unveiled the union flag he had 

designed. It was a huge red banner with a black Aztec eagle on a white 

circle. Cesar explained how the flag's design came to be: 

I wanted desperately to get some color into the movement, to 
give people something they could identify with, like a flag. 
I was reading some books about how various leaders discovered 
what colors contrasted and stood out best. The Egyptians had 
found that a red field with a white circle and a black emblem 
in the center crashed into your eyes like nothing else. I 
wanted to use the Aztec eagle in the center, as on the Mexican 
Flag. 93 

Because Manuel Chavez was not an artist, he used a straight-edge and 

what resulted was a straight-line eagle that could be reproduced, even 

on a typewriter. This NFWA flag became a symbol of defiance, pride, 

?nd unity. The Aztec eagle identified the bronze people's origin while 

the red and white projected images of the blood of the struggle and 

parity of thought and deed. 

During the next two years the NFWA, unknown to the public, gre~v 

to sufficient size to afford gasoline, food, and shelter from union 

dues. Chavez found that "the sharing of food provided a strong link 

94 
between them and the workers." Cesar, with administrative help 

93. Cesar Estrada Chavez, "The Organizer's Tale," The 
Chicanos: Mexican American Voices, eds. Ed Ludwig and Jame~antibanez 
(Baltimore: Penguin Books Inc., 1971), p. 106. 

94. Taylor, Chavez, p. 116. 
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provided by the California Migrant Ministry (CMM) , which handled office 

duties and published El Malcriado (The Bad Boy), the official union 

newspaper, concentrated his efforts in recruiting new members. Chavez 

explained his method: 

Over the months, I developed what I used to call schemes or 
tricks--now I call them techniques--of making initial contacts. 
The main thing in convincing someone is to spend some time with 
him. It doesn't matter if he can read, write, or even speak 
well. What is important is that he is a man, and second, that 
he has shown some initial interest. 95 

His consubstantiality with the farm workers, based on similar back-

ground and work experience, a well-tanned (and natural) brown skin, a 

charismatic personality, plus a skill in organizing and public speaking 

ability enabled C~sar's mobilization effort. His goodwill and willing-

ness to sacrifice made him the most credible and most likely leader of 

h
. 96 

t e m~grants. 

While the NWFA continued recruiting membership and collecting 

union dues, the Filipino-led Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee 

(AWOC), began striking against the Coachella Valley growers for 

increased wages. When the parent International Brotherhood of 

Teamsters refused to help, AWOC appeared headed to certain demise. 

Although AWOC was not affiliated with NWFA, their cause was similar in 

scope. The NWFA needed to help, but was not sure how they would lend 

assistance. 

95. Dunne, Delano, p. 69. See Levy, Causa, pp. 160-161. 

96. Dunne, Taylor, Pitrone, Steiner, Acuna, and others 
referred to Chavez as' "Godlike," the "Migrant Hessiah," Messianic, and 
"Ghandian" in nature for his calm demeanor and peac.eful qualities. 
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On September 14th, Chavez called his staff together to decide 

whether they should ask the NFHA membership for a strike vote. They 

decided to put the matter in the hands of the membership. Relying 

heavily on the significance of the date, Cesar Chavez and the committee 

called a strike vote meeting on the 16th of September (Mexican Inde-

pendence Day) which evoked nationalist feelings and a revolutionary 

spirit which gave drama and excitement to the rally. In the rented 

hall of Our Lady of Guadalupe Church in Delano, the NFHA met to decide 

if they would strike. Preparation had been made to advertise the 

meeting. "Leaflets were written and cranked out on the old mimeograph, 

an agenda was drafted and refined, press releases were called in to the 

newspapers, radio, and TV stations.,,97 

On the day of the meeting the parish hall was decorated with 
posters of Emiliano Zapata, the Mexican revolutionary hero, 
with Jack London's definition of a strikebreaker, with the 
huge red huelga banner with the black eagle on the white 
circle. At dusk the crowds began to gather. By various 
counts, from 1,200 to 1,500 men, women, and children showed 
up. The parish hall was crowded to overflowing, people 
packed the doorways and windows and crowded around outside. 
The people were excited; they wanted to rebel, to rise up 
in defiance. 98 

Gilbert Padilla, a Chavez administrative assistant and formerly 

with CSO, opened the meeting and introduced the speakers. Antonio 

Orendian, another assistant, led the crowd in the "vivas"--the shouts 

97. Taylor, Chavez, p. 126. 

98. Taylor, Chavez, p. 127. Also reported in Levy, Causa, 
p. 173. 
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of "iViva la Huelga!" "iViva la Causa!" "iViva Cesar Chavez!,,99 

The chants went up after each speech. Then Chavez spoke. Dressed in 

"lOrk pants (tan chinos) and a sport shirt (common "off-the-job" dress 

for farm workers), he told an audience of mostly l'1exican Americans: 

You are here to discuss a matter which is of extreme importance 
to yourselves, your families, and your community. So let's get 
to the subject at hand. A hundred and fifty-five years ago, in 
the state of Guanajuato, in Mexico, a padre proclaimed the 
struggle for liberty. He was killed, but ten years later 
Mexico won its independence. We Mexicans 100 here in the United 
States, as well as all of the farm workers, are engaged in 
another struggle for the freedom and dignity which poverty 
denies us. But it must not be a violent struggle, even if 
violence is used against us. Violence can only hurt us and our 
cause. The law is for us as well as the ranchers. The strike 
was begun by Filipinos, but is not exclusively theirs. Tonight 
we must decide if we are to join our fellow workers. 101 

Chavez warned the farmworkers of the seriousness of their 

actions, he advocated nonviolence, and recounted the insurrection of 

l'1exican peasants in Mexico 155 years earlier. He emphasized the 

history of rebellion against tyranny. He then asked members to speak. 

The members spoke of previous strikes and disappointments and spoke in 

support of the strike. When Chavez called for a strike vote, the mem-

bership responded favorably and chanted: 
102 

"Huelga!" "Huelga!" Now 

99. Taylor, Chavez, p. 127. Also reported in Levy, Pitrone, 
Dunne and Young. 

100. The NWFA had not yet adopted the label Chicano. It was 
later selected and added to the identification after national exposure 
by Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez and Reies L6pez Tljerina. 

101. Dunne, Delano, pp. 79-80. Also reported in Taylor, 
Chavez, p. 97, Young, Migrants, pp. 102-103, and Levy, Causa, pp. 184-
185. 

102. Taylor, Chavez, p. 128. 
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qhave·z had I to devise a strategy which would allm. him to confront the 

~rowers wi4hout causing hardship to the farm workers. The road was 

qifficult Dor the NWFA as their funds were meager and outside support 

~as lacking. He sought support from the Catholic Church, but the 

clergy refused to take sides as "it was not a moral issue, but an 

~conomic one.,,103 Chavez decided that the farm workers' strike, in 

qrder to succeed where others had failed, must spotlight the situation 

. D 1 1 . 104 
~n e ano as a mora issue. Cesar's ability to transform and 

~xplain the union activity as a civil rights effort, coupled with his 

~killful use of La Causa as a cultural, social, and religious base, 

~elped expTIain his cause as a moral-ethical one, thus the church could 

~ot argue ahat the cause was not a moral one. With some reluctance the 

church acquiesced and accepted the plight of the migrant and farm 

worker as morally unacceptable and their efforts to overcome their 

c,onditions Ithrough protest, as just. 

Cesar Chavez's early efforts at resolving the perceived 

~strangement were mild and intended to create peaceful negotiations. 

qhavez asked the growers to attend grievance meetings. But the growers 

ignored the~ requests. He then confronted the growers by "invitation." 

Hie addresseld "registered" letters to the growers asking for 

-"-------
10),. Dunne, Delano, p. 82; see Pitrone, Migrants, p. 79, and 

Taylor, Cha~, p. 153. 

10q.. Garcia, Chicano Experience, p. 155; see Dunne, Delano, 
pp. 82-83, land Taylor, Chavez, p. 167. 
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negotiations. But the "growers pretended that neither Chavez nor the 

strike existed.,,10S Chavez had little success with that tactic. 

His second strategy was direct confrontation through picketing. 

But his fledgling NFWA was lacking in members,hip and in confrontation 

experience. In late September 1965, Chavez "went to Stanford and 

Berkeley to drum up backing from student activists and invited workers 

from the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and Student Nonviolent 

Coordinating Committee (SNCC) to come to Delano to help organize the 

'k I' ,,106 P1C et 1nes. Most of the pickets in Chavez's strike were members 

of CORE and SNCC. They had the experience and the articulateness to 

speak to policemen and growers. Dunne states that the Mexicans were 

inexperienced and were trained later. Chavez arranged for caravans to 

drive and picket select growers, especially those who already were the 

most negative and anti-union. Those less anti-labor were skipped and 

left for other purposes--to convince them that hiring farmworkers at 

$1 4 h b h 1 'h . h . 107 . 0 per our w~s etter t an ett1ng t e grapes rot 1n t e V1nes. 

The pickets were assigned different growers. They rode caravan style 

and when they =eached the picket site, marched up and down the road 

nearest the workers and shouted "Huelga" (Huelga is the Spanish word 

for strike). They would also. invite the workers to join them in the 

105. Meier, Chicanos, p. 263. 

106. Dunne, Delano, p. 24. See also, Levy, Causa, p. 196. 

107. Jan Young, The Migrant Workers and C~sar Chavez (New 
York: Julian Messner, 1972), p. 166. See also, Taylor, Chavez, p. 132, 
and Dunne, Delano, p. 84. 
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strike and to those who walked off the field they would give union card 

applications. Because the majority of the picket~rs were non-farm 

workers (in the beginning), charges of "outside agitators" were 

leveled by growers and police. The picketers were sworn to an oath of 

nonviolence and at times, they were tripped, elbowed, and kicked by 

h h d · h' k 108 growers w 0 soug t to 1scourage t e P1C ets. But the pickets, 

veterans of the civil rights and Black movement, did not discourage, 

they rather continued chanting "Huelga, Huelga, Huelga." 

The word "Huelga" became significant to the movement when the 

Sheriff of Kern County told Chavez that he would arrest any striker who 

used the word because it was not "American." Chavez recognized the 

opportunity to dramatize the situation and solicited volunteers to test 

the order. A group of civil rights volunteers and clergymen agreed to 

disobey the edict. 

Meanwhile, Chavez had called the press and TV networks. He 

took the pickets to demonstrate. When the media was ready, the 

picketers began to shout "Huelga." They were arrested. They were 

acquitted in court, but the incident and the publicity provided by the 

media had drawn attention to the inequality--the lack of respect for 

law and order, and the abuse directed at members of the movement. 

Cesar Chavez effectively used the Freedom of Speech issue to dramatize 

108. Dunne, Delano, p. 25. See also, Young, Migrant Workers, 
p. 108. 
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the plight of the worker.
109 

From then on, the word "Huelga" was a 

"God" term, representing truth, honor, and goal. 

The movement/countermovement activities in Delano repeated the 

action/counteraction moves of the civil rights effort. Chavez borrowed 

much of the dramatic techniques from SNCC and CORE. When the police 

and growers began photographing the picketers, the picketers began 

photographing growers and policemen. Policemen also recorded auto-

mobile license plates and conversations between pickets. Harassment 

had always been an effective counter-movement for the establishment. 

When workers or growers threatened pickets, the pickets were arrested 

for unlawful assembly--a reverse a~tion to stifle free speech and 

protect the growers. 

In addition to picketing, Chavez made use of marches and 

processions to dramatize the huelga. He made full use of the support 

and religious aura let him by the Catholic Church upon their dec lara-

tion that the strike was a moral issue. With the church's blessing, 

Cesar was able to utilize the endorsement and make the movement a 

"holy" effort. Part of that sanction developed through the use of the 

"Dark Virgin," Our Lady of Guadalupe, protector of the poor Hexican 

working people. The "Dark Virgin" is an important icon for La Causa. 

He exploited the Mexican American field worker's religious devotion by 

arranging the marches as peregrinaciones (pilgrimages). The proces-

sions were scheduled to begin and stop at strategic places at which 

109. Taylor, Chavez, pp. 143-144. Also in Young, Higrant 
Workers, p. 112. 
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Catholic mass would be celebrated. "The mass itself was celebrated on 

truck beds parked in the fields, by priests wearing great huelga flags 

110 
as vestments." The procession would be blessed at the beginning of 

each day and at the end of the day's march. Priests and Ministers from 

the California Ministry Council compared the peregrinaciones with the 

Passion •.• " 111 

To reinforce the purpose and goals of the movement/huelga, a 

rally would be held each evening. Short speeches would be delivered 

and the Plan de Delano (a manifesto) would be read and attested to 

encourage the participants. The Plan de Delano was announced by the 

NFWA in March 1966 during the farm workers' pilgrimage from Delano to 

Sacramento. The Plan reflects the sentiments for liberation and church 

influence which served as purpose for identification and cooperation. 

We are suffering. We have suffered unnumbered ills and crimes 
in the name of law of the land. Our men, women and children 
have suffered not only the basic brutality of stoop labor, and 
the most obvious injustices of the system: they have also 
suffered the desperation of knowing that the system caters to 
the greed of callous men and not to our needs. 

Now we shall suffer for the purpose of ending the poverty, the 
misery, and the injustice, with the hope that our children 
will not be exploited as we have been. They have imposed 
hunger on us, and now we hunger for justice. We draw strength 
from the very despair in which we have been forced to live. 
WE SHALL ENDURE. 

We shall unite. We have learned the meaning of unity. 
The majority of the people on our pilgrimage are of Mexican 
descent, but the triumph of our race depends on a national 
association of farm workers. We must get together and bargain 

110. Taylor, Chavez, p. 168. 

111. Dunne, Delano, p. 134. 



collectively. We must use the only strength that we have, the 
force of our numbers; the ranchers are few, we are many. 
United we shall stand!112 

The pilgrimages were more than marches designed to recruit 

members to the union, they were designed to dramatize the battle--to 

117 

provide an opportunity for "peaceful confrontation" between David and 

Goliath--to dramatize the evil of agribusiness. 

The marchers used slogans and chants to create a feeling of 

unity, solidarity, and to indicate approval of the issue and action 

expounded in the chant. The most popular was as follows: 

"Viva la Raza!" ("Long live the race!") 
"Viva La Huelga!" ("Long live the strike!") 
"Viva Cesar Chavez!" ("Long live Cesar Chavez!") 

Slogans were also used by Chavez and the marchers as symbolic justifi-

cation for their actions and to provide a bridge and link to the 

movement's goals. When the growers and their surrogates spat, kicked 

and tripped the union picketers, they would chant louder, thus the 

chant served as a verbal surrogate for the physical aggression banned 

by Chavez's nonviolent stance. Perhaps the most useful slogan for 

those inside the movement, because it sustained the spirit, was: "~.Je 

Shall Overcome!" 

Slogans helped the huelgistas to simplify and package their 

perceptions of the world: "No violencla es nuestra fuerza" (no vio-

lence is our strength." Slogans also called people, sympathizers as 

112. Umas by Chicanos ([Denver]: UMAS Publications, 1970), 
p. 9. Also in Levy, Causa, p. 208, and in "Plan de Delano," printed 
in Aztlan, An Anthology of Mexican American Literature, eds. Luis 
Valdez and Stan Steiner (n.p.: Marc Publications, 1972), p. 197. 
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well as movement followers, to action: "Support the Union: Don't Buy 

Grapes!" and served as a way of dealing with strategies and tactics. 

In addition to the use of slogans, the huelgistas used music 

to stimulate and smooth feelings in the movement followers. "He Shall 

Overcome," used extensively by the Black movement, was translated into 

"Venceremos" and "De Colores," a song about the colors of sprihg in 

the fields--maybe a prayer, was used as an "opener" in marches and 

meetings. 113 "Yo Soy Chicano," an adaptation of new words to a 1910 

vintage Hexican song of the revolution, "La Rielera," was played and 

the crowds urged to participate by singing and clapping to the rhythm. 

This activity excited the audience because the worps to the song, in 

Spanish, proclaimed the honor of the brown-skinned American, praised 

his courage, his faith, and his pride--because he had a heart. 

A significant point in the use of slogans and statements by the 

strikers and movement people was the apparent absence of obscenity to 

jolt or create shock value and awareness. This, coupled with the 

nonviolence stance announced by Chavez and practiced by the marchers, 

attracted the media and gained sympathy for the strikers, especially 

for Cesar Chavez who projected a "Ghandian" image. This gave a 

religious tone and ethical sense to the movement which enticed radio 

and television crews to the strike efforts. 

Besides the music and slogans, dance numbers were often per

formed. The performers were traditionally Hexican and they were 

113. Taylor, Chavez, p. 169. 
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provided to "warm-up" the audience. They were presented prior to the 

presentation of the featured speaker (usually Chavez or Dolores Huerta, 

an NFWA assistant), then songs, and finally a production by the Teatro 

Campesino. 

El Teatro Campesino began in November 1965, just after la 

Huelga, as a comedia de arte (comedy of arts) of the farm workers. El 

Teatro was created by Luis Valdez, a bright, cocky, revolutionary who 

worked without scripts, stage, experience, or actors. It was guerrilla 

theatre in the neo-Brechtian mode, a bilingual propaganda theatre. 

Using gargoyle mask and loud signs they presented the~. The 

theatrical form was quick, satiric, and baroque slap-sticked-together 

l · 1 f . . 114 mora lty pays 0 unlonlsm. It contrasted good and evil, depicting 

peasants and farm workers as "godlike" and the growers as devils. It 

was theatre rooted in the oldest tradition, the symbolism "of Aztec 

rituals and evil and good, heaven and hell typecasting of the church 

plays of Spanish Catholicism. ,,115 The teatro allowed the workers to 

vent their anger and transfer their existence, if only temporarily, 

into a political, social, and economic nirvana. 

While the marches, pickets, and procession were occurring, 

Chavez was seeking support elsewhere. To promote participation from 

114. Stan Steiner, La Raza: Mexican Americans (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1970), p. 329. See also, Luiz Valdez, "Chicano Theater," 
in Aztlan, p. 353. 

115. Steiner, La Raza, p. 330. See also, Valdez, "Chicano 
Theater," p. 353. 
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those who comprised the sympathetic public, Chavez solicited the 

endorsement of those who could .draw attention and lend credence to the 

movement. In this sense, Senator Robert Kennedy legitimized the 

movement. Kennedy was persuaded to attend the u.s. Senate Subcommittee 

on Migratory Labor in the valley in March 1966, where he met Chavez. 

"The effect was electric, a perfect meeting of complementary mystiques. 

Kennedy--ruthless, arrogant, a predator in the corridors of power. And 

Chavez--non-violent, Christian, mystical, not without moral imperative 

of his own.,,116 The benefits of their meeting was mutual. Kennedy's 

real concern for the farm workers helped soften his image as a self-

serving keeper for his brother's flame and in turn plugged Chavez into 

the power outlets of Washington and New York. "For the first time 

Chavez became fashionable, a national figure registering on the 

nRtion's moral thermometer.,,117 Prior to his assassination, Robert 

Kennedy took communion with Chavez upon the latter's end-of-fast reli-

gious celebration. Visits from Ethel Kennedy and Coretta King, and 

countless pop singers to Delano, helped develop a sympathetic ear for 

the farm workers effort. Despite the growing support for the NFWA, and 

the increased newspaper and television coverage, things were not really 

going well for the farm workers. In December 1965, Chavez and the NFWA 

116. Dunne, Delano, pp. 181-182. Robert Kennedy was later 
supported by Chavez and the farm workers when the former ran for the 
U.S. Presidency. Kennedy had supported legislation favorable to the 
(arm workers and when Robert was assassinated, Chavez attended the 
funeral. 

117. Dunne, Delano, p. 182. 
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were facing court injunctions which restricted picketing. Without a 

strong picket line the farm workers' union and Chavez would fail in 

their effort to negotiate with agribusiness. In March 1966, Chavez 

made two decisions which were to change the course of the NFWA. First, 

Chavez "announced he would lead a Lenten peregrinacion (procession) 

from Delano 300 miles north to the state capital in Sacramento, where, 

on Easter Sunday, the farm workers would lay their case before 

118 
Governor Edmund G. Brown." Second, Chavez entered the third level 

effort to bring about attention and solution to the exigence. 

The NFWA turned to the boycott. The boycott strategy would 

take the farm workers' story to the big cities and involve many indi-

viduals beyond the immediate circle of participants and the state of 

California. To project the boycott tactic to the public, the NFWA used 

the march to Sacramento as a "media event." The images of poor, down-

trodden, abused farm workers drew the media and provided national 

coverage. The scenarios created a public conscience, and permitted 

coverage for announcing the boycott. The two businesses selected for 

immediate boycott were the Di Georgio Fruit Corporation and Schenley 

118. Taylor, Chavez"p. 168. See also, Young, Migrant 
Workers, p. 125. Pilgrimages, called peregrinaciones, were a familiar 
part of observance of Lent in Mexico. The Pilgrimage to Sacramento 
would purge the strikers' gUilt for whatever violent acts or evil 
thoughts they had perpetrated as huelgistas. The theme for the 
pilgrimage was "Penitance, Pilgrimage, and Revolution." 
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Industries. Their products were well known and labels easily identi-

f ' bl 'h k d l' h 1 119 la e ln t e supermar et an lquor s eves. 

The boycotts began with the formation of "boycott staffs" 

comprised of NFWA members. Volunteers recruited in the locations 

targeted then became support committees. The committees were self-

funding and responsible for picketing markets selling non-union 

products. The boycotts included primary and secondary plans. The 

primary boycott involved the picketing of stores, specifically, to 

block the purchase of non-union products. Slogans and signs used in 

the primary boycott to alert ,the potential consumer about non-union 

agricultural products, included the following: "Don't Buy Red Coach 

Iceburg Lettuce!: and "Help the Grape workers win their strike!" 

These slogans were printed in handbills, posters, and signs and were 

spoken to customers as they entered the different businesses. Slogans 

were also used to apply direct pressure upon the growers by calling to 

action against them: "Look for the label, boycott scab grapes," and 

through threat: "We will remember." 

During the secondary boycott, slogans such as "Boycott 

Campbell's Cream of Exploitation Soup" identified the devil. One sign 

used outside liquor stores advised customers: "Don't Swallow Gallo's 

Wine," "Boycott Chiquita Bananas," and "~oJe Shall Overcome," to predict 

victory over the devil--the growers. 

119. Taylor, Chavez, p. 174. Schenley and Di Georgio Corpora
tion were marketing diverse products--under many different labels. 
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The boycotts had dramatic and positive effect throughout the 

country despite the continued practice of the United States Government 

h f h "1" 120 to purc ase grapes or t e ml ltary. In New York, the National 

Council of Churches announced support for the strikers. In Boston, a 

121 
"Boston Grape Party" was held by boycotters. The boycotts and 

concurrent march to Sacramento created sufficient pressure on the oppo-

sition to encourage cooperation. The cooperation came in the form of 

a labor contract with Schenley. But there were still others alienated 

to La Causa. Opposition appeared in the Devil of the Di Georgio 

Corporation. Di Georgio signed "sweetheart" contracts with the 

Teamsters Union to prevent signing with the NFHA. The NFHA fought 

back, and to increase its power base, both in numbers and in funds, 

merged with the AFL-CIO backed, Filipino run AWOC. The result was the 

United Farm Workers Organizing Committee (UFHOC) with Cesar Chavez as 

its Director. 

The UFWOC quickly encountered counter-union efforts by Perelli-

Minetti (vermouth), Christian Brothers, and the tenacious Di Georgio 

Corporation. The tactics of agribusiness in fighting the union ranged 

from denial of the strike to pressuring the local media to support 

their cause. The small dail~ and weekly newspaper told the farmer's 

side of the conflict and commented that "outside agitators," old style 

120. Pitrone, Migrants, p. 144. See also, Meier, Chicanos, 
p. 268, and t<lattieson, Sal, p. 324. 

121. Pitrone, Migrants, p. 95. Also Dunne, Delano, p. 129. 
Agribusiness utilized shopworn tactics of counter movements and insti
tutions to fight the union effort. 
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communists, and long-haired radicals were responsible for the farmers' 

122 
problems. But Chavez saw the problem in other than local terms. He 

took La Causa into the national arena, where the big influential 

metropolitan newspapers and network news departments were recruited to 

tell the public about the farm workers' struggle. Chavez had learned 

that in order to fight agribusiness successfully, his union had to 

develop a power base outside the agribusiness sphere of power and 

influence. 

The effort to broaden support for the workers gained ground 

with the institution of the primary boycotts--informational picketing 

to urge buyers not to buy those products directly produced in the 

fields of Delano. The secondary boycott involved picketing the whole 

store, urging customers to shun the entire market because it carried 

offensive products. The farmers had not expected this activity and 

this was their undoing" 

The counter effort by farmers and growers had taken the tradi-

tional approaches to discredit the opposition. When the NFWA walked 

out of the fields, the farmers, thinking they could hire strike-

breakers, declared that no strike existed. When the strike drew 

interest, the farmers insisted that it was the work of "outside agita-

tors." When the union movement challenged, the farmers/growers asked 

for state investigation and got it. But the investigators found that 

the NFWA and/or UFWOC was not subversive, t;hat "The concern of the 

122. Dunne, Delano, pp. r60, 192. Agribusiness resorted to 
"redbaiting" tactics and namecalling. 
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membership unions, and after they merged, was and is, to obtain better 

d k " d"" ,,123 wages an wor ~ng con ~tlons. 

The results of the subcommittee findings did not impress the 

farmers. The accusation that the UFWOC was not legitimate had 

crumbled. Slowly but surely the union began to sign more growers to 

contracts and to establish hiring halls, medical clinics and adminis-

trative offices. Meanwhile, the union still struggled with those who 

resisted, but this time, with the boycott, the outcome would be 

different. Instead of just blocking access to the farms and fields, 

the union members created confrontations with the police and agri-

business. This provoked issues which the news media could exploit. 

This would provide exposure to the union and their activities. The 

matter no longer focused on a small town labor problem, but on the 

rights of man to pursue happiness through economic stability. It was 

an issue of national importance and the nation's citizens could exer-

cise some power over the outcome--for the union had allowed them (the 

public) to intercede, to boycott non-union grapes and make justice 

prevail. 

The UFWOC's use of the media to assist them in the struggle was 

perhaps the most useful of the different tactics and strategies used in 

breaking the traditional hiring and remuneration methods practiced by 

farmers. The news media were made responsible for exposing the rhetor-

ical situation to the nation through the careful maneuvering of the 

123. Report to the California State Subcommittee on Farm 
Labor, reported in Taylor, Chave~, p. 210. 
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farm workers' union. Full column stories and articles appearing in 

national magazines and television news programs recorded the events of 

Delano and the Great Central Valley of California. Time magazine 

devoted its July 4th cover story to the "Grapes of Wrath, 1969: 

Mexican Americans on the March." Time magazine enlightened its 

readers to the strike: 

The welfare of agricultural workers has rarely captured US 
attention in the past, but the grape strike--la huelga--and the 
boycott accompanying it have clearly engaged a large part of 
the nation. . . . As if on a holy crusade, the strikers stage 
marches that resemble religious pilgrimages, bearing aloft 
their own stylized black Aztec eagle on a red field along with 
the images of the Virgin of Guadalupe, patroness of Mexicans 
and particularly those who work the soil. • . • La Causa's 
magnetic champion and the country's most prominent Mexican 
American leader is C~sar Estrada Chavez, 42, a one-time grape 
picker who combines a mystical mien with peasant earthiness. 
La Causa is Chavez's whole life; for it he has impoverished 
himself and endangered his health fasting. In soft, slow 
speech, he urges his people--nearly 5,000,000 in the US--to 
rescue themselves from society's celler. As he sees it, the 
first step is to win the, battle of the grapes. 124, 

The Saturday Evening Post, Look, The New Yorker, and Business Week also 

had stories favorable to Chavez and the UFWOC. But there were detrac-

tors in the news media. James Kilpatrick, nationally syndicated 

columnist, reported that the union was "a hoax, a fantasy, a charade, a 

tissue of half truths and whole fabrications .. ,,125 But the 

purpose had been served, the nation in its moral support for the under-

dog, took Chavez's advice and boycotted non-union table grapes. 

124. "The Little Strike that Grew to La Causa," Time (4 July 
1969), pp. 16-21. 

125. Reported in Taylor, Chavez, p. 212. 
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The boycott and declin~ in reputation enjoyed by agribusiness 

and its parent organizations, achieved through the secondary boycotts, 

brought forth a decision by growers to sign labor contracts with the 

UFWOC. The diverse methods and strategies employed by the UFWOC and 

Cesar Chavez had finally triumphed in most cases. The Devil of agri

business had been defeated in the Great Valley of California. 

By the end of the decade, the UFWOC had suffered many setbacks. 

Economic losses which came in lost income from jobs while out on 

strike, lost automobiles and possessions to repossessors from credit 

and loan companies for nonpayment, and others who lost their homes for 

nonpayment of rent or mortgage. Many lost their dignity and others 

enhanced it by participating in the strike, the picket lines and in the 

boycotts. 

Agribusiness lost accounts to union-staffed competitors who 

thrived after the contracts because union members were quick to 

acknowledge the fact by encouraging others to buy the union products. 

Those who refused to sign labor contracts suffered loss of reputation 

and many had to develop new ways of convincing the public that their 

stance was acceptable business practice. In the five year period of 

the strike, agribusiness became an ogre in the eyes of the public and 

they paid for it. While agribusinesses expected help from other 

businesses, many who had already accepted unions felt that agribusiness 

had enjoyed non-union benefits too long. Thus, assistance never came 

to agribusiness from their counterparts. 
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The movement instigated by the Chicanos in the UFWOC also 

provided a level of discomfort in America. Certainly the "Harvest of 

Shame," a CBS television documentary, and recurring stories and 

programs concerning the plight of farm workers brought guilt to the 

American consumer and public. Their shame was finally purged when they 

participated in the boycotts of businesses who justified their practice 

as free enterprise. 

The 1960's had been a trying period for the farm workers in the 

Great Valley of California. Major changes took place and their lot 

began to improve. The signing of contracts with the growers improved 

their wages as well as their self-image. It was the latter which gave 

Chicanos a positive hold on their identity. This allowed Chicanos to 

take a first step up the hierarchy of the dominant society. The 

triumph over the growers was in accord with the Anglo-American philoso

phy. The Chicanos had triumphed by denying their heritage, the tragic 

sense, and embracing the Anglo/epic sense which requires dominance over 

one's surroundings--nature, and people. 

The Crusade for Justice 

While the United Farm Workers Association was organizing and 

communicating discontent with agribusiness, the Chicano Movement's 

nationalistic thought and cultural revival, La Crusada Por La Justicia 

(Crusade For Justice) was undergoing a tumultuous beginning in Denver, 

Colorado. Ironically, the Crusade was borne from perceptions of 

inequality and injustice, during a period of attempts by the dominartt 

system, to create cooperation and stability in a troubled milieu. 
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In the decades prior to the turbulent sixties, Mexican 

Americans had participated in politics oriented towards changing the 

inequities of the Chicano through political action. But the Chicano 

political effort had failed. The Chicano's participation in the 

political system, however, resulted in conditions which found Mexican 

Americans again at the bottom of the social, political, and economic 

ladder. By the mid-sixties, Mexican Americans shared limited access to 

the dominant system through the government's Office of Economic Oppor

tunity (OEO). The OEO programs emphasized education and training 

programs: job corps, neighborhood youth corps, work-study and 

community-action programs. The "self-help" programs attempted to 

create a bond between the alienated masses and the dominant society. 

The "War on Poverty" programs sprang up in barrios and ghettos 

in urban areas under the direction of loyal precinct captains who had 

enabled the party in power to get elected. The war on poverty 

supposedly attacked the causes of division through community action 

programs. The community agencies were staffed by barrio chiefs who had 

pushed the vote in the precinct. The planners and administrators of 

the "self-help" programs, however, were based in the nation's capitol 

and. their understanding of barrio problems was interpreted in "black" 

terms. Because Mexican Americans complained less, and were unwilling 

to destroy their environment in order to "save" it, attention to them 

had been limited. It was this mentality which further alienated the 

bronze masses, known as Chicanos, in the barrios of the American south

west. 
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No other of the diverse movements promoted by Chicanos was so 

personalized as was the Cruzada. Conceived by a former pugilist, 

bondsman, and streetwise politician (precinct captain for the Democra

tic party), who saw the reason for division as purely economics,126 the 

Crusade was born on April 29, 1966, when the local director of the 

Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) was accused of discriminating against 

blacks and whites and of being "almost a thief.,,127 The Denver NYC 

Director had organized Los Voluntarios, a Chicano political-activist 

unit which sought more political representation for the Mexican 

American in Denver, and when they picketed the Rocky Mountain News when 

the paper published reports alleging discrimination, the mayor asked 

the NYC Director, Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez, to resign or be fired.
128 

The Cruzada Leader 

The Director resigned and in an address to the demonstrators, 

declared that on "this day a new crusade for justice is born.,,129 

Resignation was Gonzalez's initial act of separation from a system he 

had helped nurture. His second separatist act was to resign from the 

126. "Two Interviews--with Corky Gonzalez & Cha Cha Jimenez," 
Tricontinental Magazine (July-October 1970), pp. 2-3. Also, Lydia 
Aguirre, The Meaning of the Chicano Movement, p. 5. 

127. Carlos Larralde, Mexican Americans, Movements and Leaders 
(Los Alamitos, California: Hwong Publishing Company, 1976), p. 198; 
Steiner, La Raza, p. 383. 

128. Larralde, Movements and Leaders, p. 198. 

129. Steiner, La Raza, pp. 383-384. See also, Larralde, 
Hovements and Leade'rs, pp. 196-199. 
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Democratic Party and from committees and boards akin to his political 

relationships. In his resignation from the Democratic Party Rodolfo 

"Corky" Gonzalez wrote: 

The individual who makes his way through the political muck of 
today's world, and more so the minority representatives, 
suffers such an immense loss of soul and dignity that the end 
results are as rewarding as a heart attack, castration, or 
cancer. 

I can only visualize your goal as the complete emasculation 
of manhood, sterilization of human dignity, and that you are 
purposely creating a world of lackeys and political boot
likers. 130 

And, "They thought they owned me. I was their showpiece.,,131 

III an old red-brick building in a condemned barrio in Denver, 

Colorado, the Cruzada was born. It was born out of Chicano frustration 

and determination to secure equality with dignity. The approach was to 

attain equality through justice and to do so, to develop a strong power 

base. He explained the purpose of the Crusade: "The Crusade for 

Justice builds Chicano identity by providing to its members a ~ide 

variety of social services with a Chicano perspective--educational, 

legal, medical, and financial.,,132 The perspective included a separa-

tist organization which liberated the Mexican American from the 

dominant society and its paternalistic system of maintaining an order 

130. Steiner, La Raza, p. 384. Gonzalez's discontent led him 
to develop and attempt to create a "separatist" state to be known as 
AztLin. 

131. Steiner, La Raza, p. 383. 

132. Meier, Chicanos, p. 275. Gonzalez believed in "self
help, self-development, and development of "self-esteem" through 
self-identity and "nationalism." 
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in which Chicanos continuously remained at the bottom. The Crusade 

would be self-supporting. It was founded on humanism rather than 

materialism. Humanism was explained in the concept of La Raza, derived 

"from a belief in the inherent relationship of one man to another, with 

each man willing to take the initiative but at the same time insisting 

. d· . d 1 . d d ' 133 on an 1n 1V1 ua 1n epen ence. ' And that this would be achieved 

because "The Chicano destiny was not in aping the white man but in 

building a new nationalism around culture and self identity.,,134 Self-

identity and individual independence would be attained through another 

concept, carnalismo (brotherhood), a concept of ethnic kinship meaning 

a bond of the flesh, and bond between persons, and an ethical decision 

to submit to the moral and spiritual realities that hold them together. 

The goal of carnalismo and the cruzada was the attainment of justice 

which was interpreted as La Causa (the cause), embodied in excellence 

of the soul, promoting the general good, which is happiness, and 

promoting communal interests, the virtue whereby each and all have what 

belongs to them in accordance with the law. Corky told Chicanos 

"Colorado belongs to our people, was named by our people, discovered by 

our people, and worked by our people. We slave in the fields today to 

put food on our table. We don't preach violence. We preach 

133. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 171. 
Corkase Mirror," discusses this at length 
American Voices, eds. Ed Ludwig and James 
Penguin Books, Inc., 1975), pp. 223-234. 

134. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 123. 

Eliu Carranza, in "The 
in The Chicanos: Mexican 
Santibanez (Baltimoie: 
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lf d lf d f d 1 · h' ,135 se -respect an se - e ense an to rec a~m w at ~s ours.' Corky's 

first concerns, however, were always poverty, ignorance and affront. 

He used the figure of the animal to characterize the dynamics of ethnic 

relationships: "If you are afraid of the Anglo he is like an animal. 

The human being is an animal; when you are afraid he attacks you, but 

if you are not afraid of him, he respects you. The Anglo respects you 

136 
only when you have power and respect yourself." Corky's statements 

about La Raza and La Causa were strategies to redefine the problems 

inherent in the dominant system and to provide the movement with the 

persuasive language necessary to maintain interest in the cause. The 

concepts provid~d by Corky and La Cruzada were arguments to support the 

name "Chicano," an invention intended to bring a psychological order to 

Chicanos. The invention would displace the ethnocentric names given 

them by the dominant system. The name Chicano would create a new 

identity, a self-imposed designation which would instill pride and 

unity based on race. It would create reality. 

Corky Gonzalez, thus, saw his task and that of La Cruzada as 

one of education and mobilization. First, to provide Chicanos with a 

self-identity and to give them reasons for pride, and second, to 

provide the institution from where the principles and philosophy of the 

Chicano Movement could be taught. As it turned out, The Crusade 

135. Steiner, La Raza, p. 385. 

136. Steiner, La Raza, p. 386. 
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focused first on the second concern, to provide refuge to the barrio 

youth who would lead the Chicano people in the future. 

An old red building, purchased by members of the Crusade and 

Corky, became a Chicano center. It offered educational courses taught 

by Chicano teachers, a nursery, a gymnasium, a legal service program, a 

ballroom and barrio art gallery, shops and a library. It also housed a 

jobs "skill" bank, bail bond services, a Barrio Police Review Board, 

137 
and a theater. The center served as a school and observation center 

where information could be collected and analyzed. Plans were made and 

methods for implementation were developed. Corky's target was the 

barrio youth. He identified with them. Although he experienced farm 

labor and rural life, his major life experiences were gained in the 

urban areas of Denver, Colorado. Corky himself was a victim of the 

inadequate public school system which punished him for speaking Spanish 

but did not reward him for speaking two languages. He was a victim, 

like the youth he addressed, of poor housing, police and court harass-

ment, inadequate and insufficient jobs, and social discrimination. He, 

like the youth he sought for the Crusade, felt the marginality of his 

identity, an inability to identify with the Mexicans and rejection by 

the Anglo. 

Corky Gonzalez's recruitment efforts were aided by his personal 

concern for the Chicano youth and their willingness to give him ethos. 

137. Steiner, La Raza, p. 385. See also, ~eier, Chicanos, 
p. 274. 
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His appearance, average height, tanned skin, and well-built body,138 

projected an image of strength, youth, and determination. His "barrio" 

dress, tan-colored chinos, a preference for black or dark-colored 

shirts, and highly polished shoes identified him with the batos (guys) 

of the barrio. But it was more than appearance that made Corky consub-

stantial 'with the barrio. His devil-may-care approach and enthusiasm 

inspired barrio youth to emulate their youthful leader. Corky identi-

fied. 

Armando Rendon, in Chicano Manifesto, credits Gonzalez and the 

C d . h h f . .. d' d I 139 rusa e Wit muc 0 its spirit an 1 eo ogy. Corky wrote in his 

epic poem "I am Joaquin" about the internal effects of Anglo society on 

himself as well as the counter influences and the realization of a new 

d . . f h b . h f . . 140 irection or t e re irt 0 a new spirit: 

l--am Joaquin, 
I am lost in a world of confusion, 
caught up in the whirl of an Anglo-Society. 
Confused, by the rules 
Scorned, by the attitudes, 
Suppressed by manipulation, 
and destroyed by modern society, 
My fathers, 

have lost the economic battle 
and ~von, 

the struggle of cultural survival 
and now! 

I must choose ••.. 
between, the paradox of 

.Victory of the spirit despite 
physical Hunger 

138. Acuna, America, p. 241. 

139. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 167. 

140. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 181. 



Or 
To exist in the grasp of the 
American Social neurosis, sterilization 
Of the soul and a full stomach. 

And in all the fertile farm lands 
the barren plains 

The mountain villages, smoke 
smeared cities 
we start to move 

Mejicano, Espanol, Latin, Hispano, Chicano 
I look the same 

I am the masses 

I feel the same 
I cry and . . . • 
Sing the same. 

of my people and I refuse to be 
absorbed. 

I am Joaquin 
The odds are great 
But my spirit is strong. 

My faith unbreakable 
My blood is pure 
I am an Aztec Prince 
and Christian Christ 

I SHALL ENDURE! 
I WILL ENDURE! 141 

136 

The new spirit was to be achieved through self-determination. 

"No government money, no grants, no rich angels, no hypocrisy, no 

begging, no handouts" created El Centro Para La Justicia (The Center 

for Justice). Gonzalez believed in nationalism as the answer to 

Chicano problems. He saw himself as a revolutionary, "because creating 

life amid death is a revolutionary act. Just as building nationalism 

. f" l' . 1 . f .. ,,142 Ln an era 0 lmperLa Lsm LS a L e-gLvLng act. Gonzalez saw 

141. Rodolfo Gonzalez, I Am Joaquin (New York: Bantam, 1972), 
pp. 6-100. 

142. Steiner, La Raza, p. 385. 
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Nationalism as the "key or common denominator for man's mobilization 

d .." 143 an organ~zat~on. He argued that commitment to the concept of La 

Raza (based on Mexican American, Hispano, and Latino ancestry) provided 

the common source of identification. His belief that Nationalism 

precluded other non-Chicano groups, invited criticism concerning his 

"separatist," militant, even revolutionary stance.
144 

But he explained 

it as necessary to instill oneness, carnalismo, when Chicanos needed it 

more, because they had been at the bottom of the ladder too long, 

because he believed that Chicanos had allowed too many people, too 

often, to make their decisions. It was necessary for the Crusade to 

embrace a philosophy of nationalism with a human form. Corky explained 

that "Nationalism exists in the Southwest, but until now it hasn't 

formed into an image people can see. Until now it has been a dream. 

It has been my job to create a reality out of the dream, to create an 

ideology out of the longing." And, that "Everybody in the barrios is a 

nationalist, you see, whether he admits it to himself or not. It 

doesn't matter if he's middle-class, a vendido, a sellout, or what his 

politics may be. He'll come back home, to La Raza, to his heart, if we 

will build centers of nationalism for him.,,145 Gonzalez proposed that 

143. "What Political Road for the Chicano Movement?" The 
Militant, 30 March 1970. Steiner, La Raza, p. 385. See also, Rendon, 
Manifesto, p. 168. 

144. Stoddard, Mexican Americans, p. 203. Chicano historians 
and politicians believed Gonzalez was too militant and that he would 
destroy whatever advances had been accomplished through the established 
methods. 

145. Steiner, La Raza, p. 385. 
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centers across the southwest, like the Center for La Cruzada in Denver, 

Colorado, would provide that nationalism. Thus, the center was 

equipped with cultural as well as educational aspects of Chicano exper-

ience. Corky wanted the Chicano to enjoy machismo, to have manly 

traits of honor and dignity. This, he insisted, was necessary to 

control and order his (Chicano) environment. Therefore, Chicanos need 

to create their own power, because "power is respected in this 

society.,,146 The brown power would demand changes in the present 

b . . "b . 1 . d' . l' ,,147 
system ecause 1t was a system U1 t upon raC1sm an 1mper1a 1sm. 

These conditions, said Corky, were destroying the country. For "If 

there is no change by peaceful assembly, by demonstrations, by sitting 

down to discuss changes, then there will be frustration. Out of the 

frustration will come real violence, not riots. Unless everyone gets 

148 
an equal share in this country, there won't be any country." 

The first several years of the Crusade were spent in mobiliza-

tion of materials and manpower to make the center a reality. At onset 

Corky, without a meeting place, would speak to youth in playgrounds, 

parks, and street corners. Crusade meetings, "such as the Fishermen's 

meetings each Wednesday evening at the Downing Street center near 

146. Steiner, La Raza, p. 386. This seems to conform to the 
"pluralistic" model alluded to earlier in the chapter. 

147. Steiner, La Raza, p. 386. See statement re: racism and 
discrimination in an earlier part of this chapter. 

148. Steiner, La Raza, p. 387. 
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downtown Denver, [would] forego parliamentary procedure for consen

sus.,,149 Young and old were invited and allowed to participate--as a 

family. Corky's concept of La Familia (the family) not only included 

the blood family, but the family comprised of the brotherhood--the 

Chicano. 

The concepts of la raza, la familia, carnalismo, and national-

ism were conscientiously instilled by Gonzalez and the Crusade. From 

the family type participation meetings to the use of the Chicano 

handclap; which simply is to begin at a slow, even pace, then acceler-

150 
ate until there is a final burst of applause. This form of clapping 

conveys the audience's approval more readily than straight applause. 

It is more intense, communal, and deliberate. In the school sponsored 

by the Crusade, students were taught basic Spanish and elements of the 

culture. "Viva La Raza," and "Brown Power," and "Chicano Power" chants 

were not uncommon in the hallways of the school. Students were 

encouraged to sing, read poetry, or join in the chants, as part of 

their spiritual and cultural awakening. 

In addition to the verbal involvement by students for spiritual 

awakening, they were encouraged to paint, write, and compose poetry 

about and for the movement. The barrio art gallery promoted symbolic 

149. Armando B. Rendon, "A New Faith--Hope for Change," ed. 
Nanuel P. Servin, The Mexican Americans (Beverly Hills, California: 
Glencoe Press, 197Lf), p. 206. "Fishermen" were "disciples" of the Cru
sade responsible for recruiting and planning programs for La Cruzada. 

150. Rendon, "A New Faith," Servin, The Mexican Americans, 
p. 206. 
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messages, images, of Chicano conscientiousness. From the Crusade's art 

program, through the skill of Manuel Martinez came the "mestizo head: 

a three-profile head depicting the Indian mother, the Spanish father, 

and the fusion of the two--the mestizo, el Chicano.,,151 The Crusade's 

effort, then, was not narrowed to achieve a singular goal, it was 

intended to create a sense of La Raza, of brotherhood, of Aztlan, 

chicanismo and of the bronze race. The concept of Aztlan and the 

bronze race originated at the Crusade sponsored Youth Liberation 

Conference held in March 27-31, 1969, which generated a position paper 

and Chicano Manifesto from which the following is excerpted: 

In the spirit of a new people that is conscious not only of its 
proud heritage, but also of the brutal "gringo" invasion of our 
territories, we, the Chicano, inhabitants and civilizers of the 
northern land of Aztlan, from whence came our forefathers, •.• 
declare that the call of our blood is our power, our responsi
bility, and our inevitable destiny. . • • We are a bronze 
people with a bronze culture. Before the world, before all of 
North America, before all of our brothers in the Bronze 
Continent, we are a Nation. We are a union of free pueblos. 
We are Aztlan. 152 

The Chicano Manifesto called for an identification, a united 

force to deal \~ith frustrations, divisions, and marginality experienced 

by Chicanos. And Corky argued that commitment to the concept of La 

Raza and the Plan of Aztlan, implied a commitment to social, economic, 

cultural, and political independence. And therefore, "Our struggle 

then must be the control of our'barrios, campos, pueblos, lands, our 

151. Rendon, "A New Faith," Servin, The Hexican Americans, 
. p. 205. 

152. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 336. 
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economy, our culture, and our political life. El Plan de Aztlan 

commits all levels of Chicano society: the writer, the teacher, the 

153 
worker, the professional--to La Causa." Thus the Crusade, the Plan 

de Aztlan, and nationalism were not only instruments for organization, 

but served as arguments for readjustment of Chicano values. 

The Crusade's contribution to the Chicano movement derived from 

the philosophical base; Aztlan, which gave them a myth to legitimize 

their existence, and from the "god-term" bronze race which provided the 

identity needed to support their independence from the dominant 

society. Their unity was inherent in the concept of carnalismo. 

"Brotherhood unites us, love for our brothers makes us a people whose 

time has come and who struggles against the foreigner 'gabacho' who 

154 
exploits our riches and destroys our culture." 

The main thrust of the Crusade was to nationalize every school 

in the community, to form separate Chicano communities by uniting and 

taking control of their political, economic, social and educational 

destinies. Corky believed that there could be no liberation until that 

happened. It would come to pass when Chicano youth realized that 

cultural awareness was imperative to personal success. Thus Corky 

encouraged Chicano studies programs at colleges and universities. He 

153. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 168. See the Plan de Aztlan for 
detailed objectives in Umas, p. 162. 

154. Rendon, Manifesto, p. 337. See specifically the Plan de 
Aztlan. 
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saw (in youth) a "tremendous lack of polished leadership" that could 

h dl d b .. l' 155 an e a movement an ring it to a posltlve so utlon. 

In 1969, the Crusade was tested when students walked out of a 

high school in Denver, protesting the discrimination and lack of 

quality education, and demanding more Chicano teachers and administra-

156 
·tors. Corky and the Crusade demonstrated against school authorities 

and were injured in a direct confrontation with police officers. 

Members of La Cruzada were arrested and later acquitted. 

The significance of the Crusade in the movement for Chicano 

rights stemmed from its separatist leanings. Corky believed that to 

move forward, La Raza had to find its roots, its raison d'etre. Corky, 

through La Cruzada, proposed Nationalism, the independence from the 

dominant society. The Crusade would advance Chicano ideoiogy through 

communication of the principles of La Causa. The principles would be 

instilled through the spread of Chicano thought, of carnalismo, la 

familia, and la raza. The Crusade would diaseminate the message 

through discussions, lectures, meetings, conferences, and through the 

Crusade's newspaper, El Gallo. 

In the following decade, La Cruzada continued its confronta-

tions with the dominant orde~. It tested its political and economic 

power at the polls through La Raza Unida Party. La Cruzada tested, in 

the 1970's, what it had planned in the 1960's. 

155. The Militant, 4 December 1970. 

156. Larralde, Movements and Leaders, p. 201. 



La Alianza 

When Mexico ceded its Southwestern territories to the United 
States, much of the land in New Mexico was part of land grants 
that had been given to settlers by Spain and Mexico between 
1598 and 1846. The precise number and extent of the grants 
will probably never be known because of the destruction of the 
archives at Santa Fe between 1869 and 1871. The loss of many 
records, together with the fact that many of the titles were 
already unclear, opened up unique opportunities for chicanery. 
By the end of the century, more than four-fifths of the old 
Mexican and Spanish grants were lost to their claimants, not
withstanding the guarantees of protection of private property 
in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. In 1891, a Court of 
Private Land Claims was established to deal with the land 
issue, but this amounted to nothing more than fairly transpar
ent means of justifying the expropriation of old claims. 157 

143 

During the 1960's the disposition of Hispano lands again became 

a major issue in New Mexico. Integral to the issue were the existing 

patterns of land-holding and land use. In addition, violations of 

treaty rights and loss of grazing. lands, and the removal of Hispano 

lands from Village control, caused protest and gave birth to the 

Alianza Federal de Mercedes (Federal Alliance of Free States). The 

Hispano in the United States had long been deprived of the basic rights 

to property and an independent livelihood. For the Hispano in Northern 

New Mexico the long series of legal government maneuvering to reduce 

common lands became the final incidents in a history of Hispano depre-

dation. 

The Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo of 1848, presented after the 

Mexican American War, guaranteed the civil and property rights of 

Mexican Citizens within the ceded territories. Property was protected 

157. Moquin and Doren, History, p. 452. 



under Article VII of the treaty. 

In the said territories, property of every kind, now belonging 
to Mexicans and established there, shall be inviolably 
respected. The present owners, the heirs of these, and all 
Mexicans who may hereinafter acquire said property by contract 
shall enjoy with respect to it guarantees equally ample as if 
the same belonged to citizens of the United States. 1S8 

144 

During the period of 1850 and 1910 a majority of private and community 

lands were exchanged. The Hispanos were driven off by either the 

federal government or by Anglo settlers who filed claims of ownership 

although the lands were deeded by grants according to the Guadalupe-

Hidalgo Treaty. Disputes over land ownership were handled in the 

courts and in "most instances, the Anglo litigants won the court 

159 
battles." 

The loss of land and land use provided the commonest form of 

politically explosive inequality in the twentieth century. Bruce 

Russett, in "Inequality and Instability: The Relation of Land Reform 

Tenure to Politics," suggests that "land ownership, is so heavily 

concentrated that no individual not already possessing great tracts of 

agricultural land could possibly make a living through farming.,,160 

The loss of land titles and use of land for farming and grazing by 

Hispanos created a greater rift between them and the dominant society. 

158. Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Article VIII. 

159. Machado, Listen, p. 108. 

160. Bruce M. Russett, "Inequality and Instability: The Rela
tion of Land Tenure to Politics," World Politics, 16(3) (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, April 1964), pp. 442-454. 



A historical examination of the decade will show that the 

1960's did not bear the Alianza, but did provide the ground for the 

emergence of the Alianza and its leaders as catalysts in New Mexico. 

145 

The Alianza was founded to deal with grievances which were 

rampant and deep-rooted among Hispanos in New Mexico. In addition to 

the violation of the Guadalupe-Hidalgo Treaty, Hispanos suffered 

cultural loss when the right to use the Spanish language in their 

communities was abolished. Their losses were in part due to a lack of 

organization and unclear goals and leadership among Hispanos. 

Conditions in the state of New Mexico called for redress, but 

no one with sufficient ethos and leadership ability had emerged until 

the period of the sixties. During this decade such a leader did 

emerge. He was not a native New Mexican, but a transplant~d Texas 

Mexican American who had heard about the land grant disputes and was 

willing and able to lend body and soul to the movement and advocate 

resolution. 

The Land Grants Leader 

Reies Lopez Tljerina was born near Falls City, Texas, in 1926, 

into a large family of migrant workers who eked out an existence by 

following the crops. Tijerina relates that his father was run off his 

land in Texas, that he (Reies) attended school infrequently but learned 

sufficient English to read the New Testament given him by a Baptist 

Missionary visiting the labor camp: "Reies, a boy in his middle teens, 

read the book through. That night he dreamed that God had called him 

to lead his people out of bondage and poverty. Interpreting this as a 
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religious call, he enrolled in the Assembly of God Bible School at 

161 
Ysleta, near El Paso, Texas." Reies was licensed as a minister upon 

completion of his training and sent to assist revivals in and around 

Santa Fe, New Mexico. He became an itinerant preacher and drifted 

around the southwest for the next decade or so. His experience as a 

preacher gained him a reputation as a fine orator, but his unorthodox 

approach to religion cost him his credentials. He returned to Tierra 

Amarilla in the early 1960's where, as a minister, he had tracked 

before. In New Mexico, Tijerina had learned that Hispanos had lost 

3 7 '11' f ' d' 1 d 162 • ml lon acres 0 communlty-owne prlvate an. He studied the 

land-grant question and the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo. He was 

invited to give his view on the land-grant problem to a meeting of the 

Abiquiu Corporation of Tierra Amarilla Grant heirs. Upon careful 

investigation and research (which included study in rlexico and Spain), 

Tijerina formulated a plan for action. He founded the Alianza Federal 

de Mercedes and held a convention in 1963 which drew some 800 dele-

163 
gates. 

161. Clark S. Knowlton, "Tijerina, Hero of the ~lilitants," The 
Journal of Mexican American Studies, Vol. 1, No.2 (Winter 1971), pp-.--
91-96. 

162. Joseph Love, "La Raza: Mexican Americans in Rebellion," 
Transaction 0February 1969), p. 275 . 

. 163. Frances L. Swadesh, "The Alianza Movement: Catalyst for 
Social Change in New Mexico," The Beginnings of Bronze Power, eds. 
Renato Rosaldo, Robert Calvert, and Gustau Seligman (New York: William 
Morrow & Company, 1974), p. 30. 
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The Alianza adopted a constitution at the convention which 

represented a new approach to the grievances of the Hispanos of New 

Mexico. They sought united action rather than individual effort in 

pressing for action on land-grants. They advocated the principle of 

ejido or public land covered under the community land grants which had 

been returned to public domain because the government was not paying 

attention to other than individual claims. And they pressed a legal 

strategy which would involve decisions by the Supreme Court because 

they believed that no competent legal decision on the grant lands 

164 
could be made elsewhere. 

To insure success of the first convention, Reies worked dili-

gently and relentlessly. He launched his mobilization efforts by 

speaking "at meetings of land grant organizations, meetings of ditch 

associations, in rented halls, in churches, wherever listeners might 

gather," and he journeyed "from house to house, speaking to the 

families far into "the night, exhorting the informal gatherings.,,165 

He sought adherents to his perception as well as funds--collected 

through collection plates passed around at meetings, through cake 

sales, dinners and coffees. Encouraged by ongoing incidents of 

discrimination and abuse of Hispanos, T!jerina utilized the conditions 

to create unity. He addressed them and discovered "that this was the 

164. Swadesh, "Alianza," p. 31. 

165. Richard Gardner, iGrito! Reies Tljerina and the New 
Mexico Land Grant War of 1967 (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1970), 
p. 92. 
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first time there was unity. The people were aroused at the things done 

166 
to them." With conditions as they were, T{jerina continued to speak 

frequently in this promising rhetorical situation, and by the end of 

1962, most Hispanos in the North knew of him and many listened to 

h
. 167 
1m. 

Tijerina's audiences were solely the Hispano land grant heirs--

"a group which included most of New Mexico's 300,000 Spanish-speaking 

residents--and their many, often competing, organizations." Tijerina 

accomplished most of this through his persuasive public address, daily 

radio talks, and a column in the Albuquerque n~wspaper, The News 

Ch ' f . 168 le taln. By convention time, "T{jerina had sufficient members to 

begin his movement. 

The "Alianza appealed to the poor Hispanos and to their lost 

169 
dreams." The organization grew quickly to approximately 14,000 

members by 1966, with most new members brought in "through the personal 

charisma and dynamic speaking ability of T{jerina.,,170 Funds to 

support the rhetorical effort were his responsibility. It was 

Ti'jerina I s skill at public address that brought in finances, for "all 

166. Michael Jenkinson, Ti'jerina (Albuquerque: Paisano Press, 
1968), pp. 56-57. 

167. Gardner, Grito, p. 94. 

168. Patricia Bell Blawis, T!jerina and the Land Grants (New 
York: International Publishers, 1971), p. 38. 

169. Acuna, America, p. 238. 

170. Nancy L. Gonzalez, The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico, 
rev. ed. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969), p. 97. 
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of Tljerina's lieutenants acknowledged that only Reies could get appre-

ciable amounts of money out of members and that it had to be done in 

person, preferably with a moderate-sized crowd upon which he would work 

the magic of his speaking style.,,171 

With sufficient troops and adequate funds, Tijerina then sought 

to sustain the members' interest by dramatizing the movement's power 

and communicating their goals. Tijerina confronted the establishment 

concerning the land grants on October 15, 1966. He and members of the 

Alianza occupied the national forest campgrounds at the Echo Amphi-

172 
theatre. He and the others were arrested. He was tried, found 

guilty and sentenced to serve two years in a state penitentiary and 

serve five years on probation. He appealed the conviction and was 

released on bond. While out on bond, T!jerina, with a group of armed 

Alianzistas, seized and fired weapons inside a county courthouse in 

Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico. The incident catapulted the movement into 

national news. It also touched off a massive manhunt that involved the 

New Mexican National Guard, planes, helicopters, and tanks.
173 

The 

Hispano community as well as the establishment were aroused. By the 

latter part of the decade, the Alianza and Tljerina had ended the 

171. Gonzalez, Spanish-Americans, p. 120. 

172. Acuna, America, p. 238. 

173. Acuna, America, pp. 238-239. 
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"apathy and hopelessness of Spanish Americans" in New Hexico. 174 

Tljerina, through the Alianza, had developed another of the successful 

"1· Am· . h U· d S 175 ~CXLcan erLcan protest movements Ln t e nLte tates. 

By the late sixties Tijerina had acquired national notoriety. 

His speeches and commentaries were covered in Newsweek, The Denver 

Post, San Diego Independent, and he received excellent publicity in an 

176 
article in the Texas Observer. He was riding a high crest of favor-· 

able image and reputation, but it stopped when the courts revoked his 

parole and imprisoned him. His voice now silenced, Tijerina penned his 

exhortation: 

We are determined to ask for, to demand, and to struggle for 
justice until the world gives it to us. There are a thousand 
ways to seek and find justice. Thus, as the cricket in the 
fable defeated the lion, the king of beasts, by climbing into 
his ear and tickling him, we shall do the same even if we have 
to form a caravan to the Capitol in Mexico City to ask that 
Mexico take our case to the United Nations. 177 

And he asserted the purpose of the Alianza: " •.. To end the poverty 

and misery which exists among the Hispanos, to end discrimination, bad 

judges, and the criminal 'politics' which are practiced in New Mexico; 

174. Clark S. Knowlton, "The Neglected Chapters in Mexican
American History," in Mexican Americans Today, ed. Gus Tyler 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1975), p. 46. 

175. Nancy L. Gonzales, The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico, 
rev. ed. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969), p. 181. 

176. See "Tijerina: Hero of the Migrants," The Texas Observer, 
28 March 1968. 

177. Reies Lopez Tijerina, "From Prison: Reies Lopez 
Tijerina," Santibanez, Voices, p. 219. 
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to end all thefts of land, and everything which obstructs progress.,,178 

He listed the reason for the alienation from the dominant society: 

"The Spanish American people and the American Indian have been basely 

betrayed by the Federal Government of the United States and the State 

of New Mexico is also involved in this gigantic injustice.,,179 He 

identified the mode for redress: "The Federal Alliance (Alianza) 

provides our response and our remedy for all the wrongs we have 

endured. All Hispanos must unite. The conscience of New Mexico lies 

within the Federal Alliance.,,180 He described the strategy for mobili-

zation: "So 'tie will have meetings in all of New· Mexico; we shall have 

marches, and establish contact and union with all the Spanish American 

groups throughout the United States. We shall struggle so that the 

H" "II h "h" d" 1"" ,,181 H Ispano WI ave a part In t e proJects, an Ln po ItlCS. e 

stated a desire for cooperation: "We shall also struggle for peace and 

harmony among the different races here in New Mexico." And he visu-

alized the transcendance of the alienation: 

We want to see schools and high schools in New Mexico where 
the Hispanic, the Anglo-Saxon, and the Indian cultures are 
equally studied. Only thus shall we have future harmony and 
friendship . . • when the people of New Mexico have a sole 
and exclusive right to govern themselves as a free, sovereign 
and independent state. 182 

178. Tijerina, "Prison," Santibanez, Voices, p. 219. 

179. Tijerina, "Prison," Santibanez, Voic:es, p. 218. 

180. Tijerina, "Prison, " Santibanez, Voices, p. 218. 

181. Tijerina, "Prison," Santibanez, Voices, pp. 220-221. 

182. Tijerina, "Prison," Santibanez, Voices, pp. 218-220. 
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T!jerina's concept for identification and consubstantiality between 

Spaniards and Indians (whom he esteemed) centered on his view that 

their emergence was "God's design for a brown race which would eventu-

ally lead older and morally decaying races to a millennial order of 

d h · 183 I . '1 C k G l' peace an app~ness." t was a concept s~m~ ar to or y onza ez s 

184 
La Raza, a new breed, only 450 years old. 

To identify with his audience, Tfjerina, a transplanted Texan, 

married a fifteen-year-old land claimant which helped demonstrate his 

. . 1 d . 185 
~nterest ~n an ~ssues. To show consubstantiality with those in 

the Alianza, he participated in the most hazardous of activities (the 

Tierra Amarilla Courthouse raid and the occupation of the national 

campgrounds at Chama). In his letter from prison, Tfjerina discounts 

his detractor's claims that he ~..,as working for his own interests and 

reinforced his consubstantiality with the land claimants: "But now 

that my people see me imprisoned and at one time on the point of dying 

in the gas chamber; they are convinced more than ever that I was not 

and am not a fraud, that I work with goodwill and an honest 'heart for 

their benefit.,,186 And he offered them the ultimate sacrifice: 

"Prison has made me feel more worthy of my people and much stronger 

183. "Tijerina: The Evolution of a Primitive Rebel," 
Commonweal, 86 (July 1967), pp. 465-466. 

184. "Tijerina Charges U.S. is Hurdering Women, Children," 
Santa Fe New Hexican, 1 October 1967, p. 1, col. 5. 

185. Blawis, Land Grants, p. 158. 

186. Tijerina, "Prison," Santibanez, Voices, pp. 221-222. 
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than before in offering my life for the protection and advancement of 

h "h 187 t eir r1g ts." 

Prior to his imprisonment, in 1969, Tijerina utilized public 

speaking, one-on-one discussions, and small group discussions to 

promote the Alianza cause. His first strong symbolic effort was an 

Alianza March. In July 1966, Tijerina and five hundred Alianza members 

marched to the steps of the capitol at Santa Fe to voice their 

grievances to Governor Jack Campbell. Campbell agreed to send the 

Al " h Who H 188 1anza arguments to t e 1te ouse. The Alianza marched from 

Albuquerque to the state capitol in Santa Fe to draw attention to 

their plight. Carrying placards and oanners proclaiming, in Spanish, 

"Tierra y Libertad" (Land and Liberty), borrowed from Emiliano Zapata 

and the Mexican Revolution, and the Alianza proclamation: "USA Has No 

Title for New Mexico," which expressed their point concerning the land 

grant controversy. Another placard expressed the Alianza belief that 

"All Spanish and Indian Pueblos, are Free Forever," based on their idea 

that when they won their battle, that the downtrodden people would be 

free. A popular placard displayed a motto justifying their cause 

(axiom): "Justice is Our Creed," and another placard promised "Gringos 

a Volar!: (Out with the Gringos). 

187. Tijerina, "Prison," p. 22. See also, Reies Lopez 
Tijerina, "Letter from the Santa Fe Jail," El Grito Del Norte (26 
September 1969). 

188. Machado, Listen, p. 110. The march was reminiscent of 
the Civil Rights Marches in the South. 
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The slogans and motto proclaimed and gave notice of the 

Alianza's hierarchy of goods and their reason for mobilization: Land 

and Liberty. The slogans and Tijerina rhetoric identified the God 

terms: Justice, Freedom, Civil rights, Brown race, a new Breed, La 

Raza (self-identity), peace and happiness, peace and harmony, friend-

h ' dId 189 s ~p, property an an. 

As part of the mobilization plan, Tijerina, in keeping with 

his strategy, invited Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez of the Crusade for 

Justice to attend an Alianza meeting in Coyute to show Hispano solidar-

ity. Gonzalez praised the Alianza members for having the guts to take 

190 
their stand. T{jerina visited Cesar Chavez after the "migrant 

messiah" had completed his fast. A few weeks later, Bert Corona, 

leader of the Los Angeles Mexican American Political Association 

(MAPA), made a pilgrimage to Albuquerque. Cesar Chavez of the United 

Farm 1ilorkers Organizing Committee attended an Alianza meeting and 

announced that, "if he were a New Mexico resident, he would be an 

Alianza member.,,191 At the 1967 Alianza Convention, the membership 

identified their movement with the objectives of Black Power. At 

convention's end, the Alianza had signed a "treaty of Peace, Harmony 

189. Swadesh, "Alianza," p. 32. Nabokov and Gardner offer 
many photos of the march in which signs, symbols, and mottoes are 
exhibited by marchers. 

190. Swadesh, "Alianza," p. 34. See also, Machado, Listen, 
pp. 97-114. 

191. Swadesh, "Alianza," p. 34. This is well reported by 
other biographers and historians of the period. 



and Mutual Assistance" with members of SNCC, CORE, and Black Pan-

192 
thers. In 1968, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. invited Reies L6pez 

Tijerina to the Planning conference for the Poor People's March on 
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Washington, D.C. The Alianza also renewed their friendly relationship 

with several Indian Pueblos as they had done at their 1964 convention. 

In February 1969, however, TIjerina and the Alianza suffered a 

setback. The Circuit Court of Appeals upheld his two-year prison 

sentence, and in October the United States Supreme Court turned down 

his subsequent appeal of the decision. The next year T{jerina was 

sentenced to a "one-to-five- and a two-to-ten-year jail sentence to run 

concurrently on charges arising out of the 1967 courthouse raid.,,193 

Shortly after entering prison, T{jerina resigned the Alianza presidency . 

. In the decade which followed, T{jerina was released and parole granted 

on condition that he hold no official position in the Alianza. Without 

leadership, the Alianza's activities were now "limited to pamphleteer-

, f'l' 1 ' d" h ,,194 ~ng, ~ ~ng aw su~ts, an ~ssu~ng statements to t e press. 

The development of the Alianza during the 1960's from a 

disorganized mass of individual land claimants to a viable movement was 

directly a result of the persistent public address and mobilization of 

Reies Lopez T{jerina. As a charismatic leader T{jerina was able to 

create goodwill and unite the land grant heirs into the Alianza. 

192. Swadesh, "Alianza," p. 34, and in La Raza, 20 October 
1967. 

193. Meier, Chicanos, p. 273. 

194. Meier, Chicanos, p. 274. 
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During the decade, mostly because of the Alianza, Hispanos in New 

Mexico banded to fight a common adversary, the dominant society. In 

addition, Hispanos under La Raza established consubstantiality with 

Chicanos and other Hispanics involved in their own movement. La 

Alianza and T!jerina were able to give Hispanos a reason for existence, 

a motive for the struggle and ~he symbols to dramatize their plight. 

The Alianza has not yet borne fruit. The land has not been 

returned nor have the public lands been made available to farmers. The 

movement did,however, raise the consciousness of the downtrodden and 

gave them a cultural identity. It allowed them to adapt some elements 

of the dominant society which are compatible ~ith Hispano values and 

although cultural change· was not its main target in the beginning, its 

greatest impact had been just that. 

Summary 

Advent of the protest movements by Mexican Americans in the 

1960's thrust the Chicano into an effort which was to begin a series of 

changes for people who shared similar perceptions of their existence. 

The obvious rhetorical efforts by the leaders, Cesar Estrada Chavez, 

Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez, and Reies Lopez T{jerina, provided the 

necessary conscious raising and mobilization necessary to mount an 

effort to unite Hispanics into a viable, visible group able to chal

lenge the dominant system. The leaders of the diverse protests known 

as the Chicano Movement incorporated the existing identifications: 

language, race, and degradation of a race, into an identifiable group 

willing to endeavor against a series of perceived problems. The 
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symbols used by the rhetors were similar in their purpose, to bring 

together people of similar social and physical identifications. And to 

bring together people oppressed by the dominant society and mobilize 

them into a pressure group representative of the nation's ills. The 

methods and strategies were developed according to location and target 

focus and thus share only the symbolic elements and class of individ

uals concerned. The movement sought fair employment, fair wages, fair 

housing, fair treatment in the courts, and the right to own and work 

the land, thus dealt with justice and civil rights issues. That the 

rhetors' goals were not orchestrated in a single specific concern 

indicated only that the most pressing problem in their locale was their 

point of redress. Each of the three persuasive efforts was called by 

rhetors utilizing symbol~c strategies to cause identification among 

people of similar circumstances and to use that identification to mold 

social groups and mobilize them against a perceived detractor(s) and 

achieve a specific goal. The problems--conditions which were identi

fied as needing change had to be identified and explained by rhetors 

convincingly for those affected. The strategies and rhetorical 

devices by each of the rhetors was planned sufficiently to create 

symbolic and persuasive effects. The marches, demonstrations, and 

speaking activities were orchestrated with appropriate symbols to cause 

identification and cause adherence to the movement's goals and methods 

of attainment. La Causa, La Raza, Tierra y Libertad, La Huelga, 

effectively described the axioms of the movement. 
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The Chicano Movement did not accomplish its purpose in the 

decade of the sixties. Much of the ground work, however, was estab

lished and symbolic elements designated. In addition, the leaders of 

the three protest movements came together to reinforce their efforts 

and to show solidarity of the class of people concerned. This last 

effort significantly affected the perceptions of Hispanics, for even 

if fully assimilated, t~ey became aware of their brother's plight. 

There was also a cultural awareness among Hispanic intellectuals who 

realized that their history had been written by outsiders, ethnocentric 

types who sal~ Hispanics from a different perspective and measured their 

involvement in the American stream with "Anglo" instruments. This ,~as 

perhaps the most significant outcome of the protest movement of the 

1960's. Since then, Chicano/Hispanic writers have "corrected" their 

history, have written novels, have contributed to the fine a~ts a 

Chicano/Hispanic perspective, have organized Chicano/Hispanic issue

oriented political groups, and have created model programs and images 

of behavior for members of La Raza to emulate. The subsequent work: 

novels, biographies, murals, art, films, and theatre by Chicano 

writers and artists have made Hispanics/Chicanos proud of their 

heritage, for it (the movement) gave them an awar.eness, a history 

unknown to them. Although the movement is far from accomplished, the 

ground has been laid by rhetors willing to risk their existence to 

provide a worthy identification. 

In the chapter which follows, we examine the nature of the 

movement in order to discover the impact of the movement upon its 
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constituency. Suggestions are made as to the effect of the movement on 

the Chicano and the Chicano's use of the movement. Conclusions are 

provided concerning the destiny of the organizations (movement) and of 

the operationalization of the messages used to induce cooperation. A 

final comment is made about the critic's labor and responsibility. 



CHAPTER V 

THE CHICANO MOVEMENT: DECISION AND DESTINY 

For rhetoric as such is not rooted in any past condition of 
human society. It is rooted in an essential function of 
language itself, a function that is wholly realistic, and 
is continually born anew; the use of language as a symbolic 
means of inducing cooperation in beings that by nature 
respond to symbols. 1 

To complete the criticism of the rhetoric of social movements, 

it is imperative that the critic explore the nature of the movement in 

reference to the impact it has upon its constituency. 

Collectivities respond symbolically to the rhetorical situation 

in diverse ways. They usually, first, describe the ways in which they 

identify with others of similar perception. Second, they may collec-

tively select a name, an identification symbol compatible with their 

perception of the world, representative of their philosophy or descrip-

tive of their goals. Third, the group mobilizes under a hierarchy of 

goods described symbolically in God and Devil terms. Fourth, the 

collectivity, now in direct struggle with the dominant order, defines 

its triumphs and defeats and uses the signs to continue the attack or 

to claim victory and draw a larger membership. Fifth, the collectivity 

selects terms to describe the condition or status of the movement in 

struggle with the dominant order. "Now, the basic function of rhetoric 

1. Kenneth Burke, Rhetoric of Motives (New York: Prentice
Ha 11, Inc., 1950), p. 43. 

160 
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is certainly not 'magical.' If you are in trouble, and call for 

help, you are no practitioner of primitive m~gic. You are using the 

primary resource of speech in a thoroughly realistic way.,,2 

When men use symbols beyond self-expression, as they do in 

social movements, they fulfill the rhetorical function. Burke suggests 

that man uses symbols in such a manner because it is a useful way of 

modifying the behavior or attitudes of others, or of inducing action on 

the part of others. To understand the rhetorical function more fully, 

we must examine the inducement to cooperation as an inducement to 

action: "Whereas poetic language is a kind of symbolic action, for 

itself in itself, and whereas scientific action is preparation for 

action, rhetorical language is inducement to action (or to attitude, 

attitude being an incipient act).,,3 Because Burke extends his concept 

of action to encompass "ways of acting," then action would include any 

behavior involving choice on the part of the individual(s). 

This chapter examines the nature of the movement. It assesses 

the rhetorical effort of the Chicano movement by evaluating the choices 

made by the collectivity in their endeavor to alter the status quo. To 

do this, outcomes are suggested and tied-in to choices which led to 

symbolic and/or material gratification. It suggests that the movement 

had specific impact upon its constituency and that the constituency 

utilized the movement in diverse ways for diverse purposes. 

2. Burke, Motives, p. 41. 

3. Burke, Motives, p. 42. 
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To determine the degree of success or failure of a movement it 

is important to establish the collectivity's goals. It is also neces

sary to determine the movement's perception of the rhetorical situa

tion. We established in chapter four that the Chicano Movement began 

when Mexican Americans acknowledged their political, social, and 

economic deprivation. The Chicano Movement was an effort at achieving 

consubstantiality among Mexican Americans and with the dominant order. 

The Chicano movement has not accomplished all its goals but it has made 

some inroads in their efforts to achieve parity with those who comprise 

the established order. 

The economic, political, and social crisis of the 1960's 

provoked the Mexican American community into an intensive political 

process, "the movement." The movement vigorously sought to invigorate 

a material culture, debated intensely a case for identity, consciously 

acted to strengthen traditional norms of culture, and acted to regain 

lost lands and dignity. 

La Causa 

The unionization of Mexican American farm workers in California 

in the 1960's was achieved· through skillful rhetorical strategies which 

sustained che unity of a people of similar class and culture in a 

common effort. Generally, the farm workers were "Mexican" Americans by 

culture and identity. They were bound by attributes of ethnicity, 

occupation, geographical location of residence, and economic and social 

class. The "Mexican" farm workers, neither culturally nor politically 

assimilated, heavily influenced by language and religion (Catholic), 
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economically deprived, and experienced in poverty and discrimination, 

were vulnerable to persuasion and desirous of economic, social, and 

political change. They were vulnerable to persuasion because their 

needs, motives, and attitudes were approachable as moral imperatives. 

The farm workers' perceptions of good; decent wages, fair housing, 

safety, and dignity, were obtainable and entitled. They were legally 

entitled under the structure of the dominant order and they were emo

tionally set by years of frustration, discrimination, and deprivation. 

The farm workers' desire for change, advanced by negative experiences, 

made them susceptible to suggestions that "united" they could alter the 

status quo. 

Mexican American farm workers were working-class individuals 

~vhose economic existence was controlled by the availability of harvest 

crops and the wage scales of agribusiness. Thus, it was not difficult 

for the farm workers to identify their opposition or to formulate 

reasons for their alienation. From that rationale evolved the language 

of the movement, the symbols designating the hierarchy of goods, and 

the mottos and slogans which enlightened the public and encouraged the 

members of the collectivity to press their demands. 

The National Farm Workers Association (NFWA) was organized to 

unite the farm workers in a common effort, La Causa. La Causa was rooted 

on a demand for human (civil) rights, gained through economic conces

sions, pressed ~hrough escalating "labor strike" tactics. The NFWA 

embodied the hopes and expectations of the movement. It represented 

the means by which justice could be obtained. The NFWA was the 
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instrument for recruitment to La Causa and the "cause" was the driving 

force for the movement. The NFWA represented a psychological as well 

as physical (the store front office) refuge for the displaced migrant 

workers who were often out of work and out of funds. 

In the beginning, the movement ~hrough the NFWA, was negotia

tor, arbitrator and labor representative for the farm workers. The 

initial efforts were conducted on an individual basis and successes 

were non-existent. Agribusiness ignored such cases. In numbers, 

however, the movement could attract attention from the growers, and 

most important, from the media. The movement, ideologically repre

sented in axioms of La Causa and La Huelga, provided hope for material 

gratification in the form of better wages and improved working condi

tions. The movement, through the NFWA, provided political structure to 

the ambitions and goals of the farm workers. The movement, through the 

NFWA, also provided an identification better than their previous one, 

of poverty and sacrifice. 

The movement drew and maintained its membership through a 

combination of promises which were emphasized through appeals to the 

farm workers' religious zeal. The movement maintained cohesiveness 

through the natural "culturaL" tendency of the "familia" which extended 

to those sharing commonalities of language, race, class, and condition. 

The cohesiveness served the farm worker, in turn, as a community 

concerned with their needs and expectations. This resulted in the 

maintenance of a potentially powerful group which could exert political 

demands and get attention because of membership size. 
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A movement is useless to those who join it, unless the percep

tions of the constituency are realized or a semblance of realization is 

achieved. As the movement advances in time, the movement must provide 

successes to maintain the interest and dedication of its members. 

These "successes" may be material gains or may be symbolically repre

sented. The material gains of the NFWA were measured in the procure

ment of labor contracts and the subsequent social and political 

advances made as a result of the economic change. The movement made La 

Huelga a reality. It utilized strike tactics to obtain political as 

well as economic concessions from the dominant order. Through the 

efforts of la huelga, marches, pickets, and boycott, the ~ was 

operationalized. First, the strike was organized, second, the boycott, 

and third, the union began contracting their services to agribusiness. 

Each stage of the movement required a symbolic description of the 

endeavor. Refusing to continue working the fields gave notice that 

farm workers "ere discontented, that there was alienation, and that 

economic conces~ions on the part of agribusiness would improve rela

tions. This was advanced by the rhetors who advocated the work 

stoppage and by the action of workers who refused to work under such 

condi~ions for the wages offered. This effort was internal (among 

members of the movement) and was maintained through the efforts of the 

leader(s). The boycott was external and was sustained by members of 

the movement who traveled throughout the United States and convinced 

the public that refusing to buy agribusiness products was a humane act. 

When the invitation to participate in the movement (in the form of the 
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boycott) was extended to the public, the rhetorical audience was 

enlarged. The messages used to convince the public were directed as 

challenges to moral action. "Don't buy Cream of Exploitation Soup," 

directed at the Campbell Soup Company, is an example of challenge and 

choice. The movement also used symbols and slogans to attack those who 

supported agribusiness. Governor Ronald Reagan "delighted the growers 

by calling the grape strikers who picketed him 'barbarians. ",4 Richard 

M. Nixon, who declared his intention to eat California grapes "whenever 

I can," was picketed often by farm workers who declared "Nixon is a 

Grapist."S On the other hand, there were those who chose to support 

the boycott. They were allies by solidarity and conviction. Their 

choice was to support the movement either in spirit or in action, 

boycott or funds. The public supporting the movement included the 

young idealists, who having participated in the civil rights movement, 

6 
were looking for a cause to support. Others saw the movement as more 

than a mere labor struggle. Certainly the spiritual and financial 

support to the union was indicative of conviction or gUilt. The move-

ment was handy for assisting the public in purging their guilt. 

Movements have a beginning and an end. Beginnings signal 

perceptions of alienation an~ are realized through group action(s). A 

4. Peter Matthiesen, Sal Si Puedes (New York: Dell Publishing 
Co., Inc., 1973), p. 278. 

S. ~lat thiessen, Sal, p. 281. 

6. John Gregory Dunne, Delano (New York: Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux, 1971), p. 23. 
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movement's end is not as certain. A movement's destiny is determined 

by two things: the enthus~asm and power of the movement, and the 

strength and tenacity of the established order. In the case of the 

farm workers' strike in California, the movement, having little to lose 

and much to achieve, relied on patience and public support to make the 

movement (strike) work. The growers, using shopworn strike-breaking 

tactics, prolonged the negotiations unnecessarily and lost any sympathy 

the public had granted them. When the growers accepted labor contracts 

with Cesar Chavez, the goal had been reached. But the movement was not 

over. During the 1970's, the movement entered into its "mutual benefit 

society" stage. The NFWA established social programs for its members. 

They included consumer advising, credit assistance, information on 

housing, on health and on welfare. La Causa institutionalized itself 

in the 1970's. It utilized the structure in the dominant system to 

become the system itself, ready to be t~sted, ready to be challenged. 

The struggle had occurred at a junction of perceived oppression and 

economic exploitation. It occurred at a point in time when a rhetor 

was available and interested in inducing cooperation in beings "that 

by nature respond to symbols." 

La Cruzada 

Cultural negation is the rejection of assimilation. It is 

promoted by heightening cultural expression as through nationalism. 

Nationalism requires group cohesion, sharpened group values, political 

dissent, resistance to assimilation, and self-identification. The 

Crusade for Justice was just that, a movement towards nationalism, 
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organized around cultural identification. The Crusade sought self-

identity through class and community membership. They did so, because 

of the perceived alienation in the form of discrimination and position 

in the caste system. Attempts at acculturation experienced by Mexican 

Americans in schools, on jobs, and the community had resulted in rejec-

tion of their values and interests. Displaced in a society which 

claimed equality a~d human rights and having failed at assimilation 

using the establishment channels; the ballot box, education, and 

community partiicpation, Mexican Americans in the Denver barrios looked 

to the movement to establish an identity. It was then less difficult 

for the rhetor, Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez, and La Cruzada to induce 

cooperation and advocate a new perspective. 

The movement, for the Cruzada, was the mode for conveying the 

declaration of Mexican American independence. The Cruzada, through the 

cultural center in Denver, became the conscience of Mexican Americans 

in the southwest. The positing of a Chicano culture and identity for 

Mexican Americans became the Crusade's priority. Symbolic gratifica-

tion rather than material gain was the movement's aim. The movement's 

name, La Cruzada, provided connotations of a moral effort. Through the 

Crusade the movement was able- to advocate pride in language, culture, 

7 
Chicanismo, and the Brown Race. Barrio language, a combination of 

English/Spanish, became standard for La Cruzada (this drew negative 

7. La Cruzada Por La Justicia was the first segment of the 
movement to advocate race as a basis for self-identification and 
cultural awareness. 
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remarks from both language camps who saw the combination as a travesty 

to both languages). Barrio youth who comprised the majority of the 

Crusade's membership, used the movement to express their discontent at 

the dominant order. Their defiance, promoted at the cultural center, 

reinforced in the streets of Denver, had a dual effect upon the Mexican 

American public. It gained adherents of similar perceptions and 

alienated those who saw nationalism as treasonous. Those who shared 

convictions were absorbed into the movement and those who opposed them 

were challenged. They were challenged through Chicanismo. Chicanismo 

(as philosophy) admits to being learned and the Crusade proposed to 

teach it. Chicanismo is a perspective, it is the acquisition (by 

8 
Mexican Americans) of a different perspective about themselves. The 

movement thus was the vehicle by which those Mexican runericans desiring 

change could achieve it. Mexican Americans who rejected the perspec-

tive were adherents of the "pluralist system" or a facsimile. They 

rejected "thought movement toward the assumption,,9 that Chicanismo was 

possible. The Crusade argued that Chicanismo based on humanism was 

possible, because Chicanos were endowed with a perspective full of 

"discovery, of enchantment, of life, of death, of meaning, and of 

love." The movement then for· members of the Cruzada was the "impact of 

8. Elieu Carranza, Pensamientos on Los Chicanos, 2nd ed. 
(Berkeley: California Book Company Ltd., 1971), p. 24. 

9. Carranza, Pensamientos, p. 24. 

10. Carranza, Pensamientos, p. 26. 
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a vast social change on the emotional expressions of many Mexican 

Am . ,,11 
er~cans. . .• 

The proposed Chicano Nationalism was an effort to develop 

justice in the courts and in jobs, social welfare, and political 

sovereignty, in short, it was "nationalism as a radical social 

12 
change." It proposed self-concept through self-development, thus the 

"education" of barrio people at the culture center, the chanting "Viva 

La Raza," "Brown Power," and the "Chicano Manifesto" which outlined the 

Cruzada's hierarchy of goods. It involved the transformation of 

Hexican Americans from a perspective of servitude to one "in ~vhich men 

recognize themselves in each other .. ,,13 

To carry out this effort, the Crusade exaggerated competitive-

ness and egotism. It created a particular mode of dress, art, poetry, 

myth, and heroes (Emiliano Zapata and "Che" Guevara) and established 

role models for the Crusade. The crusade utilized an "indoctrination" 

method involving submersion into the culture. It advocated a cultural 

macho marked by carnalismo and la familia, movement axiom~, which 

promoted brotherhood in the community. The Chicano in the CruzdJa 

became a "subculture" made up of adaptations from the Mexican and 

American cultures. The movement provided a history in the epic poem of 

11. Carranza, Pensamientos, p. 25. 

12. Juan Gomez-Quinones, "On Culture," Revista Chicana
Riquena, Ano Cinco, Numero dos (Spring 1977), p. 13. 

13. Octavio Paz, The Labyrinth of Solitude: Life and Thought 
in Mexico, trans. Lysander Kemp (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1961), 
p. 175. 
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Rodolfo Gonzalez. "I am Joaquin" recounts the journey of the Chicano, 

through Corky's mind, to their present (existing) condition. By 

providing a philosophy, a history, and a motive, the Cruzada could 

induce cooperation and establish consubstantiality among those who 

chose to follow. La Cruzada, thus, was an assurance of racial distinc

tion untied to economic class. 

The Chicanos in the Cruzada used the movement to educate 

Mexican Americans about their reform efforts. They used rhetoric to 

attack the dominant order as racist and programmed to maintain minority 

people in the lower caste. When the dominant order countered, the 

Cruzada accused it of oppression and used the incidents to provide 

examples and signs in their arguments that the system was oppressive. 

The Cruzada operationalized their message with each convert to 

the movement. The message asked Mexican Americans to accept a "new" 

perception of themselves. And thus, each convert was "born again." As 

members of the movement they learned to attack the dominant order by 

rejecting the polities and social programs offered by the system and by 

creating a reality, symbolically. This consisted of a name, La Cruzada 

and its composite parts; Chicano, raza, brown power, Chicano POHer, and 

Aztlan. The reality concocted, included a political party to represent 

Chicano interests. The manifestation of the Raza Unida Party, however, 

did not maintain separateness because nothing exists independent of 

something else. La Raza Unida Party was different but not separate. 

Despite this irony, the Crusade for Justice explained its purpose and 

goals as necessary to establish a cultural identification. They were 
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going outside the system because they could not achieve the goals 

inside it. "Among most radicals, the feeling of mi raza primero (my 

people first) [was] popular. The theme was not reform, but separatism, 

through which a bloc powerful enough to seize self-determination 

14 
[could] be forged." The masks forged by the Crusade gave Chicanos an 

understanding of their indiginous past, of the eagle and the serpent, 

of Tenochtitlan, Aztlan, and Quinto Sol. This knowledge spread to 

college campuses across the southwest through Chicano Studies Programs 

forged by Chicano students who demanded recognition of their race. 

This perhaps, was their most significant contribution to the Chicano 

movement. 

In the decade of the 1970's the Cruzada began to wane. In its 

wake it left a cultural awakening of Mexican Americans, the name 

Chicano, Chicano Art and music, and a perception (in the barrios) that 

the "Anglo" system was not the only system in which Chicanos could 

participate. The explosive nature of the movement in the 1960's; "Viva 

1a Raza!" and "Chicano Power," declined in the 1970's. In their place 

stood Chicanos "Nho didn't do much talking, who instead worked, ~ 

disciplinaron. these [sic] carna1es set about building organizations 

in order to bring more order,: they provided education through example, 

15 
through hard Nork." But the Cruzada had left a legacy of pride in 

14. Rodolfo Acuna, Occupied America: The Chicano's Struggle 
Toward Liberation (New York: Canfield Press, 1972), p. 230. 

15. Ysidro Ramon Hacias, "Nuestros Antepasados y El Hovi
miento," Aztlan Chicano Journal of the Social Sciences and the Arts, 
Vol. 5, No.1 and No.2 (Spring and Fall 1974), p. 151. 
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culture and in language. And though some of its former members have 

su~cumbed ~o individual career goals, they continue to identify 

"spiritually" with the movement. 

La Alianza Federal de los Mercedes 

The third constituency which arose, as a segment of the Chicano 

Movement, in the middle 1960's, was a small but dynamic group of 

"Hispanos" in northern New Mexico. Alienated from their land(s) 

through legal and illegal maneuvers, the norteos organized to mobilize 

manpower and money to regain lost lands. They, like millions of 

Chicanos in the southwest, suffered from ill-housing, unemployment, and 

disfranchisement. But the norteos had additional fodder to nurse their 

bitterness toward the dominant order, the confiscation of lands by the 

16 
federal government and "unscrupulous Anglo settlers." 

Hispanos in New.Mexico could date their history back to the 

"1493 papal Bull, Noveruni Universii issued by Pope Alexander VI and 

later incorporated into law by Ferdinand and Phillip II of Spain.,,17 

Huge mercedes (land g.rants) had been awarded to famil ies or groups of 

families as incentives to settling. "Each community also held a common 

16. Historians agree that when Mexico ceded New Mexico and 
most of the Southwest to the United States, at the end of the Mexican
American War, Anglo settlers lay claim to lands granted and protected 
for Hispanos under the Guadalupe Hidalgo Treaty. The federal govern
ment did not intervene in the matter but rather excecerbated the 
situation by claiming ejido lands as national property. 

17. Norma P. Herring, "Reies Lopez Tijerina: Don Quixote in 
New Mexico," in Pain and Promise: The Chicano Today, ed. Edward Simmen 
(New York: New American Library, 1972), p. 287. 
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grant called ejido, for grazing cattle and timberland.,,18 The mercedes 

were not taxable nor could anyone sell a portion of che land since it 

belonged to the community. When Mexico ceded the lands to the UI1iteu 

States after the Mexican-American War, grantees were guaranteed titles 

under the Guadalupe-Hidalgo Treaty. The "Anglo settlers," however, 

did not honor the commitment and "claimed" the lands. The United 

States Government, adding insult to injury, laid claim to the ejidos 

and created national lands. These actions prompted Hispanos to peti-

tion and protest. 

The norteos were an agriculturally-based people united by 

traditional values and a strong commitment to a rural lifestyle and 

livelihood earned from the land. 19 They were bound to the land by 

traditional values of agriculture and to each other through historical 

experience. Norma P. Herring, who· studied the historical development 

of the norteos, states that the "pioneers in northern New Mexico 

intermarried with the pueblo Indians and created what Reies Lopez 

20 
Tijerina called the 'new breed.'" The "new breed" identified with 

their community through language, class, culture, race, and a determi-

nation to regain lost lands. Of significance to understanding the 

13. Herring, "Quixote," Pain, p. 287. 

19. F. Chris Garcia and Rudolph O. de la Garza, The Chicano 
Political Experience: Three Perspectives (Massachusetts: Duxbury Press, 
1970), p. 55. 

20. Herring, "Quixote," Pain, t>. 287. 
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social, political, and economic conditions of the norteos was their 

geographical location and the circumstances of their existence. 

Rio Arriba County in northern New Mexico was described by 

sociologist Clark Knowlton as an impoverished area with irregular 

streets and half-abandoned Spanish American adobe villages. The geo-

graphic location and cultural isolation of the norteos produced a 

distinctive peasant culture that was somewhat different from the 

culture of other Spanish-speaking groups in the southwest, and that 

21 
they identified only within the village community, until recently. 

The norteos' social and physical isolation strengthened the communal 

bonds and perpetuated the "only mores they knew--those of sixteenth 

century Spain.,,22 

The confiscation of their lands by Anglo settlers and govern-

ment for non-payment of taxes stripped the norteos of their livelihood. 

Their ignorance of American legal, political, and economic systems 

caused the destruction of their villages and, according to Knowlton, 

created a "rural proletariat" marked "by rates of disease, malnutri-

tion, hunger, infant mortality, unemployment and welfare at least as 

h · h .. 1 h f M' . . . 23 19 as Slm1 ar rates among t e negroes 0 1SSlSSlpp1. 

21. Clark Knowlton, "The New t>lexican Land War," in Pain and 
Promise: The Chicano Today, ed. Ed~vard Simmen (New York: Ne\v American 
Library, 1972), p. 259. 

22. George I. Sanchez, Forgotten People: A Study of New 
Mexicans (Albuquerque: Calvin Horn, 1967), p. 4. 

23. Knowlton, "Land \~ar," Pain, p. 260. 
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This was the legacy of the Aliancistas in the 1960's. Molded 

by their past experiences they alienated themselves from the system 

which had "robbed them of their dignity," their land. Such experiences 

brought together the people of the villages of northern New Mexico 

under Reies Lopez Tljerina in an effort to regain their lost lands and 

lead them into the twentieth century. 

The norteos celebrated their consubstantiality by denouncing 

the "closing of village schools, the lack of roads, malnutrition, loss 

of land and water, discrimination, erosion of grazing rights, and the 

failure of the state and federal government agencies to pay attention 

S . h A' d d . . ,,24 to pan~s mer~can nee s an asp~rat~ons. Excited by the spell-

binding speeches of Tijerina and promises of return of their lands, the 

norteos embraced T1jerina and the Alianza as modes for expressing their 

resentment of their treatment at the hands of the dominant order. The 

Alianza and T{jerina became the catalysts for change in Northern New 

Mexico. 

When Tijerina promoted and actualized the Alianza de Mercedes 

the norteos saw the movement as a vehicle for change. They had suffi-

cient cause in wanting to regain their lands but not a means for 

pressing demands. IndividuaL experiences had demonstrated ineptness 

and inability to change the dominant structure. The Alianza, however, 

offered consubstantiality in cause, and strength in numbers. This was 

24. Knm"lton, "Land Har," Pain, p. 261. 
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sufficient inducement, for a people who had nothing to lose, to join 

the movement. 

To the Aliancista, the movement embodied a political thrust for 

the expressed purpose of obtaining justice. Aliancistas perceived the 

movement as a means for redress. It was a refuge for Hispano ideas on 

self-preservation, dignity; and economic survival. The Alianza 

symbolically conveyed the impact of the cause, a persuasive effort at 

convincing other Hispanos to press demands for recognition of their 

claims to the land grants. The movement also gave the Hispanos a sense 

of solidarity and a stability necessary to maintain and exert power. 

It was the hub for rhetorical activity, where strategies were borne and 

campaigns initiated. A residual effect of the movement was a cultural 

awareness and consubstantiallity developed through the sharing of 

beliefs and values. 

The Alianza operated from the promise of two perspectives: 

symbolic and material gratification. The symbolic aspect was opera-

tionalized through the use of symbols to create an awareness of the 

problem and a trust in the Alianza to regain lost lands. The impor-

tance of land to the Hispano, expressed in the borrowed maxim, "Tierra 

y Libertad," was promoted alsan axiom of their perspective. Libertad 

(l iberty or freedom) was remdered akin to the ownership of land, and 

was expressed as an outcome! of land otvnership. "To have a piece of 

d . h . h . ,,25 groun ~s to ave roots ~n t e commun~ty. The concept of the "new 

25. Emiliano Zapata, Mexican Revolutionary, Quoted in Stan 
Steiner, LaRaza: HexicanAmericans (New York: Harper&Row, 1970), p. 296. 
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breed" gave Hispanos a deliverance from the ethnocentric identity 

ascribed them by the dominant order. It also helped answer the ques

tions: Who are you? What do you want? and Why do you want it? The 

Alianza responses were: We are the "new breed," modern Hispanos, 

demanding return of the lands that are rightfully ours. Such asser

tions encouraged acts of civil disobedience, such as the campground 

incident at Chama, New Mexico. 

The material gratification aspect of the movement was conducted 

through the physical, militant, possession of the land in question and 

the promise of recovery of the lost lands. Return of the lands was 

more than material gain, it was a restoration of dignity because land 

permitted them the honor of self-worth. Return of the lands also meant 

economic improvement and as a consequence, a better ~ay of lif.e. 

Hith the arrest and imprisonment of Reies Lopez T!jerina the 

Alianza lost its prime mover and symbol. He, like the Alianza, repre

sented a dream of regaining dignity, and an identity forged on the 

restoration of lost lands. Tijerina's Quixotic dream was not to be, 

for militant acts against the structure of the dominant order are 

viewed as reactionary and detrimental to the very existence of 

democracy. Such efforts are dealt with at sword's point. Such was the 

case with the Alianza Federal de Los Mercedes. It began as a single 

issue campaign to restore lost lands and wound-up as a catalyst for 

Hispano consubstantiality. The Alianza has yet to realize their goals. 

They still gather to discuss the land grants, but their chances to do 

so become more remote with time. It did gain, for Hispanos, a place in 
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history, and an identity as a non-complacent group willing to promote 

alienation in order to achieve the good life. 

Summary 

In a mass society, social distinctions are based on wealth, 

occupation, and religion. In a democracy based on a material base, 

class systems are arranged according to economic status. In the United 

States such a system appears to exist. Its constituents then, to 

experience the "good life," must first alter their economic condition. 

To bring about change constituencies must utilize the existing channels 

or be eliminated. Historically, those segments of the Chicano Movement 

and leaders who did not accomodate were eliminated. Reies Lopez 

T!jerina and his family were defeated and immobilized through harass

ment and arrest. Numerous members of the Cruzada Por La Justicia were 

"murdered" by the police. These men threatened "the very basis of 

political and economic domination and, since they would not be compro

mised, they were broken or eliminated.,,26 

A pluralist analysis of the Chicano Movement best explains 

Cesar Chavez's success at altering the status quo. Although angered 

at counter movement tactics involving violence, Chavez refused to use 

violence. His strategies stayed within the system rules and though 

distasteful to the dominant order, were accepted as "fair." Now that 

Cesar Chavez and the farm workers' union have been institutionalized, 

they can (and do) exercise their rights as does any Anglo political 

26. Garcia, Chicano Experience, p. 159. 
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entity. This may be sufficient argument for pluralists that the 

dominant order works if its constituents develop power groups capable 

of exerting demands and do so, in conformance with accepted practice. 

Kenneth Burke, in Attitudes Toward History, suggests that man 

describes his view of the world based on his own experience in it. 

That man seeks to improve his condition by devising symbolic strategies 

which help him order his world. The Chicano Movement was such an 

effort. 

A Critic's Point 

For the critic of such rhetorical efforts, it is imperative 

that an extremely accurate description of the rhetorical situation be 

provided. To do so requires an extensive assessment of the milieu 

which promotes the exigence. The critic can only strive to provide a 

most accurate approximation of the rhetorical situation: 

The magical decree is implicit in all language; for the mere 
act of naming an object or situation decrees that it is to be 
singled out as such-and-such rather than as something-other. 
Hence, I think any attempt to eliminate magic, in this sense, 
would involve us in the elimination of vocabulary itself as a 
way of sizing up reality. Rather, what we may need is correct 
magic, magic whose decree about the naming of real situations 
is the closest possible approximation to the situation named 
(with the greater accuracy of approximation being supplied by 
the "collective revelation" of testing and discussion).27 

27. Kenneth Burke, The Philosophy of Literary Form, Studies in 
Symbolic Action (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1941; 
Vintage Edition, New York: Vintage Books, 1957), p. 41. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study has employed a contemporary system of rhetorical 

criticism known as "Burke ian Criticism" in the analysis of certain 

related social movements. The exploration focused upon three over

lapping areas of investigation. 

First, the study investigated the general background of Kenneth 

Burke, his purpose and influence, and his concepts useful to rhetorical 

criticism. An attempt was made to place Burke and his concepts within 

the general field of rhetoric and to provide a discussion and overview 

of his concepts: communication, language, rhetorical function, identi

fication, and vocabulary of motives. 

Second, the study examined existing methods of rhetorical 

analysis of social movements, discussed their insights and inadequa

cies, and then investigated a Burkeian method for analysis of social 

movements. The method keys on three concepts: Identification, 

vocabulary of motives, and languaging strategies employed through 

symbolic forms. 

Third, the study employs the "Burke ian Nethod" for rhetorical 

criticism by superimposing the model upon the current social movement 

known as the thicano Movement. The Chicano Movement was selected 

because of its current status, and because of its controversial 
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internal and external development. This permitted the model to be 

tested under the most complex of situations. 

Kenneth Burke 
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Kenneth Burke's legacy to rhetorical critics, perhaps, lies in 

his contributions to literary criticism and communication theory. His 

concepts of dramatism, identificatioh, consubstantiality, motives, 

language theory, and the Pentad provide excellent starting points for 

the rhetorical critic's work. 

Burke's contributions are significant not only in their impli

cations for the rhetorical critic, but also in his attempt to examine 

and understand man, the symbol-user. His work in dramatism has 

provided insight into the part that language plays in human relations. 

It is precisely that endeavor which provides the groundwork fo~ the 

development of a model for the analysis of the rhetoric in social 

movements. Burke's concepts and basis for the rhetorical situation, 

that there is division among men and that they strive to come together 

through strategies of language to cause identification and achieve the 

good life, gives rhetoric its definition. But the rhetorical situation 

is not seen as existing in the environment as Lloyd Bitzer saw it. The 

rhetorical situation exists when man identifies the situation as 

"division," as detrimental to his existence and then acts to become 

consubstantial with those from whom he feels estranged. Burke's notion 

that we exis~ in a dialectical condition and that we use language to 

minimize the estrangement is applicable to movement rhetoric. Burke's 

concept establishes that division exists and causes estrangement, but 
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that man, through languaging strategies, illuminates that estrangement 

and then mounts a symbolic effort to transcend it. 

The Model 

A model for the analysis of social movements was developed, 

using Burkeian principles, by addressing the movement from a dialecti

cal viewpoint; in which dialectic is viewed as dramatic; in which 

identification always occurs in a context of alienation; in which one 

deals with large blocks of discourse and utilizes rhetoric not in terms 

of some particular address, but as a general body of identifications. 

The model assists the critic in his analysis of the movement 

which is defined as a shared perception of the world. That perception 

is different from that of the dominant order and is expressed in 

languaging strategies. The languaging strategies involve identifica

tions which man uses to.overcome the negative situations. A study of 

the languaging strategies and communication activities provid~d insight 

to the collectivity's epistemology and raison d'etre. 

Application of the model to the Chicano Movement revealed its 

applicability to movement analysis. Approaching the study from a 

dialectical viewpoint ("dramatic" to Burke) implied persuasion and 

permitted rhetorical analysis. A close examination of historical 

documents revealed the forms of alienation and previous efforts to 

overcome them. Extensive indexing revealed opposing perspectives. 

Comparison of perspectives revealed the sources of alienation and 

axioms inherent in each viewpoint. Further investigation uncovered a 

vocabulary of motives which provided insight into Chicano philosophy. 
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The vocabulary revealed Chicanos to be essentially "existentialist," 

embracing a "tragic sense of life" in which domination of oneself is 

paramount. This is in direct opposition to the dominant culture's 

"epic sense," a need to dominate others. This opposition of viewpoints 

generates the dialectical conflict. 

An investigation of the uses of persuasion in the movement 

revealed that Chicanos used persuasion to induce others to the cause 

and to challenge the dominant culture. The challenge was extended in 

"languaging strategies." Burkeian notions allowed for consideration of 

a diversity of "acts" interpreted as rhetorical in nature. These 

included verbal and nonverbal acts and encompassed marches, boycotts, 

and picket lines. Verbal acts included small group discussions, public 

speeches and mass-media messages. The langua~e of the messages 

revealed the movement's God and Devil terms and their use in linguistic 

expression of the collectivity's perspective. Cataloging of the terms 

used in the persuasive messages revealed that the Chicano Movement's 

order of goods included such abstract terms as justice and freedom and 

such concrete goals as jobs, better housing, and equal access to educa

tion. Items of identification employed by the movement included 

similarity in language, ethnic background, religion, and social class. 

Of these, the most successful identifications seemed to focus on ethnic 

background and social class. 

Effectiveness of the Model 

The Burkeian model for analysis of the rhetoric in social 

movements is effective for its intended purpose: to understand why man 
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does what he does in an effort to achieve the "good life." The model 

is useful for analysis of social movem~nts because it allows for inclu

sion of any symbolic act which takes place in the movement's quest for 

redress. But this fact forces the critic to "include all there is to 

explore" in his effort to provide an approximation closer to the act. 

This becomes extensive--so extensive that the model may not deter 

critics from undertaking social movement analysis, but the laborious 

task of indexing and research will. The task became overbearing in 

this case as the Chicano movement presented three fronts, operated from 

different geographical locations and utilized different tacticsl 

languaging strategies to correct the perceived exigence. 

The model used for. analysis in this study was also effective in 

providing a framework for understanding man's behavior by requiring an 

investigation of the movement's epistemological order, vocabulary of 

motives, and languaging strategies. This provides reasons for the 

movement's perspective and formulation of identifications and gave us 

the framework for understanding the nature of the movement. 

Implications for the Social Order 

The birth and proliferation of social movements in the United 

States, in the twentieth century, reveal the development of a growing 

alienation between the dominant order and the masses. It also 

reassures us that the democratic system allows for dissent. The 

history of social movements in America has seen collectivities in 

struggles with the dominant order over issues of slavery, working 

conditions and pay, equal rights for women, and civil rights for blacks 
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and hispanics. These collectivities, under many labels, indicate a 

division, an existing alienation between man and a desire to overcome 

the division. Such situations, where dialectical tension exists, give 

rise to antithetical perspectives and social movements. 

Implications for the Discipline 

Inappropriate methodology(s), narrowness in definition of 

rhetorical discourse, ill-suited tools for rhetorical analysis, and 

excessive reliance on social movement theory have misled scholar

critics and retarded efforts at analysis of social movement rhetoric. 

The complexity of discourse in social movements and uncertainty of 

methods for analysis have resulted in an hiatus in movement studies. 

The methodology advanced in this study should assist in correcting the 

condition. The method, however, will not produce concise, neat, 

a~ticles for journal publication. Social movements do not lend them

selves to such investigations or reports. Social movements require 

extensive research and diligent analysis. Such requirements constrain 

the critic to lengthy endeavors and painstaking indexing. Such is the 

case with Burkeian analysis. One must explore "all there is" to 

provide a closer approximation of the situation. The discipline has 

the responsibility to accomplish such labors. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

A number of suggestions for further investigation have resulted 

from this study: 
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1. Information regarding a movement's (audience) response to the 

symbols in a social movement is imperative in determining the 

effect of rhetoric upon the individual. Although information 

to establish pcssible responses/attitudes can be extrapolated 

from available information, a direct study of audience atti

tudes and response to movement symbols would be important in 

assessing the impact of the symbols/message on the audience. 

2. The rhetorical symbols in the different manifestos and docu

ments produced by the Chicano Movement as sub-categories of 

movement ac~ivity would be of significant interest for further 

study. 

3. Research is also possible in tracing the long term effects of 

the movement's symbols on the members of the collectivity and 

on the dominant order. Of specific interest are the terms: 

Chicano, La Huelga, La Raza, and La Causa. 

4. A fourth suggestion is to test the model further by investi

gating a more recent social movement. 

Conclusion 

It has been the intent of this study to provide a method which 

enables the critic to understand man by investigating his communicative 

efforts and strategies to order the world around him. Burkeian 

Analysis allows us that possibility. It is like soft clay to the 

sculptor: it allows for correction, until the closest approximation is 

achieved. 
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